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In Front of the Console

Sharon Shanks
484 Canterbury Lane
Boardman, Ohio 44512 USA
+1 330-783-9341
sharon.shanks@gmail.com

A special shout-out to Planetarian columnists
If I had to point to one thing that makes Planetarian a value to IPS
members, it would be the core of faithful people who write the regular
columns. Four times every year they take the time to share their experience and knowledge with everyone, either to make our jobs easier
or to simply bring a smile to our faces (many times, doing both at the
same time).
You know them, many of them past presidents of IPS and/or their local
affiliates, those with “IPS Fellow” after their names. April Whitt, Loris
Ramponi, Jeanne Bishop, and Susan Reynolds Button have been my virtual
staff companions since I became editor in September 2006.
There has been, of course, a coming and a going since then, but
people whose names now appear under Associate Editors on page 1
provide the heart of every issue of Planetarian.

Excellent book, off and hopefully on, the dome

Introducing Outside Space
And, I would like to introduce a new name to readers: Tim Barry,
architect. Tim is a member of the IPS Design and Operations Committee. He has been working for the past year on writing the IPS 2017
Design+ Operations Guide, the long-awaited and needed update to
1994’s IPS Planetarium Development Guide .
If you look at the membership of the Design and Operations
Committee, you might not realize the decades of experience represented and now being shared with IPS. Chair Ian McLennan and members
Bill Chomik, Mike Murray, and Manos Kitsonas have all “been there,
done that” when it comes to planetarium development.
A vice president of the architectural firm Page Southerland/Page
International, Tim, of course, has the academic and experiential background that this position implies. But what his biography doesn’t show
is his enthusiasm and passion for science, particularly for planetariums.
Please check out his new column, Outside Spaces, on page 72, and
dare to explore the scary world outside the dome.
Another new column is my contribution to the breadth of the material that Planetarian offers. I have called it Reverse Diurnal Motion,
something planetarians are never supposed to do because the stars
don’t move that way. (I always told my audiences to “close your eyes
because I’m not supposed to do this” when I ran reverse diurnal to save
time during presentations. It was a teaching moment.)
The idea was born when I stumbled across the picture of John Hare,
long-time chair of the IPS History Committee, working on Michigan State University Abrams Planetarium’s Spitz Intermediate Space
Transit. Remembering our history and learning from it is something
that IPS takes seriously. Reverse Diurnal Motion will be a pictoral
archive of some of this history.

A new beginning for another columnist

You might note a change in the contact information for Jack
Northrup, editor of From the Classdome. He explains in true Jack style:
“After 15 years at Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Planetarium (Omaha,
Nebraska) I am finally graduating from middle school. I have taken a
position with an instructional and workshop company. My focus areas
are science education, space studies, technology, and education pedagogy. The awesome thing is I am getting to do a lot of different hands
on and minds on activities for a variety of age groups.”
Sounds exciting and rewarding, Jack, and I’m sure your columns will
4

reflect this new ethusiasm.
I also need to congratulate Carolyn Collins Petersen, who describes
the apparent lack of standards when it comes to judging fulldome festivals. Many writers for Planetarian, whether it is a column, a feature
article, or an opinion, often have to doff one hat and put on another,
especially the vendors.
I value the words of the vendors in Planetarian’s pages as much
as I did when I called them for help when I was working under the
dome. Carolyn asks some hard questions that need to be answered to
preserve the value of fulldome festivals (and they are becoming more
valuable as time passes). If she draws input from Mark, her husband,
I
then good for her; it saves a telephone call.			

Planetarian				

Every once in a while I run across something that makes me
regret being retired. Learning about the book Cassandra and
the Night Sky, supporting it through a crowd-funder, and then
reading is is one of those times.
What a delightful story for younger audiences! If I was still
under the dome, I would already be turning the book into a
fulldome program, because any time I could add to my library
of meaningful children’s programs, I was all over it. With the
author’s permission, of course!
Amy Jackson has the street cred to write the book. From
her biography at www.bookpeople.com/event/amy-jacksoncassandra-and-night-sky: The founder and director of Starry Sky
Austin, she grew up in Houston with NASA in her backyard and
a lifelong dream of becoming an astronaut. After graduating from the University
of Houston with a bachelors in physics, she attended Rice University and
graduated with a master’s
in teaching. She has taught
at the Houston Museum
of Natural Science and in
private and public school.
A mother of 3, she has
spent the past 8 years following her passion by inspiring Austin
and the surrounding communities with hands-on astronomy
classes through Starry Sky Austin.
She currently is employed as an astronomy educator at Travis
County Milton Reimers Ranch Observatory.
Serendipitiously, the artist for the book is also her mother,
Donna Paredes. Donna was never formally trained as an artistbut
has enjoyed her artistic talent from an early age.
Wouldn’t it be super if the planetarium community followed
the crowd funding example and made the book into a fulldome
program? Each facility could contribute something small, maybe
$100, providing a nice budget to produce the program, and then
receive the show at no charge. Sounds like a win-win to me. I
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President’s Message

Shawn Laatsch
Emera Astronomy Center
167 Rangeley Road
Orono, Maine 04469 USA
shawn.laatsch@gmail.com

Enjoying a Mexican production
In June Mark Subbarao and I attended and presented at the IV International Planetarium Festival in Mexico City, Mexico. We had a chance
to meet with numerous planetarians there and see some of their new
productions.
Mayan Archeoastronomy: Observers of the Universe is the first animated fulldome program made in Mexico and is now available free for
download via the ESO website (www.eso.org/public/videos/MAAshow/). This program highlights six Mayan temples and presents the
story in a unique way. Kudos to Milagros Varguez Ramirez and her
team for producing this program and sharing it with the planetarium
field at large!
While at the conference, Mark SubbaRao gave a presentation regarding IPS Data to Dome initiative and ways data can be used in a variety
of presentations. This is one of many ways IPS is starting to provide
professional development opportunities at regional conferences. (Mark
also presented recently at LIPS as well; see LIP Service on page 67.)
I was asked to present on the educational uses of planetariums and
took time to highlight how our facilities are expanding beyond astronomy and sharing many sciences. Planetariums have the opportunity
to be a very powerful informal educational tool that inspires further
formal education. Mark and I both spoke to our colleagues about
IPS membership and have encouraged them to consider bidding for
IPS2022 and beyond.
A special thank you to Jesus Mendoza Alverez for inviting us to
participate and spend time with our Mexican colleagues! We had a
chance to visit the impressive Teotihuacan archaeological site following the conference with Carter Emmart from the American Museum
of Natural History in New York, who also presented updates on the
OpenSpace software project at the meeting.

share, please send them digitally to Sharon Shanks and we will find
ways to share them on the IPS website and in Planetarian.
The website is in the midst of redesign, and we hope to preview its
new look and features during the Pleiades meeting.

A full council meeting set
IPS Council is meeting on 7-9 October in St. Louis and will be voting
on the IPS 2020 conference site, conducting our regular business session,
and continuing work on the Vision2020 initiative. These sessions will
be exploring our governance, which is critical in our strategic plan to
move the organization to do more for its members. Do share your ideas
with your council representatives, and also your choice for IPS 2020
conference from the options of 1) Bogota, Colombia; 2) Edmonton,
Canada; or 3) Houston, Texas, United States.
Even while we’re voting on the site of the 2020 conference, now is
the time to gear up for IPS2018 in Toulouse, France! By the time you
read this, the deadline for paper and workshop proposals will be nearly
finished. If you are interested in presenting, make sure you get your
proposal in by the 27 September deadline.
The conference program committee will be meeting in St. Louis prior
to the Pleaides Conference to review abstracts and chose presentations
for the program. Marc Moutin and his team have a wonderful conference
planned, with a bunch of surprises you will not want to miss! The have
been working on keynote speakers, special sessions, and much, much
more. I’m looking forward to seeing you in Toulouse in 2018!
I
IPS President Shawn Laatsch has worked at planetariums around the world
and now calls the Emera Planetarium and Science Center at the University
of Maine in Orono home.

Hope you enjoyed the eclipse!
By the time you read this the “Great American” solar eclipse of 2017
will be through, but I hope many of you who were able to see this spectacular event. This year was the first time since 1918 that the path of
totality crossed the entire continental United States. It was a wonderful opportunity for U.S. planetarians to share this beautiful sight with
their visitors, as all parts of the lower 48 states experienced at least a
partial eclipse in addition to those states in the path of totality.
The next time this happens in the United States is only seven years
out, in 2024. Prior to that you can catch totality in Chile or Brazil in
2019, or in Antarctica in 2021. Start making your travel plans now for
the next one!
If you have pictures of the eclipse from this year you are willing to
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Watch for changes coming to the IPS website
Jon W. Elvert, Chair IPS
Vision2020 Initiative
jelvert1@gmail.com
“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”
Mahatma Gandhi

A meeting in Mexico; preparing for council
As you read this message, we are in between two phenomenal events:
the upcoming total solar eclipse on 21 August (which, by the time you
read this, will be a memory), and the upcoming IPS Council meeting in
St. Louis, Missouri, which takes place just prior to the Pleaides Conference, the first time all seven U.S. regionals will host a joint conference.
Before diving into these events, let me report on a few items which
have happened since the last issue of our journal.

Vision 2020 Update

When the Vision2020 Initiative was established in 2014 during the
IPS conference in Beijing, the initiative’s mandate was to provide a
roadmap, a strategic plan, to achieve alternative futures for building
membership and implementing innovative goals.
Since Beijing, V2020 has forged a strategic plan to achieve its goals,
and a number of key recommendations have already been implemented, including vision and mission statements, four new membership
categories, collaborative outreach efforts with relevant organizations,
term limits for officers, electronic voting by membership, and expanded professional development opportunities.
Following the Warsaw council meeting last year, V2020 began
working on strategies to clearly define IPS infrastructure and operational management intended to improve council governance and
member representation. The strategies included several scenarios for
reorganizing the structure of council, and included the pros and cons
for hiring an administrative support person.
These recommendations will be the focus of the joint V2020–
Council meeting in St. Louis, Missouri, prior to the Pleiades Conference.
In addition, a website developer was hired to totally redesign the existing IPS website.

Council governance
The IPS currently has five officers and 22 affiliate representatives
that make up the Executive Council, the ruling body of the organization. The affiliates represent a country, region of a country, or a
geographical area where a common language is spoken.
V2020’s SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats)
analysis and responses from other membership questionnaires have
shown that this officer-affiliate representative structure may not be
equitable in representing planetarians worldwide as it currently exists.
How much of the world is not represented by the current affiliate
model? There are geographical areas with planetariums that are not
members, and areas with members that have no representation. And
should the IPS consider a governance model that reflects more equitable representation of affiliates with fewer members by diminishing the
dominance of larger affiliates?
Representation based on population/membership of an affiliate, or
a single representative from each member country/region might be
alternative scenarios. In any case, council will have an opportunity to
discuss options on how it envisions its future governance.

shifting time limitations from volunteers onto a paid position to
deliver on-time results, thereby improving operations.
Preliminary responsibilities for this position might be:
•• Help drive and advance goals
•• Complete a comprehensive business plan
•• Lead the restructuring process
•• Write grants
•• Assist in marketing
•• Coordinate fund raising and membership drives
•• Assist in providing foreign language translations on website and
other resources
•• Liaison between relevant organizations (ASTC, AAM, AAS, ASP,
IMERSA, etc.)
•• Review fiscal reports (internal auditing purposes, and to gauge
overall fiscal health)
•• Provide support to IPS Treasurer (including membership) and
Secretary
•• Ensure a smooth continuity between newly elected officers
•• Ultimate responsibility to ensure tasks are completed correctly,
and in a timely manner
Adequate and sustained funding for this position is essential, and
ultimately this appointment needs to pay for itself, at least within
two years. Several possible sources for continuous funding have been
proposed, but this paid position item needs a thorough discussion.

Launch of a redesigned website
Earlier this spring, three website design developers were asked to
submit proposes for redesigning the IPS website. Your Membership
(YM), our current content management service, was selected to do the
work. The new website will feature:
•• Access from mobile devices
•• Clear navigation in display, and user friendly
•• Flexibility with social networking
•• Cloud-base access to the membership database
•• E-commerce (IPS store, credit card or PayPal transactions, renew
memberships)
The redesigned website will eventually interface with the professional development and data-to-dome initiatives, as well as help drive
new memberships. The launch of this redesigned site is expected to
take place during the St. Louis Pleiades conference.
V2020’s team continues to work on its other goals that support
membership growth and sustainability, strategies for promoting higher visibility and awareness, and ensuring financial sustainability for its future. More reports on these developments will be
shared as they happen.					 I

Administrative support

The planetarium of Toulouse, site of the 2018 IPS conference, reopened on 5
July with a new film, Auroras, Wonders of Light, which has wonderful footage
of northern lights from northern Canada, followed by a short discovery of
the Toulouse sky of tonight with a short quiz to be answered by the visitors. With an attendance increased by 30%, the feedback from the visitors
is very positive. Photo courtesy cité de l’Espace.
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Research by V2020 shows
that organizations similar to IPS
were initially all-volunteer, but
then implemented paid staff to
successfully grow their membership, visibility, and revenue. In
the case of IPS, a paid staff may
significantly reduce the workload of an all-volunteer Officers-Council structure, therefore
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Illuminating the aurora: Exploring science communication in the planetarium
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Abstract
This pilot study looks at best practices in
explaining interesting astronomical concepts
to a broad audience during live planetarium programs, specifically using analogies,
gestures, and animations in our program
to explain the electron transitions that are
responsible for the creation of polar lights. We
evaluated the public’s understanding with
questionnaires. Our findings are applicable to
both live and pre-recorded settings.

Introduction
Scientists are increasingly recognizing
the need for better science communication
(Druschke & McGreavy, 2016; Greenwood &
Riordan, 2001; Leshner, 2003, 2007; National Research Council, 2017; NSF, 2015; Suleski
and Ibaraki, 2010). Both the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
have proposed increasing the responsibility
of scientific outreach. The NSF, for example,
requires broader impact statements for all
proposed research, while the AAAS officially recommends public engagement that
de-emphasizes one-way communication.
This need is also evident in the rise of
programs like Iowa State’s Teaching Responsible Communication of Science (Goodwin
et al., 2014), Stony Brook’s Alan Alda Center
for Communicating Science (Grushkin, 2010),
the AAAS’ Communicating Science program
(AAAS, 2013), and NSF’s Science: Becoming the
Messenger workshops. Effective outreach—to
schools, communities, and governments—can
strengthen the scientific profession by ensuring broad public support while also increasing
public knowledge of technical issues.
Planetariums are prime sites for publicscience interaction, providing opportunities
for the public to engage in various astronomical concepts, reflect on our place in the
universe, be inspired, and become interested
in science.
Even though people are eager to know
8

more about the cosmos, the process of learning to communicate with public audiences is
complex and we planetarians often shy away
from interesting but technically-complicated scientific concepts. While there are insights
to be drawn from other informal and formal
public-science venues, such as schools or
museums, planetariums are distinct (Peterson
2005). In order to better understand the possibilities and challenges of these learning environments, we need research studies specific to
planetariums.
Responding to Plummer, Schmoll, Yu,
and Ghent’s (2015) call to develop a research
culture in the planetarium field and implement research-based programming, we report
the results of our research on strategies for
improving science communication. Specifically, our study aimed to understand if the
use of analogy in a live, in-dome planetarium presentation could help a general audience grasp a central but complicated scientific
concept such as the electron transitions that
are responsible for northern lights. In principle, this study’s findings can inform the
production of pre-recorded programs as well.
We also analyzed other factors, such as
personal connection to the topic or level
of education, that may also play a role
in comprehension. These investigations
occurred through a post-presentation questionnaire of audience members.
In addition to impacting the scientific understanding of our local planetarium audiences, this study contributes to the
development of best practice guidelines
for planetarium presentations. Specifically,
our research suggests the importance of (1)
thoughtful design, (2) layering several pedagogical strategies, (3) considering the context
of the audience, and (4) investigating how
helpful our explanations are to our audiences so we can improve current and future
programs.
We share our findings and recommendations in order to encourage planetarians to
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do research of their own and think creatively about how greater attention to communication can improve the effectiveness of their
presentations.

to be colorful, with varied forms (e.g., diffuse
glow or “curtains”); to be from different locations on the Earth (from Norway to New
Zealand); and with an interesting landscape or
flora in the foreground.
We knew from delivering presentations on
northern lights in years past that the physical
explanation of how they occur can be challenging because it involves several usually
unfamiliar scientific components. Having
identified this aspect of the show as potentially the most difficult for audiences to
grasp, we wanted to test two different ways
of explaining electron transitions, the mechanism that produces the aurora. Each week that
the program ran, we alternated the approach
used, allowing each version of the program to
improve over time.
The first approach was to just go through

in the coloration of the lights.
The presenter walked the audience through
this concept with an in-house animation,
showing a stream of solar particles coming
through (yellow colored spheres in Figure 1).
Only the particle with the correct amount
of energy would transition the electron to a
higher energy level. When the electron transitioned back to its lower energy level, energy
was released as emission of a colorful light.
This emitted light comprises what we call
the northern lights. The color, we explained,
is dependent on what element was being
excited.
The second approach was to add an
analogy comparing electron transitions to
bank accounts in an effort to make potentially intimidating physics more accessible. After
establishing a shared vocabulary and explaining

Figure 1

Program description
The Manfred Olson Planetarium is in a
good position to translate astronomical ideas
for general audiences Not only is it located
at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
(UWM), it offers live presentations delivered
by an astronomer in a theater that seats 68-75
people. These factors create a dynamic yet
personal environment that enables the public
to interact with science and scientists.
This is unlike some other planetarium experiences, let alone most public-science interactions (e.g., public lectures, TV programming,
or YouTube), which are typically one-way
and impersonal. Such an environment has
great potential to contribute to the building of scientific literacy and positive publicscience relations. And, with 25% of the UWM
Planetarium’s 10,000+ visitors a year attending the live Friday night presentations to hear
about astronomical concepts or phenomena, the potential impact in our community is
significant.
Our study focuses on one such set of Friday
night presentations: the series on aurora
during November and December 2016.1
General audiences find the topic of northern lights intriguing; most people have heard
about the colorful displays and want to learn
more about them. These shows tend to be sold
out.
We designed a program that combines
beautiful imagery, a physical explanation of
how northern lights form, and information
about how to determine where and when to
see them. The imagery and video were chosen
1 Being located about 43 degrees north, we naturally use the term “northern lights” or Aurora Borealis most often in our presentations. The aurora, of
course, is also present in the southern hemisphere,
where it is the Aurora Australis.
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Figure 1: Screenshot
from northern lights
animation. The yellow
spheres are charged
particles streaming
from the sun. The electron is denoted by e.
Figure 2: Screenshot
from banking analogy
animation, showing
the person accepting a check that
exactly matches the
grocery bill. The cell
phone screen shows
the balance of the
bank account. Photo
credit: Sam Gallagher

Figure 2

the physics. To ensure a shared basic vocabulary, we first introduced atomic structure—
protons, neutrons, and electrons—using an
illustration. We explained how aurora form,
beginning with the interaction between the
charged particles from the sun and our planet’s magnetic field lines. The charged particles then move through the atmosphere,
interacting with the electrons in oxygen or
nitrogen. Returning to the atomic level, we
explained electron transitions and their role
Vol 46 No 3 - September 2017					

money had gone toward paying the expense.
The scenario was repeated four times, and
input from the audience was sought.
To assess how well audiences had grasped
the science, we designed a short questionnaire
that was distributed to audience members
following the conclusion of each presentation. (See Figure 3). Question types included
true/false, multiple choice, and text.
We measured understanding of northern lights by a set of four questions. Three of
the four questions were true/false statements
about the location, color, and cause of northern lights. The fourth question required audience members to select the diagram that best
described how aurora form. If all four content
questions had been answered successfully, the
questionnaire was considered “correct.” We
also asked for demographic information and
self-assessment.
After the series’ completion, we entered all of
the raw data into a shared Google Sheets document. We wrote code that scored each response.
Using a mix of native functionality and custom
code, we looked at various frequency distributions to understand both the responses and the
connections between them.
All aspects of our research study were
approved by the UWM Institutional Review
Board (IRB); this approval process is necessary
to conduct and publish research on human
subjects. There are three levels of review:
exempt, expedited, and full. Because of the
nature of our study and the low risk it posed
to the participants, we were
reviewed at the exempt level,
making the approval process
quite straightforward.

Program modifications

the interaction between the solar particles and
our planet’s magnetic field lines, the presenter
guided the audience through an animation of
our crafted analogy (See Figure 2).
We described a situation where a person
could only accept paychecks that exactly
match specific expenses; all other paychecks
would have to be let go. Following a deposit,
the bank account (as seen on the cell phone
screen) would briefly jump up, and then it
would jump down to its base level after the
Planetarian

After the first two performances, we thought it would
be wise to assess our audiences’
understanding so that we could
make IRB-approved modifications if there were ambiguities that we did not anticipate.
We realized that the translation from the atomic structure
description during the presentation to the diagrams representing atomic structure on
the questionnaire was not as seamless as we
thought. We were surprised to find that a
significant fraction (45%) of people chose the
incorrect atomic structure option (c) in the
initial questionnaire, which showed light
entering and exiting the atom while the electron simultaneously jumps from a higher
energy state to a lower one (See Figure 4).
In response, we made the following changes
to our questionnaire: we labeled the nucleus,
the electron, and the squiggly lines enter9
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Figure 3

tron transitions. We thought it would be
better, especially in the analogy shows, to be
more explicit about the connection between
the analogy and the electron transitions. As
a result, we included in all shows a revised
animation of the transition. Instead of just
one particle entering and interacting with the
electron, the animation was revised to include
a whole stream of solar particles with different energies. Then, only the particles with
the right energy were absorbed by the electron. The new animation better mirrored
the analogy to the paychecks with only the
one that exactly matched a bill being deposited. The presenter also included more specific verbal links between the analogy and the
technical explanation of northern lights as
she did more programs.

Figure 4
Table 1
Demographic measure
Age

Figure 5

ing or exiting the atom as light, and we made
sure that the three depictions of the electron
transitions had one correct answer and two
decidedly incorrect answers (See Figure 5). For
example, one of the impossible choices was an
emitted photon from the transition of an electron from a lower to a higher state.
In addition to revising the questionnaire,
we changed a few aspects of the program
itself. The presenter decided to try adding
gestures in the third show to foster audience
engagement. The gestures were simple: one
fist was a proton, the other was a neutron. She
asked the audience members to transform
10

one of their fists into a nucleus and the other
became an electron going around the nucleus.
Given how cooperative the audience was,
she decided to add another component. She
had them take their electron from one state
(some random height in the air) to a higher
energy state and then turn their other fist into
a burst of energy as the electron went down
to its original state. The level of participation
was very high (from visual inspection over
90% of the audience), so the presenter kept
that strategy for the rest of the programs.
In addition to gestures, we changed a few
aspects of the animation showing the elecPlanetarian				
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17 or younger

49

18-25

95

26-34

76

35-50

87

51-70

112

71 and older

11

Highest level of education

Results
We collected 455 questionnaires during the
study period. In total, 686 people attended
the shows, giving us a 66% participation rate.
Because of the modifications made after the
first two shows, we excluded questionnaires
from those shows from our analysis, reducing
our total to 329. Then we excluded questionnaires that were completed by minors (per IRB
guidance) or were incomplete, resulting in a
final dataset of 297 questionnaires (43% of the
total attending audience).
As is apparent in Table 1, our participants
were well distributed across the various age
groups, though 51-70 year olds (112, 25%) were
the most common. The majority (61%) of the
audience was first-time visitors to the Manfred
Olson Planetarium. The large majority (69%)
of respondents reported having some kind of
post-secondary degree. Overall, the audience
was more likely (58%) not to have seen aurora
before coming to the planetarium.
Across the final, cleaned dataset, only 45%
of the respondents correctly answered all of
the northern lights content questions. And
yet, when we looked only at the three true/
false content questions, 91% of the respondents correctly answered all three: likelihood
by location, most common color, and that
they are light released by electrons. This result
is encouraging.
We asked audience members which strategies deployed during the shows were most
helpful. Some 55% said that the atomic structure visuals were most helpful, 23% selected
analogy, 10% selected gestures, and 4% chose
“other,” which included alternative responses as well as listing multiple strategies. Of
those who said atomic structure was the most
helpful, 55% correctly answered the diagram
content question. Those who selected gestures
correctly answered it 41% of the time. Only
33% of those who selected analogy answered
the question correctly.

Total

Figure 4: Close-up of initial diagram question, which asked the reader to identify the option that best
describes northern lights. Figure 5: Close-up of revised diagram question as seen in Figure 3.

We analyzed the data set to see if any demographic factors may have contributed to audience members’ successful understanding of
northern lights. In general, understanding of
aurora improved as the shows progressed (See
Figure 6). In the early shows, incorrect questionnaires far outweighed correct ones, but
in the later shows, there was a greater balance,
often with more correct questionnaires than
incorrect.
We found that frequency of visits correlated with a better understanding of the astronomical concept discussed. 54% (15 out of
28) of the people who had been to the planetarium five or more times answered all four
content questions correctly. In terms of age,
18-25 year olds had the highest number of
correct answers in the questionnaires (51%,
or 35 out of 69). Understanding was inversely correlated with age. Neither level of education nor previous personal experience seeing
northern lights correlated with an increased
understanding (See Table 2).
Of particular interest to our study was
the role that analogy may have played in
helping audience members to better understand northern lights. Based on the cumulative questionnaire results over the entire run,
there is no clear difference in understanding
between shows that included analogy and
those that did not. (See Figure 7).
When combined, the total percentage of
correct questionnaires for the analogy shows was
45%. The total percentage of correct question-
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6th grade

31

12th grade

69

College

178

Graduate degree

138

Frequency of visits
First time

279

1-2

83

3-4

33

Discussion

5 or more

41

These results suggest several things: First, it is
important to explore audiences’ understanding at different depths. Some 91% understood
key facts about how northern lights form and
how to determine where and when to see
them. Another 45% went deeper, demonstrating a more detailed understanding of the technical concepts involved in northern lights
formation. We consider this a success.
Additionally, only 24% of those who
completed the questionnaire (70 out of 287)
said they understood northern lights prior to
the show, but 98% (282 out of 287) said they
understood it better after seeing the show.
As we look to improve communication
with public audiences, simply decreasing or
translating the science content through the
use of strategies like analogy is not necessarily the best course of action. As discussed
above, our use of analogy was not as helpful as
we had hypothesized it might be; there is no
noticeable difference in audience understanding between the analogy and non-analogy
shows. In fact, the audience indicated a preference for the more technical explanation of
northern lights using atomic structures over
the analogy.
While self-reported preference does not
necessarily indicate effectiveness, as the results
show, audience members who preferred
atomic structure-based explanations were

Personal experience of aurora

naires for the non-analogy shows was also 45%.

Planetarian

Yes

183

No

264

Table 1: Demographics of all questionnaire
participants

Table 2
Correct

Incorrect

Highest Level of education
6th grade

0

4

12th grade

24

26

College

58

68

Graduate degree

48

53

Personal experience of aurora
Yes

54

75

No

78

82

Table 2: Correlation of education and previous experience with understanding of northern
lights
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most likely to answer all the questions correctly. In other words, with the appropriate scaffolding, technical content can still be helpful
for deepening audience understanding.
Given the limitations of our study, it is
difficult to pinpoint exactly why this reversal of expectations happened. Scholars such as
Gronnvoll and Landau (2009), Kendall-Taylor
and Haydon (2014), and López (2007) point to
the complexities of crafting metaphors and
analogies, so the issue may be with the design
of the analogy itself.
The issue might also be with the delivery of
the analogy. Testing the analogy on a sample
audience as part of the development process
could have helped to iron out some of these
issues. But even if the design and delivery were
impeccable, there is never a guarantee in any
communicative situation that the message
being sent is the one being received.

Along with the verbal dimensions of the
program, it is also important to consider the
visual. Science has long embedded graphics in
its communication, and supplementing technical content with visuals is widely encouraged. But how are these scientific visuals
received by public audiences? In examining
the four content questions, it was clear that
audience members were highly successful
with the true/false questions (91% correct).
The problem was the diagram question,
which required taking another step to decipher simple but technical images and identify which of the three reflected how aurora
happen. For this question, only 49% in the
cleaned dataset chose the correct answer.
Whether this confusion can be traced back to
a design flaw, a choice of visuals that was too
technical, or a mismatch between the verbal
and visual, this is an important reminder to
take visual communicaFigure 6
tion in planetarium shows
seriously. Images can offer
opportunities for greater
public engagement with
scientific content, or they
can become roadblocks.
While audience understanding of aurora did not
seem to be impacted by the
use of analogy, what we do
see is an increase in understanding overall as the shows
progressed. So, while perhaps
there is no guarantee that
the message being delivered
is the one being received, this
Figure 6: Percentage of correct questionnaires for each Friday night
increase suggests that there
presentation. Note that on December 16 for the second show, we
are choices to be made that
had only 8 people (due to a snowstorm), so the last bar is not very
can help facilitate commusignificant.
nication (e.g., layering different instructional strategies
Figure 7
or repetition). This seems to
be specifically true, given
the significant increase in
understanding following the
modifications made after the
first two shows (See Figure 6).
It is difficult to say which,
if any, modification was
primarily responsible for this
increase. But the continual
improvement suggests that
a certain amount of influence lies with the presenter.
In a setting where audiences get essentially one pass at
the information and little
opportunity to engage in
dialogue
mid-show,
the
Figure 7: Percentage of correct answers to the four content quesstakes are high for the delivtions by show type (i.e., analogy vs non-analogy). Audience understanding does not differ significantly based on show type.
ery of the content. Practice

12
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Ulteria - Derived from the word Ulterior,
meaning hidden or invisible.

may indeed make perfect.
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Ulteria perfectly describes Astro-Tec seams
under projection conditions. All of Astro-Tec’s
seaming processes are virtually invisible under
projection, but none more so than the new
Ulteria Seam.

Unsurpassed Strength
Flush Horizontal and Vertical Seams
One Row of Rivets on Both Axes
No Shiney Edge Lines from Trimming
No Unsightly Gaps or Buckles
High Quality Installation
5 Axis CNC Precision Cut Panels
Larger panels than the competition resulting in less overall seams
Superior performance under the most advanced & brightest projection

Astro-tec.com
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A galaxy, a garden
An idea in Pamplona
that works on so many levels

It is a special garden because it
depicts, more or less to scale (at a scale
of 1m every 3,300 light-years) the Milky
Way, through a walk around almost
500 shrubbery and a fountain with a
central trickle, a metaphoric
supermassive black hole with its
relativistic source.
It will certainly make us think
as we walk by.
What is it? Stars, technology, plants, flowers and

sensations. It is a galaxy of science, culture, and
tourism, multidisciplinary and committed to the
environment, friends and visitors.

Nieves Gordón
Planetarium of Pamplona
www.pamplonetario.org
nieves@pamplonetario.org

The Planetarium of Pamplona, an attractive and welcoming city in the north of Spain, is a multidisciplinary center of
education, outreach, and entertainment which is located in
the Yamaguchi Park.
On March 19, 2016, in a joint activity between the Public
University of Navarra and the Planetarium of Pamplona, we received a visit by Jon Lomberg, scientific disseminator, graphic designer, and collaborator of Carl Sagan in the
worldwide famous television series Cosmos. We invited him

Schematic of galaxy plantings
Aucuba japonica
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Salix integra
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Hibiscus syriacus
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Cordyline indivisa

Elaeagnus xebbingei
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Indicating Hibiscus syriacus planted by the delegation on behalf of IPS; astronauts astronauts Pedro
Duque (left) and Luca Parmitano (standing), taking part in planting; the hard-working Pamplona team
(from left) Mikel Baztan, Karmele Gomez, Nieves Gordon and Esther Ahetxu about to be swallowed by the
black hole; the plantings were represented by all ages, including associations of retired people.

Information panel, panoramic view of the
garden and planetarium, taking part in
the planting. All photos/images courtesy
Pamplona Planetarium.

to Pamplona to talk about the One Earth
Message/New Horizon project.
At the same time, he also presented his
unique garden at the Paleaku Peace Gardens
Sanctuary in Kona, Hawaii. This Galaxy
Garden is a 100-foot diameter outdoor scale
model of the Milky Way, mapped in living
plants and flowers and based on current astrophysical data.
During the discussion that followed his
presentation, a person from the audience asked
if a similar idea could be developed in Pamplona. Suddenly, another person from the public
named Mikel Baztan raised his hand and shyly
said that he was the person newly appointed to be in charge of the gardens in the city of
Pamplona, and that this wonderful idea could
be analyzed and possibly carried out.
That is how it all started. A chance
comment, a chance meeting, and the city
hall and the planetarium started this beautiful challenge.

Making plans, solving issues
In the second half of 2016, we had to solve
several issues: adapting the map proposed
by Jon Lomberg to our hometown with the
expertise of the city council designer, changing shrubs species to suit the weather conditions of the city, 
allocating budget, and
reaching an agreement with the different
political parties about the suitability of the
project.
In addition, we had to decide about when
and how to develop the plant process, the free
sponsorship system, and finally, who would
be in charge of planting the shrub where our
solar system is. Furthermore, we also set up a
website containing all the information about
the project, which was also used as a tool for
the groups to register, as an essential part of
the whole challenge.
16

Collaboration, participation
The city council has been in charge of the
gardening process and the planetarium has
coordinated all visits and sponsorship partners, offering a specific informative program
on the garden’s astronomical aspects.
The first part of the project was the acquisition of the license on the plans and the
construction guide of the garden devised
by its creator. Then there were some basic
construction requirements, which included
the land improvement and the creation of a
drainage system to avoid an excessive water
flow in the ground.
The next step was the plants and other
decorative element acquisition, and the planting process during the winter and spring. This
implied an important effort in material and
human resources from the point of view of
the execution and supervision of the works.
It was necessary to create a concrete road
that allows transit through the garden to
the central fountain, providing accessibility.
The rest of the walking areas are a gray gravel
Planetarian				

mulch to represent dark matter. The finishing
of the plants terraces was been done by using
crushed wood.
In order to simulate the black hole, a central
fountain was been placed, which is activated by means of a push button. In the galaxy
perimeter, a hedge of Laurus nobilis (sometimes called sweet bay, bay laurel, or laurel
tree) closes and embraces the Milky Way
Galaxy.
To allow night visits and to prevent vandalism, an LED lighting system with presence
detector has been installed, together with a
security camera controlled by the city police.
The camera also will follow the evolution of
the development of the garden and allow us
to produce a time lapse video to project in our
dome.
Finally, an information panel has been
installed both inside and outside the garden
giving a general idea of the garden and identifying the main elements of the galaxy.
In regards to the various investments above
Vol 46 No 3 - September 2017

mentioned, these have been allocated in the
following areas (all these allocations amount
to less than EUR 77,000):
•• Acquisition of the license, plans, and
construction guide
•• Preparation of the ground, creation of
drainage, anti-grass mesh, road
•• Plants, drip irrigation system, substrates
and various materials
•• Central fountain and perimeter fence
•• Aggregate for moisture control
•• Lighting system and presence sensor
security cameras
•• Information panels and brochures
Future new developments of the Galaxy
Garden project are being prepared in areas
such as the creation of a mobile app with
an interesting self-guided visit, as well as the
possible building of an observatory tower
that will provide a panoramic view of the
garden. In few words, we want to be an important landmark in Pamplona for leisure, environmental, and scientific tourism.
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By mutual agreement, the working team
decided that the garden would be a collaborative and participative activity, and that the
planting would be made by non-profit educational centers, interest groups, institutions,
museums, planetariums, citizens associations,
non-government organizations, and so on.
At the same time the shrub in the Orion arm,
where we live, would be planted by an institution that represents all of Earth’s population.
The procedure was therefore to offer to take
part in the project to the whole city, country,
and world…whoever and whatever institution
that would like to be part of this creative dream.
During the first half of 2017 we have
combined astronomical talks with insights
about the importance of gardens and green
areas. The collaboration of the city council
through its garden service in this process has
been excellent. At the beginning of January
2017, our stellar trip started with the first
shrub sponsored by the mayor of Pamplona
and a school, an Hibiscus syriacus also called
The Rose of Syria.
One of the most interesting things about
Planetarian

this project is having the opportunity to
discuss different and interesting topics and
to feel in situ the magnitude, the size, and our
place in the universe. These concepts, which
are usually difficult to understand by most
people, can be explained through this garden
and planetarium experience. When people see
that our solar system fits in a cell of a leaf of
the Salix integra located in the Orion arm, it
is truly exciting.
In addition to talking about the universe,
we also talk about caring for plants, why
these species have been chosen, and what
they mean. Each shrub represents a particular region of the galaxy with its stars, nebulae,
clusters, starry background, and interstellar
gas and dust.

Shrubs and what they represent
The selected shrubs for the project are the
following:
Hibiscus syriacus, Rose of Syria, from Asia
Minor, representing nebulae
Salix integra, “Hakuro Nishiki,” from Korea
and Japan, representing interstellar gas and
dust
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Elaeagnus xebbingei, also called oleaster or
Ebbing’s silverberry, from Asia, representing the starry background
Cordyline indivisa “Red Star,” also sometimes called mountain cabbage tree, from
Oceania, representing globular clusters
Aucuba japonica, from Southern Japan,
Southeast China, and Korea, representing
the starry background.
More than 300 educational institutions,
groups, and associations have already sponsored a shrub and become “galaxy gardeners,” but there are some 200 other plants left
to be sponsored. The planting time is over, but
you can still continue to be part of this leafy
plant-scale replica of the Milky Way. You can
do this for free either in person or by delegating your wish to the planetarium. This way,
your name will be linked to our website and
the galaxy.
Local, national, and international institutions and personalities have already been
galaxy gardeners, including astronauts Pedro
Duque and Luca Parmitano.

Entire globe is represented
On June 9, in an institutional ceremony
attended by local authorities, representatives
of the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
planted the shrub where the solar system and

our Earth are located. Also, on that same day,
the planetarium and the city council gardening team planted a beautiful hibiscus syriacus
to represent the International Planetarium
Society.
A very interesting and important matter
was also addressed thanks to this project.
We reminded the members in charge of the
public lighting service about the advantages of lighting cities in an efficient manner to
prevent light pollution. As everybody nowadays knows, it is undeniably cheaper, more
efficient, and more committed to the environment.
So, take this chance! Feel the unique experience of becoming a galaxy gardener. We
invite you to participate in the second stage
of this initiative and contact us. We do not
want anyone to be left outside our galaxy. It
will be an honor to represent you and, should
you visit Pamplona and our planetarium, you
will have the opportunity to do it yourself.
We want to thank all the people and institutions that have worked with us and made
this project possible. Special thanks as well to
those who have taken part in it and we want
again to invite those who have not yet sponsored to do so in the second stage.
Please find more information at our website
www.pamplonetario.org		
I
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THE DREAM OF INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

Entire families took part
in the planting event,
despite the chilly weather.
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SESQUI picks fulldome to immerse people of Canada
in wonder and excitement

Sean Moffitt
SESQUI Head of Marketing & Communications
sean@sesqui.ca
On April 28, 1967, 1,500 people in Montreal gazed up and around in wonderment as
they watched Canada’67 for the first time at
the International World Fair’s Expo’67. To
say that the film was groundbreaking at the
time would be an understatement. Canada’67
was an extraordinary 22-minute film directed by Robert Barclay, commissioned by Walt
Disney, and produced in Circle-Vision 360°.
It was a coming-of-age moment for not only
Canada, but for film innovation in Canada.
At the time, the award-winning Canadian
cinematographer Fritz Speiss had his 4-person
film team crisscross the country shooting
scenes with 35mm cameras held together in
a 360° circular array. They ended up shooting nearly 100kms of film from a variety of
different vehicles, including a converted B-25
bomber.
These scenes were then projected on 9 separate screens in an enormous surround theatre.
Older Canadians still remember nostalgically with dizzying awe the aerial scenes of
Royal Canadian Mounted Police horse riders,
Quebec Carnival, and Niagara Falls that
screened that summer for five months.

And from this, IMAX
From those experimental cinematic days of
the 1960’s was borne the global brand IMAX.
Built by three Toronto-based pioneers, IMAX
was designed to create a more immersive film
environment and is now the most widelyused system for special-venue film presenta-
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tions with 1,257 IMAX theatres in 75 countries
around the world. IMAX’s creator Graeme
Ferguson had exhibited a film at Expo’67 and,
given the technical challenges of creating
multiscreen projection there, led to the subsequent making of the first official IMAX film
North of Superior in the first permanent location for an IMAX film Ontario Place’s Cinesphere four years later.
Fast forward 50 years later. Canada’s place
in the world is much different, its peoples
are considerably more diverse, and cinematic technologies have leapt many generations
forward.
And, an exciting new cinematic project
has been formed called SESQUI, designed to
provide revolutionary cinematic experiences
to help celebrate Canadian culture and innovation on now, its 150th birthday. The centerpiece of the initiative is a 360° film HORIZON
–A Visual Symphony of Canada.

The genesis and breakthrough
Executive producers Andrea Stewart and
Joanne Loton dreamed about creating a new
type of experience for a changing set of Canadian aspirations. Their key challenge—how do
we inspire others to see and feel Canada with
new eyes and open hearts and profile Canada’s amazing landscapes, people, talents and
freedoms for a 2017 audience and beyond?
Joanne and Andrea had worked together for years in documentary production, and
their exploration of Canada’s natural history
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had renewed their passion for investing time
and energy into Canadian culture.
They were too young to have experienced
the Centennial in 1967, but maybe a little
too old to wait for the 200th anniversary of
Canada in 2067. They saw Canada 150 as their
unique chance to contribute a phrase to the
story of our nation.
They applied to the Canada 150 Fund in
2015 and SESQUI was selected as one of the
first Signature Projects for Canada’s sesquicentennial year. SESQUI’s Executive Producer Andrea Stewart muses “I think the funding
party (Heritage Canada) recognized that
SESQUI could follow in the footsteps of IMAX,
in terms of pushing forward the boundaries of the cinematic experience. The event of
Canada 150 gives a reason for pure experimentation, to create something memorable for
Canadians.”
Indeed, SESQUI pays homage and has a
number of parallels to a number of its Expo
Canadian cinematic innovations before
them. In both SESQUI and Expo’67 cases, the
celebration of important national Canadian milestones has created a perfect storm of
elements to quickly bring together leading
experts, artistic vision, funding, technologies,
and captive audiences.
Interestingly, two scenes from the film
HORIZON are based on some of the Expo’67
successes. Our opening helicopter aerial silks
scene is a doff of the cap to Eugene Boyko’s
film Helicopter Canada, which debuted at
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Ice skaters, one of the many aspects of Canada captured
by SESQUI in its HORIZON fulldome program. A seciallydesigned portable dome too the film to people who were
too far from planetariums to easily see it. All images courtesy the author.

Expo’67. The fireworks and Canadian flag
scene in Montreal is actually filmed inside
Buckminister Fuller’s geodesic dome that
debuted as the American pavilion at Expo’67.
The latest achievements in film innovation have inspired SESQUI to push the frontiers of digital technology with an interactive
touring exhibition, a story-based VR app
called MERIDIAN and planetarium and museum-screen-friendly 360° cinematic content.
Our HORIZON film crews, led by director Drew Lightfoot, have worked tirelessly
in more than 50 locations across the country
shooting immersive content for fulldome
9K resolution and virtual reality with our
custom-built camera rigs.
Our production partners have been able to
craft software and systems to provide experiences that our audiences have truly never
seen or felt before in their lives, and produce
and calibrate it in a fraction of the time.
Our production team has been able to
provide ways to screen a seamless 360- by
180-degree fulldome inverted projection film
and retrofit it to work on some planetarium’s
older systems and configurations.

The dome question
With all the investment of effort and
funding to produce a great cinematic piece in
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HORIZON, the question was asked “why limit
your screening opportunities to fulldome
or hemispherical screens when you could
exhibit everywhere on flat screens?”
The answer is found in our SESQUI tagline:
“The Future is All Around Us.”
If you look at the breakthroughs happening in cinema currently, they are creating
increasingly more immersive environments.
Film attendees (and not just gamers) are experiencing film by looking in front, behind, and
all around them. It didn’t make sense to us to
create a futuristic work of art and put it on an
already dated canvas.
The SESQUI team thoroughly researched
fulldome films by going to the Fiske Fulldome
Festival in Boulder, Colorado, as they did a
great job of curating some of the better examples of fulldome from around the world.
We also did some research at The SAT
(Société des Arts Technologiques) in Montreal, as they push the envelope in larger scale
fulldome films. The conclusion: what was in
SESQUI’s brains as a concept was technically
and artistically possible in real-life cinematic
settings.
To fulfill the mandate of the project, we
wanted to show Canada to the world in a way
that hadn’t been experienced cinematically
before—and to give our audiences the visceral
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experience of actually being in different locations around the country. We resolved that
to envelop the audience in Canada, only fulldome, hemispherical projection could accomplish the feat.
To deliver this “let’s bring Canada to the
people” objective even further, we created
a massive red, 82-seat, igloo-shaped cinematic bubble (ironic for Canada) called the
SESQUIdome. Now you don’t have to come to
SESQUI, the SESQUI experience comes to you.
Turns out our instincts were right. The
SESQUIdome has been a smash hit, with
screenings stirring an enthusiastic civic and
national spirit of all the communities we have
visited this summer with hubs of celebration
and four- to five-hour lineups snaking around
our exhibition area for the opportunity to see
our 20 minute film.
Built by world leader in inflatable structures Tectoniks, the SESQUIdome has a
newly-designed screen that is a perfectly flat
and smooth surface, which is no small feat in
an inflatable dome.
The projection system in the SESQUIdome
was designed in partnership with Realisations
in Montreal, and creates a beautifully rich and
crisp image of 9K.
They have also installed the same system
as a temporary digital system in the Canadi-
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an Museum of History in Gatineau, Quebec.
Productions Artefact and Solotech Canada
masterfully put the staging and equipment
support together. You can have a peek at
youtu.be/x5DXGKJkTeQ.

Immersive reality and the
changing roles of planetariums
As progressive cinematic and technology
people, we are awash with the latest and greatest in technology. Our view is that most of
this is a good thing, leading to disruptive leaps
forward in the film industry and society at large.

Poster for the film

Film audiences in particular are more educated,
excited and appreciative than ever before.
One concerning aspect we do acknowledge
is that we’re all becoming addicted to our
screens. Kid’s birthday parties are now about
teens and pre-teens sitting in the same room
while Snapchat-ing and texting with their
digital friends.
Business meetings and conferences are now
consumed by semi-attentive smartphone and
laptop users taking care of affairs not remotely related to the agenda put in front of them.
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We are losing connectedness to the real life
people around us.
SESQUI is an attempt to put the “we” back
into the immersive experience. Whereas VR
has plenty of storytelling and educational
potential, it takes you away from the real life
world into a headset-driven one.
Augmented reality, shown in popular
examples like Pokémon Go, at least gets
people interacting with their real life world,
but it tends to be a limited solitary experience.
We’d like to think we have created a
new type of media with SESQUI. Let’s call it
“immersive
reality”—
a hyper-realistic world
of visual and auditory
experiences that is both
an individually felt and
shared experience. It gets
younger people to look
up from their phones and
see the wonderment of
what’s around them. And
it makes new, immersive
cinema and storytelling
accessible to older audiences. We’re ambitious
enough to want SESQUI
to play a role in building
the new digital-assisted
commons/village square
for today’s audiences.
Planetariums and fixed
dome screen venues seem
to be logical places for
these immersive media
commons to pop up.
They are expanding their
programming to include
more artistic and experimental films in order to
attract different audiences to their facilities. It
seems as if planetariums
are on the cusp of a film
dome renaissance.
SESQUI hopes to be
able to kick start that
movement by providing planetariums with
a ground-breaking live
action dome film that
demonstrates how we all can innovate within
the medium and create community hubs for
immersive reality inside (and outside when it
comes to inflatables) their venues.
It’s one of the core reasons why we decided
to host our wildly successful HORIZON’s
World Film Premiere in Calgary’s Telus Spark
Centre. Again, you can have a glimpse at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=30-SgyH3H6c.
Most fixed dome theatres in Canada are in
science centers or museums, where the clientele tend to be open and curious people. Our
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film HORIZON, though not traditional space
or science content, seems to resonate with the
goals of those centers we have partnered with.
Based on the initial reactions from our
partner venues, the film fits in nicely with
the programming of the facilities, providing
them with something slightly different than
regular fare; still getting people to open up to
the world around them and also highlighting
the very topical celebration of Canada 150.
A supporting web-based SESQUI Learning
Hub covers many of the education aspects of
some of the planetarium’s core audiences of
schools and camps.

The future of SESQUI
The SESQUI team has learned so much
about the world of cutting-edge cinematic innovation, storytelling, technology and
Canadian culture that we are already applying these creative thoughts and assets to our
future work.
We are working with a variety of partners to look at expanding SESQUI and applying our team’s expertise to other storytelling,
learning, and training ventures.
Designed as a not-for-profit, SESQUI Inc.
will continue to administer the rights of
HORIZON and looks forward to a continued
run of our film in fixed-dome screens across
Canada as students go back to school.
Our MERIDIAN VR app will be a featured
curricula of many Canadian school boards,
aided by the production of 400,000 SESQUIbranded VR kits being distributed by our
education partner HISTORICA to Canadian
schools.
In 2018, we will look forward to opportunities to continue to use the film to showcase Canada globally and within Canada as
well. Planetariums, museums, science centers,
film festivals, trade missions, corporate entities, tourism associations, and venues have all
contacted us for permanent and temporary
installations.
The SESQUIdome also offers a unique
opportunity for venues, public and private
organizations, and major events to project
their offerings in never-before-seen-ways, we
look forward to a very active touring schedule for our travelling cinematic dome assets in
2018 and beyond.
Like Expo’67 and IMAX, what started
as a celebration of Canadian culture to the
world, may have some interesting chapters as
SESQUi’s story rolls forward into an exciting
future.
Consult www.SESQUI.ca for all the project’s details or contact us directly at communications@sesqui.ca for more information.
Spend some time on our YouTube, Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram channels for some of
the content, viewer reactions and behind-thescenes work.			
I
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But the mission included no message at all,
except for some coins (U.S. state quarters) and
other tokens. It also, in a noble gesture, carries
some of the ashes of Pluto’s discoverer Clyde
Tombaugh.
But there is no coherent message designed
to be understood by ET.

An opportunity lost?

Continuing the tradition of a message from Earth

Literally everyone can submit

Jon Lomberg
Design Director, Voyager Golden Record
Project Director, One Earth Message
lomberg@aloha.net
oneearthmessage.org

The voyager golden record
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The urge to leave our footprints in the
sands of time is as grand as the pyramids and
as humble as a set of initials carved on a tree.
Humanity has made many time capsules,
describing ourselves for future audiences.
Some of them have even been included on
spacecraft landing on other worlds, from the
simplicity of the plaque on Apollo 11 to the
complexity of the Planetary Society’s Visions
of Mars DVD.
But only four physical messages have left
the bounds of the solar system to roam forever
among the stars. The twin Pioneer and Voyager
spacecraft each carried a message artifact on
their eternal journey. In fact, after all their
power is gone, carrying these artifacts becomes
the primary mission of the spacecraft.
The two Pioneers bore the now iconic
Planetarian				

It seemed a lost opportunity, until I had the
idea of making a message on Earth and uploading it to the spacecraft. In 2012 I was designing
a logo for the company Made in Space, which
was field-testing 3D printers on the International Space Station. Break a wrench in orbit
and print out your own replacement wrench
from a file sent up from Earth. If we could
build a wrench in space, why not a message?
Made in Space gave the International Space
Station a unit to test in orbit, bearing my logo
on its side.
This led me to the idea: Why not make a
Voyager Record 2.0 and upload it to the spacecraft’s onboard computer?
The most exciting thing about this possibility was that this time the process could be
opened up to the entire world. Newly developed crowd-sourcing techniques using the
internet would permit a true self-portrait of
Earth, made and judged by those Earthlings
who cared enough to participate.
In the Golden Record, a few of us had to
choose which picture of a mother and child
should be sent. Now the whole world could
submit their own pictures of mother and
child, and let everyone decide which is the
best. In fact, the whole world can help decides.
Hence the project’s name: One Earth Message.

plaque carrying etched inscriptions showing
two humans, the spacecraft, the solar system,
and our galactic location. The two Voyagers each carried the famous Golden Record,
a metallic LP containing audio and pictorial information about Earth, including music
from many cultures around the world and
over two millennia.
In the 40 years since the Voyagers were
launched, no other spacecraft was set aloft
with a trajectory to leave the solar system
until 2006, the New Horizons Mission to
Pluto. I watched this launch wondering if
the mission would have included an updated
Golden Record, perhaps one reflecting the
changes in technology since 1977— some kind
of a quantum-nano-superconducting Golden
Record!
Vol 46 No 3 - September 2017

Everyone will be able to submit a few
pictures to our submission website at no
charge—nobody will be excluded because
they cannot pay. People wishing to submit
additional photos—or music—will pay a small
fee. These fees will be used to support the
maintenance and operation of the website
during the 18 month selection process. NASA
is being asked for no money to support this
project. We must support it ourselves.
The devil is in the details, however.
•• How do you filter out objectionable
material?
•• Who decides what is objectionable?
•• Who determines if the message is accurate
(for example, is the biosphere presented
to include worms and microbes as well as
puppies and kittens)?
•• How long can you maximize the lifetime
of the digital message to make it last for
an interstellar journey?
•• And, most difficult of all, how do you
code the contents so an ET, who doesn’t
know our software conventions, can
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Jill Tarter

Bob McDonald

Daniela DePaulis

Carolyn Barnett

Gail Glasper

Derrick Pitts

Albert Yu-Min Lin

Kaoru Kimura

Our Advisory Board of
over 80 people represents many ages, disciplines, backgrounds.
Planetarians may
recognize the face of
Derrick Pitts of the Fels
Planetarium in Philadelphia; Kaoru Kimura,
IPS affiliate representative for Japan; SETI
scientists Jill Tarter;
and the host of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporations
Quirks and Quarks
radio program, Bob
McDonald. All images
provided by author.
Anyone will be able to submit photos in any category and everyone else
can express their preferences. A constantly changing mosaic of leading
images, available online, will document the evolution of the content.

read it? Can ET be helped to recognize it’s
a message in the first place?
After many long discussions with engineers, computer scientists, and other experts,
I believe we can address and solve all of these
problems, beginning with the task of building the submission website. We are working
with iScience at the University of Konstanz
in Germany, a leading
institution in the new
field of crowd-sourced
science.
New crowd-sourcing techniques have
made
important
discoveries in fields
ranging from untangling protein structure to discovering
the tomb of Genghis
Khan. Such techniques
will transform the One
Earth Message selection process from a
Planetarian

mere pictures contest into an adaptive process
that modifies the selection structure to reflect
what people actually want to say, rather than
what we think they should say. For example,
categories may merge or subdivide, as we see
what people really want to tell ETs about.
In 2012 I first approached the New Horizons
mission with the idea, and with their support
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presented it to NASA. The initial response
from both the mission and NASA was informally encouraging, but there has been as yet
no formal approval for the project.
Perhaps the main reason was that the earliest a message could be uploaded would be in
2020, after New Horizons had completed its
science mission, visiting a Kuiper Belt Object
(KBO) in 2019.
Until then, there would be no room in the
spacecraft’s small 4 Gb memory, all of which
would be devoted to recording data from the
KBO encounter. Only after all the data are
returned to Earth can the One Earth Message
be uploaded.
With no pressing need to approve the
project, NASA has not yet decided whether
to include a digital message on the New Horizons. It’s up to us to persuade them.

In fact, we are already in discussions about
sending a modified test version of One Earth
Message to the moon aboard a competitor
for the Google Lunar X Prize. This would be
a proof-of-concept that would demonstrate
to NASA that we can actually devise such
methods by the new processes we describe.
(Stay tuned for details.)
Carl Sagan was my mentor and friend for
many years, and among his many other gifts,
he was a good politician and understood how
to work such an unusual project through the
NASA system. His leadership has provided a
model for how to proceed in our project.
One of the first things Carl told me when he

Why make the message?
I can think of six good reasons to make the
One Earth Message:
•• All four previous interstellar spacecraft
sent out from Earth have carried some
sort of greeting to the cosmos, a greeting intended to be understood by ETs. Do
we really want to break the chain? What
kind of message does that send about us?
•• This message may involve many millions
of people worldwide in an activity that
will bring increased awareness of the
New Horizons mission in particular and
planetary exploration in general.
•• Any international, collaborative activity that encourages people to think of us
as one planet and one species is good in
itself.
•• The Golden Record is a time capsule of
Earth in 1977. It no longer represents our
planet. As an iconic artifact to inspire
the public, an up-to-date self-portrait
of Earth will be a powerful reminder of
the place of our planet among the many
other inhabited worlds that may populate our Milky Way Galaxy.
By self-funding this activity, we avoid political arguments about whether this is a worthwhile expenditure of public money.

Using the onboard computer
Every spacecraft from Earth carries an
onboard computer. Many of these spacecraft
will remain in orbit or on the surfaces of other
worlds for very long periods of time. The
OEM will provide a library of crowd-sourced
and crowd-selected materials that other space
missions can use in their own outreach and
public involvement projects.
We anticipate variations of the One Earth
Message will find its way onto many spacecraft. Nominated contents that are not chosen
for New Horizons may find a ride to space
aboard future spacecraft.

invited me to work with him on the Golden
Record was that this message was coming
from our entire species and must reflect that
in the selection and balance of the contents.
Hence the greetings in 54 Earth languages, the
musical selections from around the world and
through millennia, and the photographs of
people from all over Planet Earth.
So the One Earth Message is an even more
global picture of Earth, because everyone
in the world will be allowed to participate
in the nomination and selection of picture
and audio contents. It will be a self-portrait
of Earth in a way that the original Golden
Record never could be.
Another lesson is that Carl did not show the
Golden Record to NASA, or even discuss its
contents, until we had completed the task of
making it. Perhaps this made it easier for the
various NASA officials to approve, since they
could see exactly what we were sending—and,

of course, they will have the final say in what
is sent.
The idea of a crowd-sourced global message
is a bit vague because nothing like it has been
done before. Once we can show NASA the
kind of message that results, and the level of
support the project generates, we believe it
will be easier for them to give us an official
approval to upload the message at a time of
their choosing.
It’s been 5 years since I came up with this
idea, and people ask me if I have become
discouraged that NASA has not agreed to
carry our message yet.
I remind them of the Visions of Mars DVD.
Lou Friedman from The
Planetary Society asked
me to lead that project
in 1992, preparing a
CD-ROM for launch
on the Russian Mars 94
lander.
My team worked
on that for two years
in preparation for the
launch, only to have
it
postponed
until
1996. It was eventually launched—only to
explode and fall into
the Atlantic Ocean. All
our work was gone in
a flash. When a launch
fails, there was no Plan
B. No second spacecraft.
But Lou was not
deterred. He lobbied
NASA for years to take
the artifact to Mars,
finally winning a spot
in 2006 on the Phoenix
lander, now sitting at
high northern Martian
latitudes awaiting discovery by a future
generation of human colonists, perhaps a few
centuries hence.
They will find an antique DVD containing a message for them—a gift from The Planetary Society of a collection of fiction and art
inspired by the Red Planet, the first Martian
library. It took 12 years since Lou hired me to
lead the creation of this message artifact, but it
ended up on Mars after all.
Space exploration is for optimists. It’s hard,
the odds against you are long, but it is possible
to succeed. I have every confidence that we
will send a digital gift to the stars, a gift telling
some future ET who we were and how we
lived on the remote and lonely Planet Earth.
Please spread the word about our One
Earth Message Kickstarter project, running
now through September 30. Simply go
to Kickstarter.com and search for “One
I
Earth Message.”			
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Russia
AUDIENCE AWARD
2015

1st PRIZE

3rd PLACE

GWACHEON
South Korea

KORIYAMA
Japan

360
FULLDOME
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The Kition Planetarium unites culture and history with education

George Troullias
Alexandr Prokofyev
Katie Demetriou
Kition Planetarium & Observatory
9, Ammochostou,
Kiti, 7550, Larnaca, Cyprus
planetarium@cytanet.com.cy

Kition Planetarium & Observatory has
been working to educate, inspire, and entertain both residents and guests on the island of
Cyprus since 2008. Since its establishment, it
has also made significant contributions globally in scientific research and astronomical
observations.
The planetarium delivers a variety of interesting programs in the languages of English,
Greek, and Russian. Most of these are original, tailor-made programs with references to
Cypriot culture and valid science.
This year work at the planetarium has been
dedicated to the year-long project “Starry
Bridges,” which is one of a select number of
projects worldwide recommended by the
International Astronomical Union’s Astronomy for Development program.
“Starry Bridges” highlights Cyprus’ unique
position in human civilization. The island,
due to its geographical position and many
cultural influences, has a large part to play in
uniting people and epochs. The project establishes bridges from antiquity to modernity.

From Venus, the goddess of love, who is
events are usually conducted in the planetarisaid to have been born on a Cyprus seacoast,
um, followed by astronomical observations in
to modern exploration of the planet Venus
the observatory. Cyprus is lucky in that it has
by the European Space Agency, the program
340 days per year of clear skies, which creates
draws on the philosophical heritage of Aristogreat opportunities to unite “virtual reality”
tle, whose 2400-year birthday is celebrated in
with real sky.
2017, and compares it to our modern outlook
We developed the unique planetarium
of the universe.
program Venus-Cypriot, which describes
It interweaves total solar eclipses in the
constellations connected with the goddess
cultures of ancient and
medieval times to the
cultural achievements of
Cyprus, where this year
Pafos, the ancient capital
of Venus, has become the
Cultural Capital of Europe.
The
“Starry
Bridges”
logo represents 5 bridges
created by stars, which
unite Cyprus with the 5
continents.
The project consists of
events for the public and
Children enjoy a field trip at the Kition. All photos provided by author.
organized groups. Public
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A sampling of the
many activities
sponsored by the
Kition Planetarium
and Observatory.

and planet. Due to cooperation of our organization and the Russian State Corporation for
Space Activities Roscosmos, we were gifted
with recorded sounds from the planet Venus,
obtained by Veneras 11, 12, 13, and 14.
This program, accompanied by evening
observations of the planet Venus at the beginning of the year, has become very popular not
only among tourists, but among locals as well.
Starting from the end of March, many visitors
to the observatory were impressed that they
can observe the phases of Venus with the
naked eye.
A large section of the “Starry Bridges”
program is dedicated to celestial representations of the Goddess Venus.
We also took our visitors back 2400 years,
celebrating Aristotle’s birth by presenting
interesting astronomical points from his
books. He used ancient observations of lunar
eclipses as well as comparing the view of the
sky from Cyprus to more northern countries
to prove that the Earth is round.

Eclipses explained
Another key part of “Starry Bridges” is
our eclipse presentations, based on research
carried out by our staff. We are proud to have
had this research published in scientific journals and reported at conferences.
As well as learning about why and how
eclipses occur, our visitors learn that the
description of the total solar eclipse lays in
the basic myths of people throughout the

old world. The timing and conditions of the
lunar eclipse this February were unfavorable
for public observations, so common observations of the moon were conducted.
However, on 26 February (the date of the
eclipse) we invited children and adults to a
Carnival party. The motto was “Be Bright:
Eclipse the Sun.” We had lots of fun, and in
between the astronomy oriented games, we
witnessed the annular solar eclipse telecast
from the Southern Hemisphere in real time.
During the winter, the planetarium shows
took the form of stories about the wonders of
the sky, linking the universe and science to
Cypriot culture, followed by observations of
the Orion Nebula. In late spring and summer,
observations follow a program on Jupiter,
targeting specific audiences and creating
bridges between different cultures.
“Starry Bridges” was also carried out during
our “Science Café” sessions, which are designed
for adults and involve a scientific lecture,
usually by a guest speaker, followed by free
discussion and debate. Sessions included a
variety of topics that build bridges between
the modern world and historical discoveries
and thoughts.
For example, “Astrology vs Astronomy”
is a session based on archaeoastronomy and
modern research in psychology.”‘30 years of
Supernova 1987A” and “Life in TRAPPIST-1”
familiarized the public with cutting-edge
modern scientific research based on decades
of observations.
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“How to observe UFOs” is a program which
links unusual but explainable phenomena
in the sky to what people used take for gods
and saints. This session is interactive and
came about due to the misinformation in the
media about a bright fireball over Cyprus on 8
September 2016. These phenomena are sometimes mistaken for alien technology nowadays and the program explains what to do if
one observes something unusual.
“Science Fiction” was a talk which was dedicated to Cosmonaut Georgy Grechko, who
passed away in April, showing how bridges are
formed between his life, science, and popular
art and culture.

Education plays big role
An important part of the “Starry Bridges”
project is the educational role that Kition
Planetarium & Observatory plays. This is
amongst our largest priorities.
We provide a course called “Read the Sky”
that meets weekly for one month. Every
session includes a lesson in the planetarium
and then under the sky. Step by step, participants in this course develop the skills to find
any star in the sky, to read star maps, and to
understand the movements of the celestial
sphere. Astronomical terms, such as ecliptics
and right ascension, are taught, as well as techniques to measure the light pollution. (In fact,
the impact of light pollution on Cyprus often
occurs in our public programs.)
(Continues on page 36)
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The Cosmic-Vis Package:
Visualizing cosmological simulation data on planetarium domes

Leigh Korbel, lakorbel@buffalo.edu
William Kinney
Salvatore Rappoccio
All University at Buffalo, New York
Mark Percy, Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium, New York
Project committee (from left) Mark Percy, Dr. William Kinney,
Leigh Korbel, Dr. Salvatore Rappoccio. Photo by Will Kinney.

A current initiative of the International Planetarium Society (IPS) and European Southern
Observatory (ESO) is the Data2Dome project, which, among other things, encourages
planetariums to make their facilities available to researchers from their communities to
use as a visualization tool for scientific data on the planetarium dome.
To this end, we introduce the “Cosmic-Vis” package, which is the result of a master’s
degree project collaboration between University at Buffalo faculty, a UB master’s
student, and the director of the Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium.
The package is available to anyone with a PC, but its purpose is specifically intended for
all planetariums equipped with Sky-Skan’s DigitalSky 2 or Dark Matter software (hereafter simply “Sky-Skan software”), and its purpose is to show attendees the time-evolution
of cosmological simulation data on the planetarium dome.

Computer simulations are employed by
cosmologists to study the formation of largescale structure in the universe over time
scales comparable to the age of the universe.
These simulation methods are important
because they not only allow cosmologists to
verify that their models coincide with existing observations, but also because the simulation data may make empirically verifiable
predictions that can be tested with upcoming
measurements.
Cosmological N-body simulations are
among the largest on record and involve the
use of state-of-the-art high performance (i.e.
supercomputer) facilities for time periods
ranging from hours to months, depending

on the desired resolution, and, of course, the
number (N) of bodies being used. The simulation volume, which is cubic to allow for
periodic boundary conditions, simulates a
representative sample of the universe, as large
as several billion light years on a side.
Cosmologists know from observations that
matter was very uniformly distributed in the
early universe. Observations by space observatories such as the Planck satellite allow for
very precise determinations of cosmological
parameters, such as the matter density and
cosmic expansion rate.
By using these parameters as initial conditions, cosmologists are able to simulate the
evolution of the universe from the recombi-
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nation era (about 300,000 years after the Big
Bang) to the present epoch by using a system
of massive particles representing the matter
content of the universe.
The particles are not particles in the typical
sense. Each one represents a mass on the order
of 109 solar masses, depending on the resolution of the simulation. This representation is
only a coarse approximation, and improving
its reliability requires the use of as many particles in the simulation as possible, while, at the
same time, keeping the simulation computationally tractable.
The prevailing cosmological model is
the standard model of big bang cosmology
(Continues on page 32)
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At top left: Dark matter particles are shown in blue,
while gas particles are shown in red (bottom left).
When combined (above), the dark matter and gas
particles create a purple overlap. All Images by Leigh
Korbel.

(Continued from page 30)
known as the ΛCDM model. In this model the
universe contains a cosmological constant
(associated with dark energy), denoted by Λ,
and “cold” dark matter (abbreviated CDM).
In a ΛCDM universe, the formation of structure is strongly affected by the presence and
nature of dark matter. Dark matter clumps
into halos, which grow by the gravitational
collapse and hierarchical aggregation of ever
more massive systems.
Galaxies form at the centers of these dark
matter halos by the cooling and condensation of hydrogen and helium gas, which in
turn fragment into stars upon becoming sufficiently dense.

Forming the cosmic web
On cosmic scales, the halos aggregate into
larger systems arranged in what is commonly known as the “cosmic web”—a large-scale
pattern of galactic filaments and voids. The
formation of the hierarchical structure that is
observable today via galaxy surveys (e.g. The
Sloan Digital Sky Survey) is a highly nonlinear process that can be followed in detail only
through direct numerical simulation.
In order to construct the Cosmic-Vis
package, a publicly available cosmological
simulation code called GADGET-2 was used
to create the data sets. GADGET-2 follows the
evolution of a self-gravitating collisionless
N-body system, and allows gas dynamics to be
optionally included.

For our purposes, GADGET-2 is used to
address the formation of large-scale structure in the universe. The code was run at the
Center for Computational Research (CCR) in
Buffalo, New York, a leading academic supercomputing facility that maintains a highperformance computing environment.
The data produced was then formatted to
be compatible with both Partiview (for PC
end users) and Sky-Skan software (for planetarium end users with Sky-Skan systems). The
package uses either dark matter particles only
(colored blue by default), or a combination of
both dark matter and gas particles (i.e. baryonic matter, colored red by default).
Partiview is free, open-source software
from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign. DigitalSky 2 and
Dark Matter are proprietary commercial software available through Sky-Skan Inc.

Readers familiar with The Digital Universe
package, developed by the American Museum
of Natural History’s Hayden Planetarium,
should be familiar with the format of the
package, which consists of configure files (*.cf),
speck files (*.speck), color map files (*.cmap),
and texture files (*.sgi).
The package is useful for showing how
an initially uniform distribution of matter
collapses via gravity over almost 50 million
years to form the large scale structure that is
visible in the universe today.
For interested parties, an in-depth description of the package can be found in the user’s
guide that is distributed with it. This includes
some background on the science, the simulations performed, the file structure of the
package, and directions on how to use it with
either Partiview or Sky-Skan software.
The package is available for download from
GitHub at the link listed in the table.
I

Resource

Link

Gadget-2 Code

wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/

Partiview Web Site

virdir.ncsa.illinois.edu/partiview/

Partiview Software w/ Digital Universe

www.amnh.org/our-research/hayden-planetarium/
digital-universe/download

DigitalSky 2 / Dark Matter

www.skyskan.com/products/ds

Cosmic-Vis Download

github.com/LeighKorbel/cosmic-vis

Data2Dome Web Site

www.data2dome.org/

International Planetarium Society

www.ips-planetarium.org/page/data2dome
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Storytelling in an immersive environment:

The secret is emotion
Christoph Brandl, 3d Artist
Dr. Peter Popp, Director
Softmachine
Munich, Germany
www.softmachine.de

Brandl

This page, top: A long sequence through the majestic undersea world of Kaluoka’hina;
human evolution, from caves to outer space, as a single shot in Realm of Light; and
(below) the very fabric of space and time surrounds the viewer in The Secrets of Gravitation. All images courtesy Softmachine.

We believe the best way to spark children’s
interest in science is through emotion. Such an
emotional impact can be achieved through
immersive storytelling in the fulldome medium.

Popp

An evolved medium
With the explosion of virtual reality,
there is an increased awareness of immersive
media. Immersion means the feeling of being
surrounded by the action, to be lost in the
story.
The first experiments of immersive cinema
began at the end of the 19th century. These
were panoramic painting mixed with the
newly-invented cinema. The most famous of
these was Grimoin-Sanson’s Cinéorama at the
1900 world’s fair in Paris, in which the audience experienced a simulated hot air balloon
ride. This was achieved using ten synchronized projectors, beaming onto ten screens
arranged in a full circle around the viewing
platform.
Then 360° projection technology disappeared until a first revival in the 1950s.
Disney experimented with this technology
in its “Circle Vision” attraction as part of the
Tomorrowland theme park. Around the same
time, a similar 360° theater opened in Moscow,
called the “Krugovaya Kinopanorama,” which

was later copied by the British in London’s
“Circlorama.”
However, the exposure of these new venues
remained limited, as the medium lacked
theaters as much as it lacked content. This
changed slowly during the 1990s and early
2000s, as planetariums started to convert to
digital projection. It became possible to beam
video onto the entirety of the planetarium’s
dome: the new immersive medium of fulldome was born.
One of the first fulldome animated feature
film was Kaluoka’hina-The Enchanted Reef in
2004 by Softmachine Immersive Productions.
Our Munich-based animation studio has since
produced the fulldome movies Realm of Light
(2008), The Life of Trees (2013), and The Secrets
of Gravitation (2016). After over ten years
of making fulldome movies, the studio has
considerable experience in producing immersive content. True to our motto “emotional education,” Softmachine has focused on
combining touching storylines with ambitious scientific content.
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Facing page, from left: Characters explain General Relativity in The Secrets of Gravitaton; in The Life of Trees we witness photosynthesis inside a leaf’s cell; a shark attacking
the screen in Kaluoka’hina can scare little children; and the whole dome is engulfed in
a storm in The Life of Trees.

Impact of immersion
Science-themed shows make up the bulk of
planetarium programs. Fulldome is particularly well suited for these because they contain
a lot of information, which is best retained
when the viewer is completely pulled into the
experience. Fulldome engages the audience
more effectively than traditional mediums
such as cinema and tv by surrounding them
with a bigger screen.
Fulldome is not a replacement for cinema.
It is an ever-growing medium with its own
visual and narrative style, which could be
considered an evolution of cinema. Planetariums are adapting state-of-the-art cinema
technologies to their domes, among them
stereoscopic 3D projectors and object-based
sound systems such as Dolby Atmos. This
combination of 360° visuals and 360° audio
can create excellent immersion.
At its best, fulldome causes a much more
physical movie experience than classical
cinema. Some audiences—especially children
under the age of 5—can even be overwhelmed
Vol 46 No 3 - September 2017

by the giant imagery! To achieve successful
immersion, a special kind of cinematography
is required, which defines how stories can be
told in the dome.

Decelerated storytelling
As with any other artistic medium, with fulldome the narrative adheres to the constraints
of the medium. For example, while the fulldome screen is a 360° hemisphere, the human
field of view is just about 200° wide. So after
every cut, the viewer has to reorient and get
accustomed to a new location.
For the viewer who is engaged in the middle
of the action, this sudden change of surroundings seems unnatural. To avoid this irritation,
it is preferable to make fewer cuts.
Also, the length of each shot generally has
to be longer than in regular cinema, as the
viewer needs time to grasp the new setting.
Instead of simply cutting away, fulldome
employs long connecting tracking shots,
where the audience gets taken along to the
next location.
In fact, most viewers seem to enjoy getting
lost in these long planned sequences. In
Kaluoka’hina, a long continuous sequence
where the viewer dives through the undersea
world is reported to be one of the most memorable scenes of the entire movie.
Additionally, many of the classic camera
angles of film and television tend to be
avoided in fulldome. In the case of dialogueheavy scenes, the typical close-ups and overthe-shoulder shots would be replaced with

fewer wide shots. And all this works without
losing detail in the facial expressions, as the
characters are already much larger on a dome
of 10 or 20 meters than on a cinema screen.
These constraints require decelerated storytelling in the dome: the intensity of the giant
images demands that the plot progresses more
slowly than in cinema and TV.

Storytelling and educational
entertainment
Education is the future commodity of all
societies around the world. Planetariums have
a unique responsibility as educational institutions, as children usually make up their largest
audience share. Yet the scientific content of
their programs—be it astronomy, physics,
biology—is often ahead of the school curriculum.
An ideal way for communicating these
wonders of science is through emotion.
And to achieve such an impact you need to
immerse the audience not only inside the
dome, but also inside a story.
Softmachine strives for programs with
embedded scientific facts inside dramatic character-based stories. Balancing science and character development into one consistent storyline
requires skill and effort. The educational content
has to follow the narrative structure and become
an essential part of an enjoyable movie. And, on
top of that, it has be told in a language all audiences can understand.
As a result, a fulldome show like The Secrets
of Gravity is not a lecture about the abstract
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intricacies of general relativity. To understand that, it is much better to read a book.
Instead, the show aims to enthuse and inspire,
knowing that stimulating the curiosity of a
child can kindle passions that last a lifetime.

Against the grain
Fulldome presents itself as an experience
that even the biggest flat screen cannot replicate. In contrast to the even more immersive
offerings of virtual reality, sitting in a planetarium is also a social event, where many
people share the same experience at the same
time. And unlike cinema, the screening itself
is uniquely social, being a combination of fulldome video and live presentation. This shared
experience boosts the emotional impact.
In many ways fulldome is a very modern
technology combined with a very traditional
narrative style. With its low cutting frequency
and long tracking shots, fulldome is the ultimate antithesis to the short attention spans
most modern media content demands. I

Astronomy compels the soul to look
upward, and leads us from this world
to another.

Planetarian		

— Plato, The Republic, 342 BCE
(Spacequotations.com)
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(Cyprus, continued from page 29)
The last session of the course describes the
position of the observer in Cyprus and in the
universe. It links ancient Egyptian culture to
astronomy, explaining their views on day and
night and the sun being swallowed by Goddess
Nut, and discloses the mystery of why Aristotle
considered comets as part of the Earth’s atmosphere. It also gives the solution of the Olbers’s
paradox. Every session has homework, which
consolidates new knowledge.
Schools visit the planetarium during the
day with sessions consisting of three parts.
First is a tour of the radio telescope (a dipole
antenna for observations of solar and Jovian
bursts, a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Radio Jove project) takes
place, followed by a tour of our exhibition of
Cyprus geology and fossils. A beautiful image
of Cyprus from the International Year of
Light, which was presented at the final report
in headquarters of UNESCO in Paris, is referred
to, and here they learn about the geological
history and biodiversity of Cyprus during
different epochs.
The second part is a customised interactive planetarium program based on the age of
student, language, and theme that ties in with
the school’s curriculum. The final session

involves solar observations with our 8-inch
Meade LX-90 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope
(UV blocking filter) and Coronado (H-α filter).

Cooperation also builds bridges
We cooperate with other organizations,
and many more types of activities are taking
place in “Starry Bridges.” For example, there
is a large Russian community in Cyprus. The
Kition Planetarium & Observatory presented
special programs to celebrate Yuri’s night in
the Russian school L.I.T.C. and in the Russian
House, as well as participated in Cosmonautics Day in the Russian Culture and Science
Center.
Public programs include the observations of the International Space Station as it
passes over Cyprus. In this case, the planetarium program gives additional explanations
of this international cooperation and the
current crew, and presents live video from the
station as a way of bridge building and bringing continents, their cultures, and their people
together.
“Starry Bridges” is continuing to be a huge
success, and we at Kition Planetarium &
Observatory are building on our experiences. We have lots of exciting ideas and plans for

the future.
In addition, Planetarium Director George
Troullias has the honour of representing
Cyprus as national coordinator for the following international organisations and projects:
UN World Space Week, UNESCO International
Year of Light 2015, UNESCO International Day
of Light, Sidewalk Astronomers, Astronomers
Without Borders, and Asteroid Day.	 
I

From the laptop to the dome:
WorldWide Telescope for powerdome.
How you can explore the Universe
with students in an exciting way.

(Communication, continued from page 12)
Plummer, J.D., Schmoll, S., Yu, K.C., & Ghent, C.
(2015). A Guide to Conducting Educational
Research in the Planetarium. Planetarian,
44(2), 8-30.
Suleski, J. & Ibaraki, M. (2010). Scientists are
talking, but mostly to each other: a quantitative analysis of research represented in
mass media. Public Understanding of Science.
19 (1), 115-125. 			
I
Dr. Jean Creighton is director of University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) Planetarium.
Danielle DeVasto is a UWM doctoral student in
Rhetoric and Composition. Sam Gallagher is a
UWM senior in Information Science and Technology.

// INSPIRATION
MADE BY ZEISS

WorldWide Telescope (WWT) was a research project developed by Microsoft for the visualization of astronomical data and
released for further development by third parties. We at ZEISS have further developed WWT to enhance its practical use in
planetarium operations. The powerdome version is optimized for our multi-channel projection systems. Using our free desktop
version at home or at school students can navigate the Earth’s starry sky, fly through the solar system, explore the universe,
create their own tours, and present their results directly in the planetarium dome.
www.zeiss.com/planetariums
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The planetarium at Pilikula: India’s first 8K, 3D dome

The Swami Vivekananda Planetarium

The Astro VanDigital Mobile
Planetarium
Concept, introduced by
Infovision to
India. All photos
courtesy E&S.

Judith Rubin
(rubin.judith@gmail.com)
The picturesque port city of Mangalore
in Karnataka, India is a commercial, industrial, educational, and healthcare hub with
high rankings for quality of life and business.
Lately, Mangalore has been raising its tourism
quotient as well. The city is often likened to
Singapore, and a new, government-backed,
integrated tourism development on 370
forested acres can be compared to Singapore’s
Sentosa Island.
It is called Pilikula Nisarga Dhama (Pilikula),
and a key attraction among its various educational, entertaining, and recreational features
is the new, state-of-the-art Swami Vivekananda Planetarium, opening in fall 2017.
With an Evans & Sutherland (E&S) “8K” 3D
Digistar 6 projection system in its 200-seat,
18-meter unidirectional dome, the planetarium at Pilikula will boast the most advanced
digital immersive dome system in India. As
the first of its kind, it sets a new standard
within an already rich planetarium network.
Construction is set to be complete in September 2017, and installation the following
month.
(Note: For details on the difference between
E&S “8K” and ‘True8K’ Digistar systems, visit
this link: www.es.com/news/featured/True8K.
aspx)
“This is a game-changer of an installation—
not simply because of the technology, but
because of what the technology has now
made possible,” said Scott Niskach, director
of International Sales for E&S. “The pace at
which fulldome technology is being adopted
in India is a great step forward that is impacting science education across India. Pilikula
offers tremendous value as an instrument of
informal learning. This Digistar 6 planetarium
will be a regional and international destina-

tion and it will connect India to the worldwide planetarium community.”
The design and installation of this new
Digistar system were facilitated by Infovision Technologies Pvt. Ltd., based in Mumbai.
Infovision, led by Managing Director Abhijit
Shetye, has represented E&S in India for 18
years.

The system at Pilikula
The Digistar 6 system for Swami Vivekananda Planetarium is a custom package
with Active Stereo 3D, a Megastar IIA Optical
Hybrid system and 5.1 surround sound. It uses
five Christie Mirage 4K 3D stereo projectors
and a Spitz NanoSeam projection surface. The
hybrid system enables the planetarium to
present classic opto-mechanical star projection in addition to ultra-high-resolution fulldome projection of pre-rendered shows and
real-time image generation.
“The integration with Digistar 6 and Megastar provides a fluid and seamless control with
the optical and digital systems through Digistar 6,” said Takayuki Ohira, president of Ohira
Tech Ltd., which produces the Megastar optomechanical instrument. “System control is at
the traditional console or by wireless control.”
Programming at the new planetarium will
include astronomy, environment, history,
STEAM, and geography. Like other Digistar
planetariums, this facility will be able to take
advantage of the support and international community that E&S customers enjoy,
including the Digistar Users Group, Digistar
Cloud resources, Domecasting, the extensive
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E&S library of fulldome shows, and the ability
to network in real time with other planetariums around the world.

Infovision’s reach and outreach
“Infovision is committed to the popularization of science and astronomy, working in
collaboration with E&S,” said Abhijit Shetye.
Infovision is active in fulldome content
creation as well as theater systems.
Those solutions include the Astro VanDigital Mobile Planetarium Concept in India,
introduced by Infovision to India in 2005.
“Our goal with the Astro Vans is to reach
every child of our country, making the most
of this portable educational environment to
address a wide range of subjects, from history
to the sciences, astronomy to science fiction,”
said Shetye. Each van is fitted with a Digistar
portable planetarium system, an inflatable
dome, diesel generator, solar UPS, two portable ACs, a digital projector with a fish-eye lens,
sound system, and a video library.
Planetarium conferences and fulldome film
festivals are also part of Infovision’s endeavors
in India. With the help of E&S, they organize
an India Planetarium Conference. Since 2003,
Infovision and E&S have organized seven
such conferences in various locations, bringing together planetarium directors, curators,
educators, and government representatives in
education and the sciences to share information, give presentations and screen fulldome
shows.
The next will take place in 2017 in conjunc(Continues on page 52)
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La Cité des Sciences à Tunis
Boulevard Mohamed Bouazizi 1082
Tunis, Tunisia
www.cst.rnu.tn/en

The blue sphere of the planetarium (left); Riadh behind the console in the dome. Photos provided by author.

By Riadh BEN NESSIB
Médiateur scientifique principal
Cité des Sciences à Tunis
riadhbennessib@yahoo.fr
riadhbennessib.wordpress.com
The Tunis Cité des Sciences and its planetarium is responsible for disseminating science throughout Tunisia all the various
categories of the population and especially to young people. It
is the only planetarium in Tunisia, and attracts an average of
150,000 visitors a year.
With its origins from the 13th century and the second Hafsid
ruler, Abdallah Al Moustansar Al Hafsi (1246-1277), the modern
sciences city was built in 1995 around an archaeological site. Its
buildings are set up around the remains of a catching pool basin
known as the Abou Fehr basin, built to irrigate the Abou Fehr
gardens from a diverticulum of ancient Carthage aqueducts.
Reviving this hydraulic system in an area that symbolizes both historical continuity and modernity provides a true
moorage for the Tunis Science City. It symbolizes a Tunisia
anchored in its history, open to its present, and resolutely
turned towards its future.

Covered and uncovered spaces
The scientific spaces of the Tunis Sciences City are divided
into two lots. The first concerns the covered areas and the
second the open spaces.
The covered spaces present science according to a thematic approach, enabling visitors to understand natural phenomena with a temporal sequence that takes into account three
major phases: from the birth of the universe to contemporary
thought, evolution, and unity of geological time.
To accomplish this goal, the spaces consist of a planetarium and several pavilions dedicated to the themes of the
universe and to life and man. There also is a pavilion dedicated to children titled Explora, and another dedicated to temporary exhibitions. Note also that the covered spaces also include
a Multimedia Library, an Access to Information Center, and a
science shop.
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The open spaces are several large modules showing the
discoveries and/or inventions considered as milestones in the
history of science: Archimedes’ screw, the crown of the entrance
portico, the sundial, clepsydre, Foucault pendulum, and noria.

The planetarium
A blue sphere located along the Boulevard Mohamed
Bouazizi, which leads directly to Tunis-Carthage international
airport, the planetarium is 20 meters in diameter for a comfortable 115 seats with a multilingual system. The planetarium
is made up of a reception hall, a projection room, an imaging
server room, and a production room.
The planetarium of the Tunis Science City, inaugurated on
21 March 1996, was equipped with an opto-mechanical system.
After a year of closure for renovation in 2012, the planetarium
reopened with a new SkyExplorer HD-dome system from RSA
Cosmos offering high-resolution image quality. The total cost
of the project was 1 million 300 thousand dinars.
The idea of this project germinated in 2007. The launching of
the specifications for this digitization project took place in 2009,
and it was realized in 2011. The planetarium re-established its
projections in 2013 and brings in close to 32,000 visitors.
The purpose of this update was to further promote scientific literacy for all age groups and to showcase 2D digital imaging
transformed to apparent 3D on a hemispheric projection screen.
Immersive shows await the public to drag them to the confines
of the universe and allow them to touch the stars.
Four shows are scheduled each day with an entry fee of 1
dinar. Adults and children discover the solar system through
the program Planètes voyage dans le systeme solaire; the story
of the telescope from L’Univers au télescope (Two Small Pieces
of Glass); the Altacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array,
telling about a system of observation, listening to space, and
looking for our origins in the program ALMA: La quête de nos
origines cosmiques; and the galaxy with the help of a robot
milkman in Galaktos.
All these performances are translated by the Cité des Sciences in Arabic and broadcast in three languages: Arabic, French,
and English.
(Continues on page 46)
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Fulldome Matters

Carolyn Collins Petersen
Loch Ness Productions
Post Office Box 924
Nederland, Colorado 80466 USA
+1 303-642-7250
carolyn@lochnessproductions.com

About Fulldome & Immersive Media

Festivals, festivals, and more festivals

Way back when I was first starting out in the dome, husband Mark
and I were mentored by the late Jim Sharp. Among other achievements, he designed and acted as technical director for Boulder’s Fiske
Planetarium in Colorado and went on to work in Hong Kong and then
at the Einstein Planetarium at the National Air and Space Museum in
Washington, D.C.
His career began at the birth of the slide-tape age and extended
through the birth of the fulldome age, and he embraced each advance
fully. It really didn’t matter to him how a show was projected. What he
drilled into us was the idea that a planetarium show should entertain
and inspire. The artistry came in how you accomplished that.
We were reminiscing recently about Jim and his attitudes about
“good” dome shows (specifically referring to pre-rendered content).
That led Mark to write a blog entry about how producers are (or should
be) intimately aware of the many factors that go into creating a good
show that inspires and entertains.
“As show producers, we pour our hearts and souls into creating
the best-looking and best-sounding shows we can create,” he wrote.
“Our writers hone our scripts, our artists render visuals to illustrate
those scripts, and our musicians shape compositions to embellish our
soundtracks. The show is an audiovisual assemblage of artistry, ideas
and emotions, made from the talents of a few, for the ultimate enjoyment of many.”1

and adopted some very good shows into our catalog of fulldome offerings from what we experienced there. What I had hoped would happen
with festivals is that more of our planetarium colleagues would attend
as well, to see these wonderful showcases of content they can get for
their own domes.
It used to be that planetarians could see shows at the IPS or regional meetings, but a number of scheduling and other factors conspire to
limit the numbers and types of shows to just a few at each event. Often,
shows are presented by sponsors who bought the time slot for their
special screening.
The festivals are much more democratic, featuring a wide range of
offerings, and they’ve been in the forefront of judging shows for quality
and entertainment, as well as other values. From the beginning, they’ve
sought to give awards to shows that achieve excellence in some way.

Showcasing good fulldome
These days, fulldomers have access to shows ranging from educational to pure entertainment, presumably all produced by people who
take all those factors into account as they create their pieces. To showcase them, the community has spawned a raft of festivals to show off
that content and award the “good” shows.
In the beginning, when fulldome (and festivals) were new, we all got
to see most of the shows available. These days, the festivals are curating
the content from among the numerous shows that are submitted for
judging and presentation.
This brings me to the question of judging shows. The festival “circuit”
for fulldome has grown from the humble beginnings of Domefest and
the Jena Fulldome Festival to more than half-a-dozen regular festivals in Brazil, the Czech Republic, Japan, Portugal, Russia, the United
Kingdom, and the U.S. There have also been sporadic ones, such as the
‘Imiloa Festival in Hawai’i, and more recently a fulldome component
at the Macon Film Festival in Georgia in the U.S.
I have long applauded the rise of these events. They supply a good
way to see a lot of fulldome content and meet producers, soundtrack
artists, writers, and animators. They provide opportunities for student
works to be shown and shared, and a way for members of the public to
see what’s hot in fulldome. In a few cases, people have gotten jobs based
on the work they showed at a festival.
Mark and I have attended the Fulldome Festival in Jena several times
1 To read the whole blog, go to lochnessproductions.com/lnpblog/2014/02/05/
masters-of-the-dome-masters

The Brno Festival has grown from a small
event to a yearly celebration of fulldome shows. The organizers’ aim is to
connect producers with planetarians.
Courtesy Brno Observatory and Planetarium.

For the most part, the shows
that win “best” categories
really are quite good, and
the producers are understandably pleased to advertise those awards.
Happily, some of the festivals are also inviting members of the
public to participate. Jena and the Fiske Festival, for example, have
some (or a large portion, in the case of Fiske) of their events open to
the public, and they involve those audiences in voting for “audience
choice” awards.
On the professional side, festivals offer networking opportunities
for producers, and have indeed pioneered many protocols for the way
shows are distributed, and displayed.

Judging fulldome content
There are, at last count, well more than 300 fulldome shows on the
market; you can do some easy research on a curated list at the Full-
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The FullDome Festival in Jena is a yearly event
connecting producers, students, and the public
under the dome for several days of shows, workshops, and talks. Courtesy Jena FullDome Festival.

dome Show Compendium at www.lochnessproductions.com/lfsc/lfsc.
html; it contains all the known shows that are “for sale/license” in the
market. (There are many other shows that are one-offs, not for sale,
demos, etc., that are not necessarily on the market or even available;
many of those are also catalogued on FDDB.org) As you sift through
the marketed shows, some tout the fact that they have won an award
at this or that festival on their web pages. Certainly it’s good to know
that a given show won an award.
That brings me to the subject of festivals and formal judging and the
criteria they use. How are award-winning shows judged? What criteria were used to choose shows that are shown and how do judges assess
those selected for the showcase? The answers aren’t always obvious,
although the festivals do seem to have criteria they use.
As I’ve mentioned in other columns, I’ve participated as a judge
in several events, ranging from science fests to fulldome festivals. In
each case, those of us asked to participate have been given guidelines
or special criteria to use. For the Jackson Hole Science Media awards,
for example, we are given a sheet for each video with categories to
assess: storytelling, lighting and cinematography, sound production,
scriptwriting/storytelling, narration and/or on-camera performance,
and originality. There’s also a “free parameter” where we can judge on
other aspects that stood out (positively or negatively), such as emotive
appeal, entertainment value, etc. Finally, there was a line for assessment of overall achievement.
I generally watch each video twice, once to get a “feel for it” and a
second time to pay attention to technical aspects. I give major props to
the organizers of that festival for creating a useful rubric for the panelists to use that also puts all the shows on a fair footing with each other.

How do festivals judge their content?
Do the fulldome festivals use a similar rubric? It’s hard to tell. There
are two points of selection and judging: 1) preliminary selection (or curation) of shows that are chosen to be shown at the festival, and 2) judging
of the shows themselves by panels and audience members. For the latter,
many organizers give some type of guidance to their judges, but their
parameters vary widely and this will clearly influence the results.
Some organizers hand out markup sheets to audience members and
the panels, asking them to rate the shows on various criteria (such
as how well the production makes use of the dome, story originality, animation achievement, soundtrack production, etc.). Those are
tallied and awards are given based on the feedback. The Jena festival
gives out awards in several “best” categories, including an Audience
Choice award, given through a written poll of the final night audience.
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There are also student awards, audio prizes, and for 2017, an “Emphasis
on Emotion” award.
The Fulldome Festival Brno has some of the same types of categories.
Its awards include the Director’s Award (selected by the planetarium
director), the “Best Movie Award” (selected by an international jury),
and the “Audience Award” (selected, unsurprisingly, by the audiences).
Amazingly, they often attend thirty-plus shows and are diligent about
giving feedback for each one.
The IFF in Portugal and the Fiske Fest in Boulder, Colorado, however,
gather audience feedback without the expectation that viewers will
see the all the shows in the competition. Often, they are reviewing just
one show.
In discussing the various festivals with colleagues who have attended and judged at several, it’s not clear how shows are selected for the
various festivals, and what selection criteria are used. That raises some
understandable questions:
•• How do organizers decide which shows to present?
•• Do festival organizers and judging panels critique the writing,
technical achievement in animation, sound design, cinematography, originality, accuracy?
•• Do licensing fees influence selection and judging decisions? (That
is, are “expensive” shows considered better than more affordable
ones?)
•• Does the name of the producer (or production group) influence
decisions?
•• Are sponsors who also submit shows given different consideration
for selection and presentation than those who don’t?
•• Do independently produced and experimental shows compete
fairly against big well-funded videos (often from government
grants)?
On the other end of the spectrum, I’ve often wondered if buyers
and licensers select shows based on a “best” award from festivals? It’s
likely that they do, and if so, then festivals should publicize their criteria so that everybody will know what “best” really means. There are
well-established rubrics for judging other types of media that can be
adapted to judging fulldome content regardless of who funded it, how
well known the producers are, whether they are student works or
professional productions, and so on.
Our community should take these into consideration and provide
transparency in the way we perceive and judge the content we ultimately bring to our audiences. (Please note that I’m not talking here
about formal evaluations or educational evaluations for fit within
curriculum guidelines. Those are different kettles of fish.)

The festival challenges
The fulldome festival circuit continues to grow, and along with it
come growing pains. These events continue to receive many, many
more show submissions than they can reasonably accept for showing.
This requires some up-front curating to select which shows make the
cut (again raising the question of criteria used to select content for each
festival).
There’s now some standardization in how shows are sent to the festivals, but this is not followed by all producers (especially when it comes
to student submissions). These standards (which cover file naming and
delivery methods) are pretty common, and continue to be discussed
among producers and equipment manufacturers.
Because dome-master image sequences are accepted by all of the festivals, questions and concerns about the producers’ copyright protection and the risk of piracy cast an ever-present shadow and discourage
some participants. That raises questions as well: What are the festival’s
protections to prevent shows from “escaping” the festival environment once the event is over?
These, along with judging standards, remain works in progress.
(Continues on page 46)
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(Fulldome Matters, continued from page 45)
Encouraging attendance

Farewell, Ivan Dryer

I would like to see more “regular” fulldomers attending these wonderful festivals. As mentioned above, they aren’t yet attracting crowds of
planetarians to experience the showcases. They remain largely producer gatherings, some with a public component.
As the festivals showcase the fulldome content, and our marketplace
continues to mature, overcoming all these attendance challenges, as
well as developing and adhering to a commonly adopted set of wellunderstood award criteria will be extremely useful to the larger fulldome and immersive community.
Special thanks to Dan Neafus, Mark C. Petersen, and Ryan Wyatt,
who shared their thoughts about festival judging and show content
with me as I worked on this meaty and timely subject.

On page 74 in this issue, Ian McLennan has penned a poignant farewell to Ivan Dryer, the founding genius behind the Laserium shows
that entranced so many of us and our audiences for many years. Ivan
died on July 17, 2017 after a long illness.
For many people, Ivan’s Laserium shows expanded their planetarium experience from the well-loved look at the stars to an
enjoyable light and music voyage. I remember my first visit to
see the show at Denver’s Gates Planetarium, and loved the way
it melded classical and rock music with amazing dancing laser
lights. Ivan was a creative and generous fellow, and his contributions to the community will not be forgotten. RIP, Ivan Dryer.
I
Carolyn Collins Petersen is CEO of Loch Ness Productions and Communications
Coordinator for IMERSA.

(Under One Dome, continued from page 41)
In 2016, the planetarium installed, translated into Arabic, and
recorded narration for the European Southern Observatory’s Supernova planetarium production From Earth to the Universe. Currently and
for the programming of the shows and sessions of the year 2018, two
open source shows, The Hot and Energetic Universe from ESO-AHEAD
and The Dark Matter Mystery from Planetarium and Observatory
Laupheim, Germany, are being translated into Arabic and recorded by
companies that specialize in sound and voice. The planetarium also
bought the rights for the shows Asteroid: Mission Extreme from National Geographic/Sky-Scan and Black Holes from Clark Planetarium for the
2018 programming grid.

Activities
The planetarium of Tunis Science City also disseminates science and
astronomy through its travelling exhibitions, a mini-planetarium, and
an astro-bus, even to the interior of the country.
Many other important parts of the planetarium of Tunis Science
City are worthy of mentioning: Taking part in international scientific festivities such as IYA2009, Space Week (4-10 October), Asteroid Day (30 June) and Star Night (August), training sessions, guided
tours. and the organization of astronomical evenings with public
conferences and night sky observation.			
I
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From the Classdome
Jack L. Northrup
Sci-Tech Instructional Facilitator
Omaha, Nebraska USA
jlnorthrup@fbx.com

A retro activity and a food-based favorite
A little bit of retro in the planetarium
There are some lessons and activities that, like some trees, are evergreen: they hold up well over time and you can expect consistent
results. Over the years you will refine this list of evergreens, trimming
here and pruning there as circumstances change.
This spring I was cleaning my hard drive and found a couple of perennial favorites that I hadn’t used in a while and wanted to integrate back
into the my lessons. I knew that during the summer I was going to be
teaching a couple of short courses for elementary and middle school
students, and it would be an ideal time to bring back these classic activities with a little bit of refreshing.

Hopping in the wayback machine
I did a little bit of a refresh on classic teaching technique, flash cards.
An elementary teacher I was co-teaching with used coded flash cards
to practice math skills. After answering the skills questions, the tiles
were flipped over to compare the abstract picture on the back with the
key. These VersaTiles (www.hand2mind.com/brands/versatiles) were
useful for math, but we needed something that would work for astronomy. During lunch we did some brainstorming and came up with a
few options to try.
Order of the planets, requiring 8 planet cards; inner vs outer planets,
requiring 2 title and 8 planets cards; and moons vs no moons, 2 title
and 8 planets cards.
For the order of the
planets, we decided
that when flipped
over
these
cards
would show a picture
of the solar system.
This was the most
complex of the sets
of cards we created. The other two were designed to use marks on the
back done with yellow highlighter.
After testing these cards with the class of 3rd graders, we came to a
couple of conclusions:
We found that they were useful as activity for the students to review
information after the initial presentation.

We also observed that while it easy to use for individuals, it could
also be used by partners but not by small groups. We observed with
small groups that there was asymmetrical distribution of work and one
student tended to pull back from the activity. With partners, we were
able to observe a lot of conversation between the two doing fact checking of information remembered from the presentation.
Also, for the third day after the lesson, we set up the flash cards in
the back of the classroom as a station. The students were able use the
station as a brain break and refresh as they were building their models
of the solar system. This was useful for the kids to run back and do a
quick recheck, but I would have preferred to see them ask each other
or have a little debate.
My co-teacher and I have decided to work on this a little more and
try to make several different sortable categories for future use. We
think it will be a better station activity if there more options so that
each partnership or individual feels they were having a unique experience.

Fun lesson (but clean up or you will get ants)
This lesson was better for a small group of middle school students,
mainly because they weren’t as tempted to eat the lab equipment. Also,
as I say in the title, clean up after this one or it could get sticky and
attract ants.
In preparation, we had already introduced the names of the moon
phases and quick definitions of each one.
Materials For each person:
•• 1 uncooked spaghetti noodle (may have to break in half, linguine
or fetticcine work better)
•• 1 marshmallow (large)
For the group
•• Small bowl of cool water
•• Small bowl of hot cocoa powder
•• Planetarium show or effect that has the sun on horizon that can
be placed at different horizons
Set up:
Poke the spaghetti through the middle of the marshmallow to make
a handle for your model of the moon. Then dip a side of the marsh(Continues on page 52)

Sticky moon phases: a wordless guide. All photos by author.
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Seeking What Works

Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145 USA
440-871-5293
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

The IPS Education Committee

Japan’s educational system
I must write this column while still looking forward to the August
21 Great American Eclipse, but it will have happened by the time this
issue of Planetarian is published. Since August 21 is my district’s first
day of the school year, I will be staying here in Westlake, Ohio, to view
the partial solar eclipse (near 80% coverage) with them instead of traveling to a place of totality.
Already I have distributed eclipse glasses that I obtained with a NASA
grant (about 3000 pairs) to teachers with guidance on safe use, timetables, information, and possible experiments. My plan is to go to
the six schools and our local library during the eclipse to have
interested students and others view a partial phase as well as
any visible sunspots with my Sunspotter.
Additionally, I’ll take a box of white cloth napkins for projection with colanders, as well as index cards and hole punchers to
create names with holes of solar eclipse projections. Now I just
hope we have a clear sky. With a partial, we are less dependent
on a particular moment, so it is likely we will see some of the
partial phases. In classrooms teachers can go online to see the
eclipse occurring from other locations.
I know that many periodicals and books say that one must
get on the line of totality to fully appreciate a solar eclipse, but
the reality is that not everyone can make a trip. Throughout
the years I have seen three totals, an annular, and a number of
partials, and I have found them all interesting.
Worldwide, many more students can see a partial eclipse,
either directly with the necessary glasses or by projection, introducing them to this wonder of astronomy. So I urge planetarium educators to take advantage of partial eclipses that come
to your area. Never let a partial solar eclipse go by without
promoting it (along with information for safe viewing).

a great deal. Japan has an aging society with a falling birthrate and life
styles have changed. When the system of modern school education
began in 1947 with the 5-3-3-4 plan of years for schooling, it was aimed
at realizing the principle of equal educational opportunity for all.
The current National Curriculum Standards is a revised plan aimed
at nurturing “competency” in children. A compulsory plan for science
and mathematics education is directed by the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology (MEXT).

A summary of Japanese education
Kaoru Kimura has prepared a summary of Japanese education with notations of what happens for astronomy in certain
grades. Like Tomas Graf of Czech Republic and Simonetta
Ercoli of Italy, Kaoru adds to the development of international understanding of the status of astronomy education worldwide. Her report
follows.
The nine years of elementary and lower secondary (middle school)
education are compulsory in Japan. Unfortunately, students do not
have a lot of opportunity to learn astronomy in these years. It is my
hope that all of us working in different countries with different educational systems, after comparing our systems, will be able to plan together for use of our planetariums for public school education.

Japan’s educational system
Kaoru Kimura
Japan Planetarium Association Affiliate
Japan Science Foundation
In Japan, the basic national educational policy is set by the Japanese
Constitution. The Basic Act on Education was put into effect in March,
1947. Since then circumstances surrounding education have changed

In elementary schools, all children who have reached the age of 6
are required to attend elementary school for 6 years. The elementary
schools aim to give children ages 6-12 education suited to their stage of
mental and physical development.
Children study in the lower secondary school to age 15. As in elementary school, the curriculum is matched to this stage of mental and
physical development, building on experiences in elementary school.
Science and Astronomy
The Japanese MEXT curriculum has children beginning study of
science in 3rd grade, with astronomy included. The astronomy fields
listed in the national curriculum are as follows:
Grade 3: Main topic: Life and The Earth (B); Astronomy: “The
Sun and the Ground.” (3)
Children’s ideas of the sun and the ground are developed by their
exploration of causes of positions of shady locations. It is expected that
(Continues on next page)
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understand characteristics of planets and stars.
And they are expected to understand observational methods, including their own, of studying the planets to learn about Solar System
structure.
The current role of planetariums in Japan
and future investigations
Although not specifically stating “planetariums,” for elementary school the National Curriculum Standard recommends use of
computers and audio-visual aids as well as
observations and experiments. The astronomical topics students are expected to learn in
elementary and middle school all are possible
in planetariums.
Many schools visit their local planetarium to enhance their astronomy learning.
Some planetariums provide only a recorded program, supposedly prepared to match a
course of study. However, whether or not these
programs really match the course of study has
not yet been evaluated. I want to investigate if
such programs really do coordinate well with
classroom studies. I also want to find what
proportion of planetarium programs in Japan
for school classes are recorded ones versus live
ones. Further, I want to learn if planetariums are collaborating with
teachers to develop the educational programs.			
I

Da

by understanding what causes sunny and
shady locations on the ground, children
will learn that the sun appears to move in
the sky from east to west. In the context of
learning about the sun’s apparent movement with shadows, children learn the four
cardinal directions.
Grade 4: Main topic: Life and the
Earth (B); Astronomy: “The Moon and
the Stars” (4)
Students are required to observe the
moon and stars. They explore positions of
the noon and stars and their brightness.
Grade 6: Main topic: Life and the
Earth (B); Astronomy: “The Moon and
the Sun” (5)
Lunar phases are studied. Students
observe the positions and phases of the
moon with corresponding positions of
the sun and develop understanding of the
changes in the phase month as viewed from
Earth.
Secondary School: Astronomy Topics
in “The Earth and the Universe”
The objective in secondary school for
astronomy is that students expand their
understanding of the universe with topics of the sun, the planets, the
moon’s movement and phases, and stars. The curriculum specifically
includes : “Diurnal motion with Earth rotation and annual motion and
Earth revolution” (a) and “The solar system and stars” (b).
Students are expected to discover characteristics of the sun based on
their own records and other data. They are expected to fully understand
the in-space relationships that cause lunar phases. They are expected to

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

Jeanne Bishop is a past president of IPS and chairs the Education Committee. She is retired from full-time planetariums work and teaching, but
maintains the position of Westlake Schools Planetarium director.

(Classdome, continued from page 48)
(Pilikula, continued from page 38)
tion with the Grand Inauguration of the new
Swami Vivekananda Planetarium Pilikula.
Infovision’s production studio in Pune,
Vedarth Animation Studio Pvt. Ltd., (an arm
of Infovision headed by Mrs. Gandhali Shetye)
produces planetarium shows in collaboration
with E&S and Astral Inc USA.
The studio is currently engaged in producing a new show, The Moon, in 8K. It will

The portable dome transported by the Astro Van.

premiere in fall 2017 at the inauguration of
the new planetarium in Pilikula.
“This is going to be India’s first 8K fulldome
show,” said Shetye. The Moon will include a
segment on the Chardrayaan 2 mission of
Indian Satellite Research Organisation, which
is scheduled to be launched in March 2018.
“State-of-the-art, high-resolution fulldome
systems can now be successful anywhere,” said
Michael Daut, E&S’ marketing director. “At
E&S, we’re thrilled and inspired and honored
to add Pilikula to our worldwide network of
Digistar theaters, giving them the power to
share content freely across our Cloud Library.
Digistar technology is what unlocks the capability—there are better ways than ever now to
tell those immediate science stories and share
them globally among our community.”
“Digistar is helping to connect people in
India with other parts of the world in a new
way,” said Daut. “These theaters are really
portals, crossing boundaries to explore the
universe and the wonders of nature and
science.”				
I
Judith Rubin (rubin.judith@gmail.com) is an
independent journalist and publicist who
writes often about specialty cinema, entertainment technology and visitor attractions.
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mallow in the water, and then the hot cocoa
powder to make a light and dark side of the
moon.
Have the students take a seat in the planetarium and set the ground rule that the light
side of the marshmallow always faces the
sun. They are the Earth and their view of the
marshmallow will give them the appearance
of moon phases.
As the sun is moved around the dome, the
students will need enough time to aim the
light side toward the sun and either name the
moon phase or describe the phase. Repeat 8-10
times, if at all possible.
Note: Don’t just move the sun along the
horizon; it is more effective to have the sun
jump to different locations.
This activity is good for students to practice identifying moon phases and that half
the moon is lit at all times (breaking the
misconception that during the full moon
there is no dark half of the moon).
I

Jack L Northrup is an American Midwestern
astronomy educator who loves the dark skies
from living in a flyover state.
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International News
Lars Petersen
DK-6630
Rødding, Jels, Denmark
lpsd@jels.dk

Dear Fellow Planetarians

As I write this (July 2017), many of our North American colleagues
are making great plans for the total solar eclipse on 21 August, when
the totality path will cross the continent. Due to the production time
of our magazine, I can only tell you about the preparations in this issue,
and then we look forward for a full coverage of the special event in the
coming December issue.
But below you will also find accounts of other events, meetings, conferences, planetariums being opened and refurbished, and much more.
For this section, I’m indebted to contributions from Sumito Hirota,
Frank Florian, Bart Benjamin, John Hare, Beau Hartweg, Ignacio C. Pinal,
José Roberto Costa, Loris Ramponi, Alex Delivorias, and Björn Voss.
Let’s start this tour around the globe in Japan and then move across
the Pacific.

JPA. Participants of the annual Japan Planetarium Association conference in
Hiroshima. Courtesy of JPA.

Japan Planetarium Association
The JPA annual conference was held in Hiroshima on 5-7 June at the
Hiroshima Children’s Museum. There were over 200 attendees from
across Japan. They shared ideas and experiences together, and discussed
until midnight. The Planetarium of Hiroshima was renewed last year.
The MS-20 projector was overhauled and the lamps were replaced to
LEDs, and a new digital planetarium system was installed by Konica
Minolta Planetarium.
The next annual conference will be held at Fukui City Museum of
Astronomy “SEIREN PLANET” in June 2018.
During the conference JPA announced results of a survey that reports
total number of visitors of all planetariums in Japan during April 2016
to March 2017. The results show that about 8.6 million guests visited
261 planetariums in Japan in the 12 months.

Canadian Association of Science Centers
Ontario. The Doran Planetarium in Ontario is celebrating 50 years
of clear skies this year. Situated on the campus of Laurentian University in the community of Sudbury, the Doran Planetarium has been
serving northern Ontario for 50 years. The first presentation given
in the planetarium was
in November 1967. The
mission is to supplement
the Ontario school curriculum by providing programs
and
activities
directly
linked to individual school
requirements. The planetarium also serves as a classroom for the astronomy
students at the university. Presentations are
offered in both official
languages French and
English.
The Doran Planetarium seats 70 visitors under
a 10-m dome. A Spitz
Prime projector recreates
the sky with pin point
stars, allowing visitors to
see the sky at any time
of day, year, and even
correct for precession.
Three
individually-controlled
computers projectors project
pictures, animations and
specific data as required;
a specially-design shutter
CASC. Doran Planetarium, Ontario (top
system allows to go from
and center) celebrates its 50th anniversary this fall. Esther Weima at the
images to dark sky in less
LX200 Meade telescope in the Laurenthan a second.
tian University observatory. Courtesy of
Teachers can choose
Doran Planetarium.
from a large variety of
programs and activities.
Visit the web page of Doran Planetarium at www.laurentian.ca/planetarium. The French version will be updated this summer at www.
laurentain.ca/planetarium/fr.
This year the director introduced a new concept allowing the teachers to actually pick the exact content of a presentation. This new
feature is based on a large computer file divided into 10 major topics,
each divided into about 10 subtopics. Each subtopic consists of a mini
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presentation. The teacher picks six or seven of these mini-presentation and forwards the list to the planetarium. Using a cut and paste
technique, a custom-made presentation is prepared. The duration of a
typical presentation would be about 60 to 90 minutes. For high school
students, a presentation could be a full-day affair.
Effective as of September 2017 the physics department telescope
also is available to visitors. Daytime visitors are mainly limited to solar
observations, but other groups visiting for evening shows will get to
view the celestial wonders of the dark northern Ontario skies. The
observatory also allows the university students to perform some basic
astronomical experiments.
Quebec. Even though the eclipse was partial in Montreal, several
venues planned events for the 21 August total solar eclipse. The Rio
Tinto Alcan Planetarium prepared free activities: observation of the
eclipse with amateurs’ telescopes from the Société d’astronomie du
Planétarium de Montréal, one-on-one meetings with vision professionals, free goggles for observing the eclipse handed out on site, and free
admission to a special eclipse planetarium show.
Astronomers from McGill University also planned to host free events
on campus: viewing party and live-stream of the full eclipse, free glasses
and solar telescopes staffed by volunteers also on hand to explain the
science behind the eclipse, answer questions and lead hands-on activities related to the sun, moon and Earth. Astronomers from Université
de Montréal planned free events on campus to observe the eclipse and
provide free eyeglasses for safe observing of the eclipse.

Michigan. The Longway Planetarium in Flint is working on a
Queen light show and recently opened We Are Stars to the public. The
staff also held several eclipse workshops for educators, as well as talks
featuring local professionals from UM-Flint.
At the University of Michigan Museum of Natural History-Planetarium in Ann Arbor, almost all of the effort lately has been focused on
the upcoming changes to the Ruthven Museums Building, which will
close on New Year’s Eve this December. As a result, the new building
will have a phased opening throughout 2018 and 2019.
In May, the Delta College Planetarium in Bay City celebrated its 20th
anniversary with a donors’ reception, guest lecture, and public open
house. Attendance at the planetarium has been steadily increasing
since last summer, thanks in part to new programming, marketing, and
community outreach.
The Grand Rapids Public Museum’s Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium welcomes presenter Grahm Lawcock and intern Marcos Barajas to
their team! The Chaffee Planetarium sold out all four shows in their
GLPA: Left: Katy Accetta of the
Lake Erie Nature and Science
center in Lakewood, Ohio with
a friend during the summer
Science of Wizardry Day Camp;
below, Cheri Adams and CEO
Mark Meister during her retirement party at the Boonshoft
Museum of Discovery in Dayton.
Photos courtesy Katy Accetta
and Jason Heaton, respectively.

Great Lakes Planetarium Association
Illinois. The staff of the Strickler Planetarium in Bourbonnais
recently partnered with a local children’s museum to host a craft night.
To promote the upcoming solar eclipse, they hosted an Eclipse Educator’s Workshop in April, and they presented their new show Eclipse:
The Sun Revealed every Saturday in June, July, and August.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College in Champaign recently worked with the University of Illinois astronomy
department to offer four two-hour eclipse workshops this summer.
Public workshops were also held at local libraries.
Chicago’s Adler Planetarium recently partnered with the DuSable
Museum of African American History to host Hidden Figures Revealed:
A Celebration of African-American Women in STEM. Interspersed with
snippets from the film Hidden Figures, a panel of students and STEM
professionals discussed their careers, experiences, and future hopes. In
April, Adler celebrated Earth Day with a special live presentation that
featured worldwide climate data visualized by their Space Visualization Group. Adler has re-scheduled its upcoming Kavli Lecture about
exoplanets for November.
The Peoria Riverfront Museum’s Dome Planetarium stayed very
busy this spring with visits from over 3,500 school children, plus
sold out “Pub Night” and “Wine and Cheese Under the Stars” events.
Students from Bradley University created one-minute short films that
were shown in the planetarium. This summer, the staff focused on
promoting the total solar eclipse and presented a live show about the
Cassini Mission.
Indiana. This past spring, the Koch Immersive Theater and the
local astronomy club in Evansville held a “Moon Watch” outside of
the planetarium. Their annual observance of National Astronomy Day
in Evansville was expanded into a new “Sciencepalooza” celebration to
capture sciences other than astronomy.
Over the past year, the Brown Planetarium at Ball State University
has seen almost 22,400 guests, an increase of over 2,300 from the year
before! The staff has produced a new show titled Halloween: Celestial
Origins, an updated program about the Star of Bethlehem, and a new
show about black holes. They also designed visuals to accompany the
Muncie Symphony Orchestra, the Ball State Chamber Choir, the James
Webb Band, and a music student’s astronomy-inspired album.
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pilot run of “Concerts Under the Stars,” a live music series that featured
local Grand Rapids musicians and a local video artist. In early May, the
Museum hosted Colonel Jack Lousma, former NASA astronaut and
Grand Rapids native.
The Kalamazoo Valley Museum looked back at the Mesozoic Era
with two feature exhibits this summer, as well as talks by professional paleontologists and dinosaur-related planetarium shows. Eclipse
2017 (written and produced by former director Eric Schreur) was
presented as their seasonal sky show.
The Abrams Planetarium had a busy spring and participated in the
Michigan State University Science Festival. They also hosted a collaborative effort between the Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum on
campus by featuring their finale for a film series of avant-garde experimental films related to the space race. Finally, Abrams hosted its first
game night, with fulldome games downloaded off the Digistar cloud.
Ohio. Buzz Aldrin, the second man on the Moon, visited the Neil
Armstrong Museum in Wapakoneta in July as part of their celebration
of the Apollo 11 anniversary.
Speaking of anniversaries, the Ward Beecher Planetarium at
Youngstown State University is celebrating its 50th anniversary and
has been recognized for this milestone by the Ohio Assembly.
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Cheri Adams retired from the Boonshoft Museum of Discovery in
Dayton early this summer. Cheri has directed the Museum’s planetarium and astronomy department for the past two decades and overseen
a robust and creative fulldome operation. Her most recent accomplishment was a new exoplanets exhibit, refurbishment of their seating and
dome, and an upgrade to their Digistar system.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. The School District of Waukesha just
approved the funding for the Charles Horwitz Planetarium to update
their 40-foot planetarium theater to a fulldome Digistar 6 by August of
this year. The planetarium plans to re-open by mid-September.
The Marshall W. Alworth Planetarium at UM-D was open all summer
for weekly public shows, birthday parties, and private events.
The Manfred Olson Planetarium at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee celebrated the solar eclipse in August with an in-house
production in collaboration with the UW-M theatre department
titled The Sun’s Disappearing Act.
At the planetarium at Minnesota State University-Moorhead, director Sara Schultz was awarded a grant from the American Astronomical
Society to do local eclipse outreach with sun spotters. Schultz was also
awarded a grant to have large scale black-light reactive murals painted
in the interior hallway and walls of the planetarium.
The St. Cloud State University (SCSU) Planetarium continues to
advance indigenous astronomy with the Native Skywatchers (NSW)
initiative. Events this summer include NSW interdisciplinary (science-artculture) workshops for educators and a Dark Sky Festival at a state park.

Southeastern Planetarium Association
SEPA is pleased to be a part of this October’s Pleiades Conference, the
first U.S. national conference since the renowned Conference of American Planetarian Educators conference, held in 1970 at the Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing, Michigan.

SEPA. Sharpe
Planetarium at
the Pink Palace
Museum, site
of the 2018
SEPA conference. Courtesy
of Dave Maness.

Looking ahead to next year, plans are already beginning to gel for
the 2018 SEPA conference. Dates are 5 to 9 June. The host institution
will be the Pink Palace Museum in Memphis, Tennessee, site of the
newly renovated AutoZone Dome at the Sharpe Planetarium.
The conference hotel is the Holiday Inn, University of Memphis.
Planetarium Director Dave Maness has an experienced staff and promises a conference to rival past events. Watch for more information in

Planetarian, in SEPA’s quarterly publication Southern Skies, and on the
SEPA Website, sepadomes.org.
Be sure to check out the newly-redesigned SEPA website, not only
for current and future events, but for an archive of past conferences
and publications.

Southwestern Association of Planetariums
At Fort Worth Museum of Science and History’s Noble Planetarium
the strong sunshine may make the staff weary of the summer months
in Texas. However, their excitement about solar events never wains.
During the summer months, the staff were gearing up for a multifocused event celebrating the natural sky phenomenon happening on
21 August. Note: in Texas, they were able to see a partial solar eclipse,
but the museum planned to have a staff member on site in Oregon to
live stream the total solar eclipse.
One focus was to host an event on 21 August at the East Regional Library in Fort Worth. The museum was excited to receive a grant
from the American Astronomical Society that allowed them to host
an event in the local community. On tap were solar filtered telescopes,
eclipse glasses, and plenty of shade and water for all. They also had
tablets in the hands of helpers to explain the amazing line up happening that day, and an interactive webpage that let guests play with the
geometry of the sun, moon, and Earth.
At the time of writing, plans were to have a set up where guests could
view the partial solar eclipse as well a live broadcast of the total eclipse,
thanks to Sarah Twidal, planetarium manager, will was located along
the eclipse path in Oregon.
The Frontiers of Flight Museum in Dallas, Texas has continued
bringing portable planetarium programs to the community with
Space Portal Odyssey Capsule (SPOC). In addition, preparations for the
21 August eclipse included running regular showings of Eclipse: Countdown to Totality, an 11-minute show created by educator Beau Hartweg.
Additionally, the museum planned to host multiple events surrounding the eclipse, including an eclipse watch party at the museum in
Dallas. Several educators made plans to travel to the line of totality in
Marshall, Missouri to launch a high-altitude balloon to capture 360°
video footage of the eclipse from the stratosphere, that will hopefully
be able to be incorporated into future planetarium shows.
John Pogue recently prepared the “Planetarium Backup System” for
the John Carl Pogue Planetarium, which operates in the Grand Prairie
Independent School District, Texas. The planetarium, renovated in
early 2012, has an expanded entry lobby, dedicated entrance from bus
area, restroom, remodeled office, new carpeting, new chairs, LED dome
lighting, and a Konica-Minolta MediaGlobe III projection system.
On 2-3 August, the planetarium was honored to host the annual
meeting of Mediaglobe users.

Association of Mexican Planetariums
Once again, a very successful meeting of an international group
of planetarians took place at the Luis E. Erro Planetarium in Mexico
City during the IV International Planetarium Festival, 5-8 June 2017,
as usual organized by the courtesy of CONACYT, México´s National
Science and Technology Council. The event coincided with AMPAC´s
annual meeting, giving participants the opportunity to benefit from
some workshops given in 3D animation and rendering.
Participants included IPS members Shawn Laatsch, IPS president
and director of Emera Astronomy Center & Jordan Planetarium, University of Maine, who, lectured about the “Educational Potential of Digital
Planetariums;” Mark Subbarau, Adler Planetarium, Chicago who talked
about the “Visualization of Science in Digital Planetariums;” and Carter
Emmart, director of astro visualization, Hayden Planetarium, New York,
on “Big Data in Planetariums,” from the next generation of telescopes,
satellites, experiments and computer simulations.  
(Continues on next page)
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and The Mayas, Cosmic Planning by Javier Menchaca, Planetarios Digitales. The first one received support from the European Southern Observatory (ESO) regarding 3D animation video
rendering and financing by CONACYT. It has been translated
into English, Portuguese, and Chinese.
Both videos take us on a trip to diverse southeastern Mexico
and Guatemala´s Mayan archaeological sites, telling about their
relationship to the dedicated deities, like the story of Kukulcan as it descends from the pyramid at Chichén Itza and races
towards the dark sky, going around our heads and wraps us like
a boa constrictor.
The Bonampak murals are brought to life in a trip going from
Pakal´s tomb to the inner world, to later on finally reaching the
Mayan stars and their gods like Chaac, whom refreshes the night.
“Balam (meaning jaguar in Mayan mythology) travels through
the night like a jaguar without thirst,” as narrated by Milagros.
Other news worth mentioning is the robotics laboratory at
the Torreon Planetarium, a replica of a module of the International Space Station, where attendees are able to work on various
AMPAC. Association of Mexican Planetariums attending the IV International Planeactivities of LEGO® Education, from creating a story to programtarium Festival at the Luis Enrique Erro Planetarium, IPN in Mexico City. Courtesy of
ming a robot.
Julio Cesar Morales, Planetario Explora, University of Sonora, UNISON.
Amongst its other new exhibits there is an area named BioterAlso attending from the southern hemisphere was Fernando Vieira,
raza, a space dedicated to environmental education that links to
director of astronomy, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil who presented the cultural the urban forest. This space has an aquarium with Naza River species,
and educational impact of the planetarium in Brazil as well as on full- and guided tours in the park to identify birds, flora and insects as well as
dome projection; Keith D. Johnson, Evans & Sutherland, president and activities for environment protection. These are supported by compleoperations director, illustrated for the audience top-of-the-line digital mentary exhibit halls: (some dedicated to small children), spectacular
planetarium; and Estelle Pacalon, RSA Cosmos, France, presented the
science and astronomy.
Digitarium System.
Shawn Laatsch stressed the fact of the transition and evolution that
Association of Brazilian
has taken place on these astronomy communication centers, which
Planetariums
are now becoming research centers. We can travel from an atom´s inteAt the last solstice the launch
rior to a galaxy cluster. Planetariums beyond shows can be used to of another edition of the Planetarteach astronomy at university level and be used by its researchers and ia magazine, a publication from the
academia as well.
Brazilian Association of Planetariums
The vast network of planetariums covers more than 4,500 institu- (ABP), took place. In this latest issue
tions, visited worldwide by more than 150 million. Its great value is the there are three international artipossibility to explain a complex theme through a visual tool stimulatcles (by Maciej Mucha from Poland,
ing the senses and capturing the visitor´s imagination, not an easy task
Oana Jones from New Zealand, and
to perform in a classroom.
Susan Murabana from Kenya), among
Two creative and innovative dome video projections offered inaunational writers.
gural presentations: Mayan Archaeoastronomy: Observers of the Universe
Planetaria magazine is quarterly,
by Milagros Varguez, planetarium director, Cozumel Cha’an Ka’an, online, free and has been celebrated by the Brazilian Community, not only those who work
in planetariums, but educators in general. The current edition is
available to download at planetarios.org.br/revista-planetaria/
edicao-atual. Other editions can be found at planetarios.org.br/
revista-planetaria/edicoes-anteriores.
Between 2 and 5 August, members of Association of South
American Planetariums (APAS) met at the X Encuentro de la Asociación de Planetarios de América del Sur, when it took place at the
Planetarium of the Federal University of Goiás in the central part
of Brazil. The activities of this X Meeting of APAS included assemblies, round tables, oral presentations, workshops, and lectures of
planetarium workers from several Latin American countries.
ABP has collaborated in joining and strengthening the South
American planetariums and, as a sister association, will certainly
continue to collaborate for the integration of the planetariums of
the continent. APAS has now approximately 20 associated planetariums and 15 mobile units, as well as individual members from
nine countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Paraguay, Peru, Venezuela, and Uruguay).
AMPAC. The Robotics laboratory at the Torreon Planetarium. Courtesy of Eduardo
(Continues on next page)
Hernandez, director, Torreon Planetarium.
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Last May, the “StarLight… a handy planetarium” Association ran many observations of
the night sky for middle school students at the
San Matteo degli Armeni Library, a nice medieval place in Perugia. Here there is a good view
towards the south horizon in spite of the light
pollution. Each observation was divided in four
steps:
First, students were guided to discover the
different aspects of twilight
Second, they observed the moon with their
Galileian telescope, hand-made with the staff
during a workshop the past school year. Then
they drew the moon, as observed with their telescope on paper, where they also drew the image
of the moon, observed with a bigger telescope, so
that to understand the different resolution.
Third, a workshop was held, in which students
constructed a star-watch.
Fourth, students were guided to observe the
night sky, starting from the north with the use of
the star-watch to locate the pole star.
This activity is the last phase of the educational path that the association does for middle
schools: In the first class, they offer the workshop
titled “Constellation Hunt,” in the second, the
construction of the Galileian telescope, and in
the third class, the observation of the night sky.
Vittorio
Mascellani
announces a book about
the history of astronomy
in Modena published by
Modena
Planetarium.
More information here:
www.comune.modena.
it/eventi/eventi-2017/
modena-e- lastronomia.
Last July, the traditional Summer Science
Week for children, organew Planetarium in Rome, courtesy of Dario
nized by Serafino Zani
Astronomical Observatory and Planetarium,
included different sites and activities (not only about astronomy). At
the end of each day a summary or an “audio journal” was prepared,
using a handy recorder, directly through voices from children, that
participated in the week’s activities. The audio file is a memory for the
children and their parents sent daily by e-mail.
The last day the program included a final text: each child was to
prepare a very short “conference.” Using a list of astronomical images,
each child recorded a short talk in relation with the photos selected. Parents were happy to listen, at home, to their sons and daughters
involved as speakers in the conference room of the observatory. The
final gift was the images that children collected in a notebook. Imagine
being able to see and listen to these materials many years later; they
will be a wonderful memory of childhood experiences.
October in Italy is the month when light pollution becomes of
national interest. The Amateur Astronomer Union Association and the
Association of Planetaria (PlanIt) promote together the national day
against light pollution, organized in Italy since 1993. Planetariums are
involved through special events, public projections and astronomical
evenings. The 2017 event will be on 21 October.
(Continues on next page)

IAP. The Planetarium and
Corporea exhibit area of
the Science Museum of
Naples. Corporea is the
first European interactive
museum on human body.
Courtesy of Fondazione
Idis-Città della Scienza.

Italian Association of Planetaria
Naples got a new planetarium. The 3D Planetarium
of Città della Scienza in Naples is the largest and most
advanced in Italy. It has a diameter of 20 meters and 120
seats with a 3D Digistar 6 system. The most recent technologies and the special position of the dome provide an effect
of complete involvement of the viewer, thanks to acoustics that will guarantee the public a unique spectacle of the
universe and immersion.
The planetarium offers shows and movies to be
immersed in the night sky, discoving the stars from the
theories of the ancient Greek astronomers, learning about
IAP. The
Tiveron.
the large current telescopes, knowing how to protect the
starry skies from light pollution, retracing missions to
the moon, following the journeys of probes and spacecraft that have
explored our solar system, and even exploring dark matter to understand why the universe is as it appears, where we come from, and how
it has evolved in billions of years.
But the facility will also function as a 3D cinema, with spectacular
film in 3D with which you can travel in the history of ancient people
and modern cultures and discover the wonders of nature, archeology
and history.
Rome’s Planetarium reopened in a new interim base in the capital’s S. Lorenzo district on 4 July. The Planetarium—a 12m tilted dome
equipped with a 4K Sky-Skan Definiti Theater and 100 seats—leaves
behind its smaller temporary premises at Technotown in Rome’s Villa
Torlonia complex.
The new facility is now housed at the Ex Dogana until the original
planetarium reopens at the Museo della Civiltà Romana, which closed
about 3 years ago and has been undergoing refurbishment ever since,
in the southern EUR suburb of Rome. The planetarium is operated by
MondoMostre, a private company specialized in the field of music and
art events and expositions. The programming will include both astronomical shows and more artistic events.
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The calendar of the new year will include 20-22 April 2018, when
the XXXIII national meeting on planetaria will be held. The host of the
conference will be Infini.TO Planetarium, Turin. All information is at
the webpage www.planetari.org.
Save another date in the 2018 calendar: May 12, the national event
Meeting on Jupiter takes place that involves planetariums and observatories coordinated by the PlanItalia Network.

European/Mediterranean Planetarium Association
Croatia. Last April, the Rijeka Astronomical Centre celebrated its
8th anniversary with the premiere of Sky of the Future, its latest production, focusing on how stars move around the center of our Milky Way
galaxy, as well as on how constellation shapes will change in the distant
future. The centre also participated in the Yuri’s Night global celebration of humanity’s achievements in space, commemorating Gagarin’s
legendary journey onboard the Vostok 1 spacecraft.
During the spring school break, the centre introduced in its regular
program, ESO’s From Earth to the Universe. On the occasion of Earth
Day, the centre’s educators presented Time in Astronomy, a new live
show on how ancient civilizations measured time by observing the
natural seasonal changes and how those changes helped them invent
the first calendar. After the show, visitors joined the centre’s educators
in the park and observed the night sky, spotting the celestial objects
used for orientation.
As in previous years, Rijeka Astronomical Centre participated in the
National Science Festival, whose main theme was Weather. The famous
Croatian photographer Petar Fabijan held a photography exhibition
dedicated to weather changes and time. The centre also participated in
Dark Sky Week with several screenings of Losing the Dark, a short planetarium show on the detrimental effects of light pollution to the observation of the night sky, created by IDA and LochNess Productions.
In the third week of May, on the occasion of the International Day
of Families, the Rijeka planetarium presented Stellar Game, a live show
for families, while on Saturday 20 May, after the show Croatian artist
Ivo Matošić held a workshop for families, during which children used
acrylic paint to color small wooden planks that Matošić will use for
the construction of a table.
At the beginning of June, the centre participated for the first time
in Fiumare, a regional festival for the sea, with several shows, including Kaluoka’hina-The Enchanted Reef (which was also shown on 8 June,
on the occasion of World Oceans Day) and Back to the Moon For Good,
as well as live presentations on sky orientation and guides to the night
sky. For the same event, the Rijeka Astronomical Society held a lecture
on sky orientation, while students from the faculty of Maritime Studies
organized a workshop on the use of the sextant.
Finally, owing to the fact that Rijeka is a popular summer destination, from Wednesday 14 June and every Wednesday until 13 September, the Rijeka Astronomical Center introduced in its weekly schedule
the digital show From Earth to the Universe in English, for the benefit of

GDP. The participants of the GDP2017 conference. Courtesy of Tim Horn.

EMPA. Children draw celestial objects during a workshop at the Day of
Families. Courtesy of Rijeka Sport Ltd.

the foreign tourists visiting Rijeka.
Greece. Further south, the Eugenides Foundation in Athens and
the Columbia University Alumni Club of Greece organized a public
lecture by Professor Michael Tuts, chairman of Columbia University
Physics Department, on 27 April at the Eugenides Foundation Auditorium. Prof. Tuts has served as operations program manager for the
U.S. contingent on ATLAS, one of the four main experiments at the
Large Hydron Collider at CERN, and his lecture on “Why should you
care about the Higgs Boson and how 6,000 physicists from around the
world did” it was enthusiastically received by the audience. The lecture
was followed by free screenings of the show Phantom of the Universe,
detailing the worldwide hunt for the detection of dark matter.
On 20 June, the Eugenides Planetarium celebrated the summer
solstice with free of charge screenings of Rosetta. The show was introduced to the public by Aris Mylonas, a member of the Hellenic Astronomical Society, while after the show visitors had the opportunity to
observe Jupiter and Saturn using telescopes operated by members of
the society.
On 26 June, in the Auditorium of the National Archaeological
Museum, Dr. Manos Kitsonas, director of the Eugenides Planetarium,
gave a lecture on “The Ancient Sky,” as part of the museum’s lecture
series accompanying its temporary anniversary exhibition “Odysseys.”
Currently, the Eugenides Planetarium is working on its latest digital
production and guidebook, to be released in October, with the provisional title The Future in Space.

rather than a city traffic challenge. The next GDP conference will be
held in April 2018 at the planetarium in Laupheim.
A New show titled The Planets – A Journey Through the Solar System
opens at many theaters as a joint effort. This show was created in collaboration by 19 planetariums in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. The
collaboration of these planetariums has a long history, starting in 2011
with just six planetariums producing the show Distant Worlds–Alien
Life? (now freely available at www.eso.org), continuing with 10 planetariums working on Time Travel–From the Big Bang to Mankind, and (for
now) culminating in the new The Planets. While all participating planetariums contributed to the financing and to the script development of
the show, the production work was carried out and coordinated by the
planetariums in Münster and Bochum.
While a “solar system show” may not be a novel concept, this show
carries the audience into a future in which astronauts are seen exploring
the natural wonders of the planets, moons and other bodies; conveying
to the audience the vision of experiencing these places up close themselves, together with the astronauts.
The first presentation of The Planets took place at the Münster
Planetarium on 6 June, shortly followed by premieres at many of
the other participating planetariums. The English version, created
by ESO, was first presented at the fulldome festival in Brno, where it
was among those that received most votes by the audience. For more
information, please contact Björn Voss at LWL-Planetarium Münster:
bjoern.voss@lwl.org.					 I
Lars Petersen, PhD, is an astrophysicist and science communicator. From
1997-2016 he was director of Orion Planetarium, Denmark. At present he
is engaged in various astronomy communication projects. He is a fellow
of IPS.

GDP. Visuals from the show The Planets–A Journey Through the Solar System.
Top: Astronauts exploring Mars, below: Astronauts on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Modeled using data kindly made available by MPSOsiris/HS-Flensburg.

Society of the German Speaking Planetariums
This year’s annual conference was held in Berlin from
29 April to 1 May. The hosts from Stiftung (Foundation)
Planetarium Berlin received participants at their three
sites: Berlin’s two large planetariums and its historic
observatory.
Conference activities were distributed to three sites
according to their respective focus: educational at the
Planetarium am Insulaner, history of science and small
planetariums at the Archenhold Observatory, and show
development and science visualization at the ZeissGroßplanetarium. A further focus of this conference
was on live presentation techniques.
The conference was very successful with more than
120 participants, and perfectly organised by the hosts,
with the transfer between the three sites a fun activity
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LIP Service
Karrie Berglund
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.
Bremerton, Washington 98337 USA
karrie@digitaliseducation.com

LIPS2017: What a great conference!
As I’ve said many times over the years, LIPS (Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium) is my favorite conference of the year. It’s essentially three days of sharing ideas with like-minded people, and the time
always passes way too quickly. Each year LIPS has improved. This year,
the seventh, was indeed the best yet.
LIPS 2017 was hosted by Ball State University (BSU) in Muncie,
Indiana. Dayna Thompson and Dr. Ron Kaitchuck were wonderful
hosts: gracious, organized, attentive, and extraordinarily helpful and
welcoming. The main LIPS days were Tuesday-Thursday, July 18-20,
and there was a new optional workshop led by Dr. Tim Slater on Friday,
July 21. Later in this column I will discuss Tim’s workshop, “Revitalizing Introductory Astronomy Teaching.”
This was our largest LIPS to date, with 62 people registered on the
largest day (five people registered for Tuesday only). Four countries
were represented: Canada, Japan, Scotland, and of course the USA.
We had several young attendees this year, including three high
school students working with the University of Notre Dame’s
QuarkNet program, four undergraduate students from Minnesota State
University-Moorhead, and a few BSU students.
We also had our largest number of sponsors this year: We sold out
of all 10 available sponsor slots several weeks before the symposium
began. In alphabetical order, they were:
Ash Enterprises, Audio-Visual Imagineering, Bowen Technovation,
California Academy of Sciences, Digitalis Education Solutions, e-Planetarium, Evans and Sutherland, GOTO Inc., RSA Cosmos, and Seiler
Instruments-Zeiss.

We double-domed the conference
BSU has two domes on campus, and we were privileged to use both:
The Charles W. Brown Planetarium, a 16-m dome with a hybrid
GOTO Chronos II optical-mechanical projector and a 4K RSA Cosmos
digital system. This dome seats 152 people with unidirectional seating.
A 9.1-m dome with a single lens RSA Cosmos fisheye system. This
dome is used for production and by BSU’s department of Communication, Information, and Media. This dome has bench seating for about
25 people, and we had folding chairs for the rest of the audience that
could be moved into different places as needed.
It was interesting to hold sessions in both domes, as they are quite
different, and the “feel” of presenting and attending sessions in each
was different. Seating for all attendees was a bit tight in the smaller
dome, but in some ways that made the sessions more engaging: the
audience was physically unable to get very far apart from each other in
the smaller dome, while 60 people in the larger dome meant that more
than half of the seats were empty.
One LIPS 2017 survey respondent noted “The use of both domes on
campus was brilliant! It was fun to see and compare/contrast the two
theaters.”
I do want to point out that we intentionally capped the audience
at 60 so that all participants could move through all sessions together;
LIPS always offers a single track of sessions rather than concurrent. The
smaller audience size also enables the group to get to know each other
well by the end of the symposium.

•• Letting the audience guide exploration of subatomic particles (led
by the QuarkNet high school students!)
•• Finding deep sky objects in the Chronos II starfield with binoculars
•• Fostering scientific characteristics and abilities in our audience
•• How Japanese teachers access an online telescope so that students
can explore astronomy during the school day
•• How dome configurations can affect interaction
•• Using fulldome clips featuring UK astronaut Tim Peake in live
programs

A LIPS Data to Dome workshop

Top: The Charles W.
Brown Planetarium at
Ball State University.
Photo by Paul Krupinski. Left: Keith Davis
from the University of
Notre Dame presents
under the dome. Photo
by Kaoru Kimura.

Our keynote presenter was Stan Sollars from BSU’s Department of
Telecommunications. His workshop was broken in two parts: first was
an overview of communication technologies, and the second half was
a joint production by LIPS attendees.
For the joint production, we watched a few short eclipse scripts
produced by GOTO, then broke into three teams to create three separate soundtracks for the clips. One group worked on dialogue, another
on music, and the last on special effects. This group activity was an
absolute blast, and it was an excellent icebreaker.
There were positive comments about Stan’s workshop on the LIPS
2017 online survey. One attendee wrote
I found the keynote very helpful! I use background music
during my live shows, but this presentation has inspired me to
match the background music to the topic. I did not realize how
much sound (including background music and sound effects) can
affect a presentation/show until this keynote.
And another said,
It was very interesting and fun. Getting the whole group together and doing the sound effects was a great ice breaker (I did not
know a lot of the people there) and it really set the tone for the
rest of the conference. I learned a lot about sound and how I need
to use it better in my dome!
Thank you to Stan for all his hard work in preparing this keynote
and leading us through it! I know that I do not use sound well in my
live shows, and I also walked away with new ideas to try.
There were 14 attendee-led sessions on the final schedule, with
presentations covering such varied topics as:
•• Planetarium research (sharing results, as well as plans for future
studies)
•• Visualizing indescribable events, such as the August 21 solar
eclipse in the USA
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We also held the first-ever LIPS-style Data to Dome workshop at BSU.
Hopefully you are all familiar with IPS’s Science and Data Visualization Task Force and its Data to Dome initiative. In brief, Data to Dome
is making it easier to bring cutting edge scientific data into the planetarium. The initiative is led by Dr. Mark SubbaRao of the Adler Planetarium (Chicago, Illinois); Mark is also IPS president-elect and writes a
column that you can find in most issues of Planetarian.
The primary goals of this workshop were to increase awareness of
the Data to Dome initiative and to explore how to engage our audiences in discussions concerning current science, supported with data-rich
visualizations. We devoted
a total of three hours to the
Data to Dome workshop, and
we could have used at least 30
more minutes for discussion,
particularly on the topic of
making it possible for small
domes to integrate current
science.
Mark began the workshop with an introduction
to the Data to Dome initia-

Top: Mark SubbaRao leads
a relaxed discussion about
Data to Dome. Photo by Ian
McLennan. Right: Sara Schulz
recording audience suggestions for traits of a scientist.
Photo by Kaoru Kimura.

tive, explaining what it was and his role in leading the group. He then
moved on to a presentation of several data sets that he uses with audiences in the Adler’s visualization lab.
Next up was Ryan Wyatt from the California Academy of Sciences,
highlighting several data sets on climate change.
BSU’s Dayna Thompson presented a program that she is designing
for use with school audiences focusing on showing and interpreting
GIS data.
Dr. Keith Davis from the University of Notre Dame was the final
presenter, offering suggestions on organizing a data-based program
using a mind map.
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Following the four presentations, we had a group discussion: Did
they feel the workshop was valuable? What concerns did they have
about using data?

We’ll share the recordings
Thanks to Beau Hartweg, we have a recording of all four Data to
Dome presentations plus the ending conversation. I’ll be working on
ways to share those recordings, and when they are available, I will post
to various listservs and the IPS website about where to find them. If
you do any presentations using data (or want to start doing them), I
believe these recordings will be helpful.
There are certainly challenges to getting started with data-based
presentations, and one of my goals for both the Vision2020 Professional Development team and the LIPS community is to figure out how to
reduce/eliminate the barriers so that no domes are left behind. Some
comments from the LIPS 2017 survey:
•• I think smaller planetariums with part time staff will find it difficult to follow through with this initiative (especially the data-rich
visualizations) without a community effort.
•• Now we need to discuss how small/underfunded domes can get
started.
•• This was very new to many of us and we kept getting stuck on the
hows of getting it/creating it for ourselves and not that of using
with our audiences.
The challenges are real, but the entire planetarium community
can and should work together to make it possible. I know that Mark
is committed to collaboration in order to get data onto more domes,
and I also know that I and several members of the LIPS community are
willing and able to assist in any way possible.
Also new this year was an all-day workshop immediately after
LIPS, organized and presented by Dr. Tim Slater of the University of
Wyoming. It was titled “Revitalizing Introductory Astronomy Teaching,” and it was designed to dig into teaching techniques for introductory astronomy classes and planetariums.
Although I myself do not teach college astronomy, I walked away
from this day with many new ideas to try out in our planetarium. It
was a great mix of small and large group activities, and the day simply
flew by.
Here are a few sample comments about Tim’s workshop from the
LIPS 2017 survey:
•• Tim is an outstanding presenter. He is promoting new approaches
to class room activities. I will be trying a few of these.
•• This workshop was incredibly helpful, because it gave me ideas
that inspired me to work more closely with Intro to Astronomy
classes in the planetarium.
•• I have so many new ideas percolating around in my head that it’s
hard to figure out what to try first!
In short, LIPS 2017 was thought-provoking, engaging, and just plain
fun. I’ll end this summary with one final comment from the survey:
Of all the conferences, I feel LIPS is the most beneficial one I go to. I
always leave with a million ideas I want to try and they are all plausible, no matter the system I have. I love meeting people in the field and
talking about what everyone is doing based on what they are working
with: dome sizes, systems, audiences. I also use my experience and
conversations at LIPS to gauge how interactive and creative our dome
is and where we can push our boundaries and move forward.
If you’d like to learn more about LIPS, visit the website at LIPSymposium.org, or contact me directly.
Stay tuned for the next column for information about LIPS 2018! I
Karrie Berglund is the director of education for Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc. and leads the Vision 2020 initiative on professional development. She is a former director of the Willard Smith Planetarium at Pacific
Science Center in Seattle, Washington, USA.
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Presentation and evaluation techniques; keeping cool (literally)
Three things for maintaining successful planetarium programs can
• Gather a collection of items that are representative of particunever be stated too frequently: keep up with the latest research about
lar constellations. Models such as stuffed animals, dolls, and dippers
how people learn, design lessons/presentations that are age approprior drinking gourds are extremely useful in making a young child
ate, and continuously evaluate what you are doing!
feel more secure, an older child less self conscious when looking for
Here are some general suggestions, many of them taken from my patterns and shapes, and can help students to remember constellation
2002 IPS Portable Planetarium Handbook. (See www.ips-planetarium. names.
org/?page=portableresources)
• Design lessons using cooperative learning techniques. Active partic• Keep lesson objectives simple and to a minimum. Generally ipation by students increases learning and reduces problems with discistudents can only absorb and really learn
pline. The first step is to provide them with
a small number of concepts in one lesson.
some experience, a chance to observe, and
When developing any curriculum
then have students make predictions and
or lessons and activities it is best if they
then test their predictions as the projector
correlate with and enhance national,
is set in motion again.
state, and school district standards, goals
• Arrows or other markers can be
and objectives.
attached to the dome to keep track of
• It is all right to keep your presentapredictions and observations. Do not
tions entertaining and to have fun! Avoid
ask anyone to make predictions without
being overly silly or sarcastic; just share
some experience of observing first; they
your enthusiasm for the subject matter
will hesitate to give a prediction for fear
and show interest in the audience’s
of being wrong and many times they
responses. Their responses should help
will be wrong. If you try to trick them, or
focus the lesson to be more memorable.
chuckle at their mistakes, you will never
• If students only visit the planetarium
win their trust.
once, it is probably more educationally
• Make sure the projector is centered
sound to use predominantly the night
under the dome to create a more accurate
sky with few or no slides or other special
model of the sky; this will also ensure that
effects.
student measurements are accurate. To do
• At the beginning of each presentathis, set the sun for the autumnal equinox.
tion, tell students what model you are
Make sure the sun projection rises due east
using: Earth-based view or space-based
and sets due west and if set for 0 degrees
view. This eliminates questions from
latitude (the equator), the sun should be
students such as “Where’s Earth?” They
at the zenith (center top of dome) at solar
should understand if they are supposed
noon. Then all the equinox and solstice
to be sitting on Earth and looking at the
sun positions should be accurate.
sky, as if they are in their own backyard,
For your own benefit, view the video
or if they are leaving the Earth and can
A Private Universe, which demonstrates
look back to see it from space.
naive theories that some students devise
• Remind students of what they can or
and how to challenge them. This is
cannot see in the real sky with just their
an excellent video to remind us that
eyes. With the Earth-based model I somestudents are not empty cups to be filled
Models are extremely useful in making a young child feel
more secure. Top, these Northern Hemisphere circumpotimes point and say, “This is your zenith
and we need to refrain from “assuming”
lar constellation models and (below) models of Orion and
(have them point and tell the name) and
what pre-existing knowledge (or undernearby constellations can be used as a concrete way to
this is your nadir (have them point and
standing of the model they are using) is
assist youngsters in finding the constellations. Photos by
tell the name). There is a planet at your
present. Just as important is the process of
author.
nadir, raise your hand if you can tell me
having students orally repeat to us what
which planet is at your nadir. If Earth is at your nadir then what can they have discovered after each experiment or lesson. Available at:
you see in the sky?”
www.learner.org/resources/series28.html#
• Encourage students’ questions, as they can help you to identiStudents frequently lack a basic understanding of the celestial sphere
fy and take advantage of “teachable moments.” Their questions also and apparent motion. If students have trouble with advanced activimake each lesson unique and help the presenter to remain enthusiastic ties, it may well be attributed to deeply rooted misconceptions about
and interesting. It is also a good strategy because it helps you to avoid
apparent motion and its cause.
burn-out!
(Continues on next page)
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Tape your lessons, even though these recordings may show that
your lessons are not perfect. It is extremely helpful and informative
to tape your own presentations (even if no one hears them but you).
I found that the lessons that sometimes seemed plagued with what I
thought was idle student chatter were very interesting.
When I listened to them later it was clear that most of the students’
comments were on task and it was easy to hear that pupils were processing experiences and learning from them. I could hear statements such
as, “Oh, I get it. When the sun is low in the sky it is colder.”
The classes that I thought were really focused (and quietly working
on task) were frequently not as exciting. However, I also discovered
that many times I responded appropriately to that quiet little voice of
a child who asked herself something like, “What happened to my star?”
or, “I wonder what would happen if we went to midnight!” I am flexible and the lesson plan does not entirely drive my lessons—the learning and questioning does. It is gratifying to notice
when you do the right thing by instinct!
It is also helpful to learn about the part of your
teaching style that needs to be fine-tuned, for
example what phrases are repeated too frequently.
In short it helps you to grow and keep your lessons
fresh. Invest in a decent microphone. I use an inexpensive Sony Model ECM-f8 unidirectional mike
(10 US Dollars) which plugs into my small tape
recorder. I place it on my stand next to the projector. It picks up questions and comments from
around the dome quite nicely.
Even though I like to avoid criticism (my internal voice is already strongly critical!), I tape my
lessons because it is valuable to me and, if shared,
may be especially helpful to a novice planetarian. You can share just your better tapes (none are
perfect!) with someone who needs your help.
You also can go to the IPS website (www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=share) to contribute to the Voices from the Dome
Project or even record yourself on video and contribute to the Educational Video Collection Project.
It is helpful to provide some written materials for teachers which
will encourage them to prepare students for the visit to the planetarium; also providing materials for follow up will extend the concepts
presented during the “show.” These pre- or post-activities need to be
“minds-on” or “hands-on” and exercises in problem solving, not just
busy-work!
So, in short, through the use of planetarium projection systems we can
bring an understanding of the beauty and immensity of the universe.
However, remember to always ask, “What can be done in a planetarium
that can’t be replicated in the classroom or movie theater?” and adjust
you program to take full advantage of this capability.

Planetarium: immersed in the model
The planetarium is a place where students can actually be immersed
in a model where they can make accurate measurements, predictions,
and experiments. It is a powerful tool for scientific inquiry and for
practicing process skills. (See the list below.)
Not only does it satisfy the need for an accurate scale model; it
touches students’ souls, as evidenced by their enthusiastic exclamations about the night sky.
Valuable Inquiry and Process skills students can practice in the planetarium (This list was copied from the New York State Science Core
Curriculum):
•• Behaving appropriately: follow safety procedures; safely and accurately use tools for observation and measurement
•• Observing: utilize senses optimally for making observations and
to identify properties; observe, analyze and report observations of

(laser) focused on education

Interactive lessons can include
activities
involving
marking,
measuring, recording, and learning
to read star maps. They also can
involve comparing and contrasting objects, by using models, as
well as enjoying stories and music.

••

••

••

••
••
••
••

objects and events; observe, identify and communicate patterns;
observe, identify and communicate cause-and-effect relationships; generate appropriate questions (teacher and student based)
in response to observations
Measuring: select appropriate standard and nonstandard measurement tools to make quantitative observations; estimate, find and
communicate measurements; control variables
Recording: observe, collect, organize and appropriately record
data, then accurately interpret results; use and record appropriate
units for measurements or calculated values; order and sequence
objects and or/events.
Comparing/Contrasting: compare and contrast objects/events;
classify objects according to an established scheme or generate a
scheme for classification.
Predicting: make predictions based on prior experiences and/or
information
Organizing: plan, design and implement an investigation based on
a student-or teacher-posed problem
Inferring: drawing a conclusion based on prior experiences
Modeling: communicate conclusions through oral explanations
and physical modeling

Keeping cool in your mobile dome
Those of us who have worked in a portable planetarium know
how hot they can be in the summer. Recently Matthias Rode from
Germany wrote that he has been trying to solve this problem without
great success. The system he used was extremely heavy and very noisy,
which made it entirely unsatisfactory for his portable dome. Matthias
Rode, derrode@gmail.com.
(Continues on next page)
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Introducing SciDome IQ 2400 Laser and SciDome IQ 4K Laser - high resolution laser-illuminated
projection designed specifically for educational planetariums. Laser fulldome display brings stunningly
bright display to your dome (6,000 lumen 2.4K and 12,000 lumen 4K) and a 24,000 light-source
lifetime. No other systems combine superior image quality with the education features of SciDome.

Laser-illuminated SciDome systems for education –
See them at the Pleiades National Planetarium Conference
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In trying to assist Matt, I posed this quesdome.” Lionel Ruiz, lionel.
tion to several planetarians: “Have any of you
ruiz@live.fr.
successfully used an air conditioner with a
Kevin Conod explained
portable planetarium?” Hopefully the replies
his lack of success. “We
below will go a long way toward helping many
tried summer portable
of you with the same problem!
shows years ago and even
Ken Yager replied, “Yes. Floor units with a
in places that supposedproper BTU rating for the dome volume can
ly had air conditioning,
work well. To lower the noise floor in the
the kids and instructors
dome, take an HVAC (heating, ventilation, and
got sick. I tried a floor
air conditioning) vent that is large enough to
A/C unit in one school
cover the air conditioner outflow port and add
two years ago and it was
10-15 feet of 4-6 inch dryer vent hose to feed
useless—it was so noisy
air into the dome. If the cubic feet per minute
the kids couldn’t hear me
output isn’t enough, you can add a computor the show over the roar
er server cooling fan on the end of the hose to
of the A/C.
help pull cool air into the dome.
“But in that case it
“I worked with a client who managed to pull
was partly the unit and
“The answer of a Swiss friend of mine to the problem of different
this off in summer in Puerto Rico in an outdoor
partly that we had it set
height of the air vents.” Photo provided by Lionel Ruiz
situation at a basketball court with a rain shed
up inside the front of the
over it. It was around 97 degrees F in the shade.
dome with the exhaust
It wasn’t super chilly in the dome, but it was a big improvement.
tubes under the edge to the outside. Moving the unit away from the
“It’s not a perfect solution but it’s a step in a better direction. Having
dome as Ken suggests would be the way to go, but you do have to lug
an A/C unit with a larger BTU rating and a high enough CFM output around long hoses, and note an A/C unit like this can weigh more than
are key factors. Having a classroom’s worth of warm bodies and their
100 pounds!”
exhalations demand a higher BTU rate than just the dome volume, to
Oh my, what we do as ambassadors for science education! Hopefully
be more accurate than my first statement.”
more of you will share what works for you. Please send me any inforWhen I asked what model was used Ken said, “It was a General Elecmation that will make our lives easier in the sweltering summertime!
tric/Trane Movin’ Cool we found at (one of the big-box hardware
Portable domes and the solar eclipse
stores). It was around 15,000BTU’s if memory serves.”
All over the USA planetariums are educating and preparing the
He continued “In my specific instance the dome was a dual pressure
public for the long-awaited total solar eclipse that will be witnessed
system and had a detente in the structure for this purpose but, I’ve seen
it done several times with single pressure systems simply placed under by a record number of Americans and visitors from around the world.
the edge with loose fabric draped judiciously for a light and air barrier Mobile dome directors are no exception and they are doing outreach
around the gaps it creates doing this.” Ken Yager, kenyager@chroma- to underserved populations in remote areas. Many are planning to be
present for the days before totality to make sure local populations will
cove.com.
Gloria Villalobos shared “We’ve successfully used a portable air be ready to safely view this awesome event.
Karrie Berglund karrie@digitaliseducation.com shared news about
conditioner with the Digitalis system. How hot can it be? Not quite
sure, but about a year ago I did shows in a garage and was absolutely two Digitalis planetarians who are busily involved in this work.
These planetarium initiatives may inspire other mobile planetarians
miserable and melting. This was July 6 of 2016 with sweltering heat. We
to conduct similar educational activities when eclipses come to their
used an air conditioner for this event.
“It did keep it, not comfortable, but manageable inside the dome. region.
As you can read in the article at the link below, the Edgerton Explorit
Outside of the dome, though, we were dripping with sweat in no time.
Center in Alliance, Nebraska is presenting a series of educational activiI recall leaning over the thing between shows trying to cool off.
“I’m not sure what brand it was. We generally put it inside the dome ties centered on the solar eclipse. Their shows bring the science behind
and run the exhaust hose out through one of the vents at the bottom eclipses to those who may not have access to conventional planetariums: www.starherald.com/news/local_news/alliance-gering-to-hostof the dome. It creates some noise, but much of the time we use a microplanetarium-show/article_c9fa0c1f-23ea-5a38-8612-bc528f1c7fd8.html
phone so it’s not really an issue.” Gloria Villalobos, gvill1@aol.com.
The fixed dome at the Robeson County Planetarium in South CaroliLionel Ruiz wrote, “In France, the temperature can be problematic.
In mobile domes some are using an air conditioner system attached to na flooded last fall and is currently unusable, so they are using a portathe ventilator that inflates the dome. Any air conditioner can do the ble dome to continue delivering quality programming and to focus
trick. We just need to minimize the fresh air leaking. The result is really on the 2017 eclipse. www.fayobserver.com/news/20170706/need-toappreciated by the audience as well as the animator. Especially nowa- know-for-thursday-july-6
days with digital systems that can induce more heat inside the dome.
“The evacuation of hot air can be also a need in inflatable domes Day of Planetariums 2018 focus on portables
Remember, all mobile dome directors, prepare some special events
as well. For that issue another friend (Jérôme Galard from Laval) has
home made a smart lightweight tube (lightweight because if you forget and activities now for the upcoming International Day of Planetarito put it out when people are going outside, it may fall on their head ums on 11 March 2018! There will be prizes! Look for updates on the IPS
website: www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=IDP2018.		
I
and being light is no more a problem) placed on top of the door directly taking hot air and putting it away from the inside. To avoid light
coming inside, it has a T shape on the outside part. With that you avoid
Susan Button is a past president of IPS and has chaired the Portable Planehaving air coming out from the bottom (the freshest) and noise with
tarium Committee since 1988. She is a retired portable planetarium directhe bottom tapping the ground.
tor for the Onondaga Cortland Madison BOCES in Syracuse, New York,
USA.
“These two tricks save us from collapsing from heat inside the
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Outside Space

Planetarium Design and Operations Committee
Tim Barry
Page Southerland Page
Austin, Texas USA
tim@timbarry.com

Welcome to the scary world of Outside Space
Inside Space. Y’all already know about that. You already have the
whole universe inside your dome, almost 14 billion years’ worth of
little tiny points of light and data.
But, Outside Space? Unknown. Like the astronauts, you are separated from the other side by a thin aluminum enclosure. Unfortunately, unlike the astronauts, the aluminum enclosure of your
universe has holes in it. Why? And what is outside my aluminum?
Is there anything holding my aluminum up? Why is it so hot in
here? Why can’t I see very well in the darkness? Who is behind that
curtain?
Yes, Outside Space. The very unreal real world of HVAC, ADA,
fire codes, and seismic zones (yes, Outside Space is really restless). To
most planetarians, Outside Space is a scary place, full of unknowns,

full of questions. This column is here to help you. In this and upcoming issues of Planetarian we will cover a topic from the IPS 2017
Design+ Operations Guide, the update to So You Want to Build a Planetarium. As we go along, we will also explain a concept or two about
the design and construction of planetariums. So, here we go with
the first one.
Tim Barry, on behalf of the Planetarium Design and Operations
Committee
Ian McLennan, Chair (ian@ianmclennan.com)
Bill Chomik (Bill.Chomik@kasian.com)
Mike Murray (mikemurray@delta.edu)
Manos Kitsonas (mak@eugenfound.edu.gr)

The IPS 2017 Design+ Operations Guide: A history and an introduction
So, you want to build a planetarium. Are you sure?
In 1959, if you wanted to build a planetarium, you could have gone
to the proceedings of the previous September’s symposium held at the
Cranbrook Institute of Science in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, called
Planetaria and their use for Education. There were four presentations
at the symposium on
design,
construction,
and equipment.
Some of the symposium’s
proceedings
are available on the
IPS website, but alas,
Section V, with these
four presentations, may
be lost.1 Over the following decades, several
resources on teaching
in a planetarium were
written, and fortunately those are available
on the IPS website in
the Special Publications
section.
In 1994, a great
resource, So You Want
to Build a Planetarium, was written by
the Planetarium Development Group. Ken Wilson was the chairman,
and Elmer Bataitis, Peter Kohler, Gary Lazich, James Manning, Michael
Murray, Sharon K. Parker, and Dr. James Sweitzer were contributors.
Also in 1994, the IPS Planetarium Development Guide was written by
Ken Wilson, Kevin Scott, Lee Hines, Kris McCall, Jack Dunn, Karl von
Ahnen, Karen Klamczynski, Mike Shanahan, Alan Gould, Clint Hatchett, Jeffrey Hunt, and Roy Morris. The 1994 resources have great check1 Editor’s note: The missing sections have been found and will be added to
the document already located on the IPS website. www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=special

lists, a glossary, a bibliography, questions sets, and tips on operations,
and describe the team that will be needed for your new planetarium.
All these materials are available on the IPS website, on the Planetarium
Development webpage, at www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=pdg.
In all the 1994 materials, there is one paragraph about “the most
revolutionary new designs in planetarium instruments…the Digistar computer graphics planetarium from the Evans & Sutherland
Company…uses a powerful, realtime, computer graphics system to
draw the stars as dots onto an ultra-bright cathode ray tube (CRT)
coupled to a single, large wide-angle lens system.”
In the 20-plus years since those publications, a few things have
changed, and So You Want to Build a Planetarium needs an update as well.
Thomas Kraupe, during his recent tenure as IPS president, began
the IPS Design and Operations Committee, and established a goal to
update those materials. Certainly the update will incorporate the
massive growth in digital systems, but must still include opto-mechanical systems and hybrids as well.
Other new and old topics that will be updated cover a wide range:
fire regulations, emergency exiting and signage, accessibility for the
disabled, seating, ergonomics, lighting, acoustics, environmental
comfort, sustainability, staffing, scheduling, management, revenue
generation, special events, plus whatever else you need.
So, beginning with this article, we will publish the IPS 2017 Design+
Operations Guide in installments in Planetarian. Simultaneously, we
will post the same and supplementary materials on the IPS website for
easy reference and download.
This installment will provide an overview of the design and
construction process, then dig down into the first step in the sequence,
the Design Brief and Goals. Subsequent installments will dig further
into concepts and criteria, and then progress through the design and
construction issues as they occur over time.
If there are topics you would like added, please let us know and we
will add them. The Design and Operations Committee is available to
help you with your specific project and your unique needs.
So, we will begin to add to the history of resources offered by IPS
to its members and the general public. We will follow in the spirit
described by Frank C. Jettny, ISPE executive director, in the 1974 Plan-
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etarium Handbook: “Such publications are possible only if all planetarians are united toward the goal of ready intercommunications for a
free exchange of knowledge and ideas. ISPE was formed for this very
purpose.” The International Society of Planetarium Educators, of
course, was beginnings of IPS, so we are continuing in a great tradition
of the free exchange of knowledge and ideas.

The traditional sequence in design and construction
This 2017 guide update is organized according to a traditional
sequence of design and construction. It is a simplified description of
the approach commonly called “Design-Bid-Build.”
First you design your new planetarium; then send the construction documents, specifications and bill of quantities out for bids from
general contractors; and then chose one from the bids; construct the
building, and finally install and test your planetarium equipment.
Then, it’s showtime!
There are many variations of this process, such as Design-Build
or Construction-Manager. The goal of these approaches is to get the
construction team involved earlier, which can be beneficial. However,
at this point we want to keep it simple, so here we will describe just a
traditional sequence, and we can always explore other project delivery
approaches as appropriate.
One unique aspect of the planetarium universe is technology integration. With both opto-mechanical and digital systems, it is really
important to at least engage the technology providers up front during
design. You may, in fact, have decided what technology you want to
purchase long before your building project is started, which can also be
very beneficial.
Many technology providers offer a complete solution: projection
systems, all other equipment, and the entire building, an approach
sometimes called turn-key. As a planetarian, you get a guaranteed
working planetarium. The key is to make sure that turn-key provides a
good value for your investment.
If you are a start-up, or have to relocate, a huge complexity in this
process can be just finding the right site. However, many planetariums
may just need to add a new digital dome to complement their starball,
or may just be upgrading their technology. Since the vast majority of
planetariums already have a site, and we are trying to keep this guideline simple, we will assume that you have available land. Like the other
possible variations mentioned above, we can always add site selection
and acquisition analysis if that’s what you need.
Finally, again for simplicity, we have written this guideline from
the perspective of a stand-alone planetarium organization. There are
many planetariums like this, but there are also many that are part of
an observatory, a college or university or school, a science museum, or
a research center. All of these other institutions may have their own
process for design and construction, and they certainly have a wider
group of stakeholders and decision makers. Here the key is that your
new planetarium has to fit into the overall framework and buildings
of these institutions.
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As noted above, we will begin with the first step in the design
sequence, the Design Brief, and then progress sequentially through
each step:
•• Design Sequence and Steps
•• Design Brief
•• Master Plan
•• Concept Design
•• Schematic Design (SD)
•• Design Development (DD)
•• Construction Documents (CD)
For all planetarians trying to navigate the cloud of hot gas in design
and cryptic acronyms in construction, we hope this IPS 2017 Design+
Operations Guide will be a good starting point, checklist and reference
for your journey. Bon voyage!

Design Brief
What is the Design Brief?
Many people think that the way planetariums are designed follows
this pattern:
•• You are awed by the initial plans.
•• You are shocked by the budget.
•• You go back to the drawing board.
This is NOT a good idea.
The objective of the Design Brief is to figure out what you want in
you planetarium first, and then start the drawing process. This will save
you time, money, and stress. And, as a bonus, you may actually get a
planetarium without windows.
Your Design Brief will also test the feasibility of your proposed planetarium: what space is required for what you need, what quality level do you
want, can you afford it, and when does it need to become operational?
Actually, we do go back to the drawing board. Design is an iterative
process, so the best projects consider many concepts, sketches, ideas,
strategies, cool stuff, and so on. But with your Design Brief to provide a
direction and a cross-check, your project has a higher chance of success.
Most importantly, the process of creating your Design Brief will inspire
your donors, your board, your staff, and your audience.
The Design Brief is also known around the world as the Design
Program or Architectural Program. Since in the IPS galaxy “programming” describes the content you are presenting, we will continue to
use the term Design Brief to avoid confusion.

Design Brief Contents
This section of the Design+ Operations Guide covers the Design Brief,
the first task in the whole sequence of design and construction for a
new stand-alone planetarium. The section has the following contents,
organized sequentially by task:
Design Brief process
Vision + Goals (end of materials in this Planetarian installment)
Analysis + Concepts (resumes in next Planetarian installment)
(Continues on next page)
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Ivan Dryer, 1939-2017
Ivan Dryer, called by many the “father
of the laser show,” passed away on 27 July,
2017. Ivan Morse Dryer was born on 7 March,
1939 in Modesto, California to Dorland and
Una Dryer. He grew up in Tarzana, California, and attended Canoga High School, San
Diego State University, the University of
Northern Arizona, and the University of
Southern California.
While studying in association with USC
and CalTech, he saw the results of scattering laser light. In 1973, he started the Laserium shows at Griffith Observatory in Los
Angeles. Those shows continued for 28 years and eventually Laserium
reached 46 cities worldwide. In 2017, the International Laser Display
Association declared that Ivan’s birthday, 7 March, would be known as
the annual International Laserist Day and officially named him “The
Father of the Laser Show Industry.”
Ivan is survived by a brother, daughter, granddaughter, and nieces
and nephews.

About my friend, Ivan Dryer
When I first met Ivan Dryer, he was already at the apex of his entertainment career, having set the planetarium, museum, and science
centre world ablaze with stunning laser-generated visuals and music
that had never been seen or heard before in planetarium domes across
the USA, in Canada, and many cities across the globe.
My first instinct, like many others, was to be dismissive of the now
iconic Laserium, in that there were indeed questions as to how appropriate it was to have this kind of programming in an educational setting.
A case could be made that a percentage of the clientele of these laser
extravaganzas were not necessarily absorbing astronomy and culture at
a high level. Oh, a lot of them were, in fact, “high,” and the intricacies of

cosmic wonders were probably the last thing on their minds.
But I sat in on many of those shows, and noted a lot of people outside
the stereotypical caricature of the stoned laser aficionado. I was intrigued
that people were at least looking up, seeing beautiful interstellar nebulae,
witnessing galactic-like structures, and tunneling and swooping through
great cosmic hallways of colour, sound and imagination.
It wasn’t long before I became convinced that Ivan was onto something, inasmuch as he was bringing a whole group of young people into
the planetariums of the world who otherwise wouldn’t be tempted to
try something quite so nerdy. Of course the joke was on them—because
Laserium was as nerdy as it gets.
For a while in the late 1970s I did my bit to help him out, but a personal
crisis in my own life intervened and made that increasingly difficult. I shall
never forget the elegant, thoughtful and humanitarian way Ivan handled
the situation. In fact, I have called on that experience many times since
then, when my turn came to deal with a delicate personnel crisis.
Ivan’s devotion to his wife Carol was legendary, and I witnessed it
off and on over the years. In her years of declining health and overwhelming difficulties, Ivan never wavered in his careful devotion to
her, doing everything within his power to make her as comfortable as
possible. When she died, it is fair to say Ivan was never the same, and he
himself suffered a long, slow and painful journey towards his own end,
which came on 27 July 2017.
In 2013, Ivan Dryer was honoured with a Lifetime Achievement
Award from IMERSA, and several of us who attended were thrilled he
could join us. We were also amused at some of the younger “kids” who
wanted an autograph from the legendary father of planetarium laser
shows.
Ivan Dryer was a true original. He was deeply spiritual, inquisitive, bold and visionary, with a quiet and quirky sense of humour.
He enjoyed art in its many forms, and was an accomplished, artistic
photographer. He changed countless lives—all for the better.
—Ian McLennan
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(Outside Space, continued from page 73)
Feasibility Test
Decision Summary

Design Brief process
Although from the layperson’s viewpoint the Design Brief process
may seem complicated, it is really straightforward.
The process begins by defining your vision and goals for your new
planetarium. Next, your team needs to do some homework to analyze
your situation and begin to develop design concepts. You may look
at many ideas and consider best practices from around the world and
other IPS members.
In all likelihood, as you analyze your priorities, you will find a favorite preferred concept. Then, the feasibility of your preferred concept
should be tested to make sure everything is in balance: project scope,
quality level, space quantity, budget, and schedule. Finally, your board,
leadership or stakeholders will make a decision, hopefully, to approve
your recommendation of your preferred concept.
Many parts of the Design Brief process can be completed by you, the
planetarian, and your staff. Ultimately, in order to design and build a
new planetarium, you will need to engage some professionals to help
you with the whole process. Perhaps the most important person to
engage at this point is someone to help you write a formal Design Brief.
This could be an architect or engineer, a project manager, or a planetarium technology provider if you choose a turn-key solution.

Vision + Goals: Vision workshop
A great way to start your new planetarium project, inspire your
team, and create consensus, is to bring everyone together for a vision
workshop for perhaps two hours, or over a working lunch. Please be
sure to include your board, leadership, and stakeholders so that they
are part of the process from the beginning. If you have already engaged
your architect or project manager, you can rely on them to facilitate
this workshop.
All you need is the checklist found at www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=2017DesignGuide. Please send it to your participants in
advance so they are well-prepared. Print the checklist poster-size, and
put it on the wall next to some blank flip-charts to record the discussion. After everyone has their lunch, then start down the Vision +
Goals checklist. Tighten your reins, because you may in for a gallop.
The vision workshop will allow all stakeholders to express their aspirations and preferences in an open and transparent forum and start
your planetarium project off with clear direction and momentum.

In next installment
Next quarter, we will resume publication of the guide, continuing in the Design Brief step with the second task, Analysis + Concepts.
Since design concepts are really exciting and cool, we are going
to include several concepts in each installment. If you have cool
concepts please send them to us! 				
I
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Book Reviews
April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

Tales of comets and canoes; surveys, expeditions, and astrophysics
Skylore from Planet Earth: Stories from Around the
World–Comets and Meteors

Retold and illustrated by Dayle Brown, AuthorHouse Publications,
2015
Reviewed by April Whitt
When August comes around, the e-mail requests start coming in:
“When can you see the falling stars?” “Will the observatory be open?”
“Where is the best place to observe?”
“We’re busy tomorrow. Can we see them
on Friday?” and you’re going to include
the Perseids in your live star talk. Here’s
a great resource for some multicultural
stories about comets and meteors.
Comets and Meteors is the final
book in the series of six, each carefully
researched, beautifully illustrated, and
accompanied by readers’ guides.
People the world over have observed
the night sky and invented stories about
the lights there. Here are meteor stories
from Scandinavia and the Middle East, comet tales from
South America and India, and quotes from Shakespeare
and Virgil.
The Readers’ Guides are aligned with National Education Standards (easily adapted to NGSS). Credits list the
sources of the stories and describe the artwork details for
each one. A glossary with pronunciations finished off
this fine book.
If you’re a collector, get this final volume. If you’re
looking for new stories to tell, find them here. If you have a gift shop, this
might be a good addition, especially post-eclipse and pre-meteor showers.

Surveying the Skies: How Astronomers
Map the Universe

Gareth Wynn-Williams, Springer, 2016
Reviewed by Steve Case, Olivet Nazarene University, Bourbonnais, Illinois
Most of us are familiar with surveys of astronomy or the history of
astronomy. We’ve read quite a few of them in our time, and if chosen
wisely they can be excellent ways to get familiar with the field in
general. However, reading one after another can easily become quite
monotonous. Do we really need another general survey taking us from
Copernicus to exoplanets?
Luckily, Gareth Wynn-William’s work, Surveying the Skies, offers
something different. It is a survey, but with a twist: it’s a survey of
surveys. Wynn-William, an infrared astronomer at the University of
Hawai’i, offers not a look at specific astronomers throughout history
or an overview of specific celestial targets. Rather, he does something
more interesting: he examines astronomical surveys themselves—
studies of the entire sky from the first naked-eye catalogues of Hipparchus through the electromagnetic spectrum to Kepler’s survey of
exoplanets.

To my knowledge nothing like this has been done before, even
though, as the author points out, it is the full-sky survey that has made
possible the basis of almost all our knowledge about the wider universe.
Wynn-Williams begins with an introduction defining some of the
technical terms used in describing all-sky surveys, including things
like wavelength, coverage (how much of the sky the survey covers),
resolution, and sensitivity. He then divides astronomy into five eras of
discovery, defined by the types of surveys conducted: the naked eye
era, the telescope era, the photography era, the electromagnetic era,
and finally the CCD era.
The first three eras each get a chapter summary apiece, and here the
history is familiar to what you might get in a general history of astronomy text. However, once we reach the modern era Wynn-Williams’
expertise comes into play and there is a wealth of new information
here for the reader.
Wynn-Williams devotes seven chapters to the electromagnetic era,
breaking it up into surveys dedicated to different portions
of the electromagnetic spectrum: radio, infrared, microwave, ultraviolet, X-rays, and gamma rays, and then a
chapter devoted to astrometric surveys like Hipparcos and
Gaia. Here the approach is encyclopedic rather than chronological, with entries and descriptions for all the major sky
surveys. Wynn-Williams describes the science behind each
as well as the instrumentation involved and examines the
new science that emerged.
A final three chapters cover the CCD era
as well as some important microsurveys
(surveys that do not cover the entire sky)
such as Hubble and Kepler and a short chapter
on accessing the data from various all-sky
surveys that are now publically available.
Wynn-Williams’
treatment,
though
brief for each survey, still feels comprehensive, covering things like the earliest rocket-mounted X-ray surveys to contemporary
missions. Without a doubt, this is a useful
survey of surveys for astronomy educators and planetarians who want
to understand more about where those colorful all-sky images we
show on our domes come from.

The Great Canoes in the Sky: Starlore and
Astronomy of the South Pacific

Stephen Robert Chadwick and Martin Paviour-Smith, Springer International, 2017
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, University of Rhode Island Planetarium
For many of us in the Northern Hemisphere, the constellations are
chock-filled with myths and legends, allowing us to remember the
beautiful star patterns overhead. Likewise, the Southern Hemisphere
is also replete with stories, which might be surprising, perhaps, as this
part of the world is not filled with large land masses, allowing peoples
to coordinate their myths.
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Instead, for many constellations, each individual island chain has
conjured up a series of stories, allowing them to not only enjoy the sky,
but, more importantly, to navigate back to their own island homes.
Chadwick and Paviour-Smith have extensively research the southern sky from a time before lights disturbed the seeing, when awestruck
and magnificent defined the cosmos. They also introduced legends of
the motions of the sun, moon, and planets, coordinating them with
the seasonality of the celestial sphere.
In addition, they painstakingly located stories of the various star
patterns from many of the individual South-Sea islands, learning that
the myths were, at times, very similar.
For example, many use the Southern Cross and Alpha and Beta
Centauri as family or friends, people who belong. The authors also
incorporate many paintings and sketches showing the relationships
between celestial objects.
Throughout this part of our planet, logically because of the vast
amount of ocean, many star patterns are based on boats and sea
animals. Orion is a group of fishermen, with his belt as their canoe.
Different islands have different names for these fishermen, such as
Mautikitiki and Maui, but they are all in search of fish.
Interestingly, there is a vast number of bird myths, most notably
emus, especially the one formed by much of the Milky Way, but Eaglehawk, crow, the Australian bustard, and curlews all have their stories
overhead. Especially incredible is the number
of myths relating to the Pleiades, for which
the authors dedicated an entire chapter.
This book is filled with southern stories
most likely never before contained in one
place; each page is alive with a new interpretation of what we normally consider a section
of the sky with not too many rich star fields.
Also, the number of images, portraits and
sketches add to the richness of the tales.
Of course, with a volume this size, 235
quatro-sized, incredibly informative pages,
there has to be some slight detail missing
or ignored, but in this book, the only real
mistake noted was Antares being listed for Aldebaran in two separate
star sketches.
My only wish is that I could have been better aware of the names
and dialects of the unbelievable number of new star patterns learned
from this book. The Great Canoes in the Sky is really a great introduction to the richness of the Southern Hemisphere, something about
which most of us northerners most likely knew little or nothing.

Astrophysics for People in a Hurry

Neil deGrasse Tyson, W.W Norton & Company, New York, 2017
Reviewed by Francine Jackson
I had purchased this book for a friend who had just gotten a job and
wouldn’t have much time to read. Luckily, it occurred to me to buy
one for myself. Plus, as it is (as of this writing) on the New York Times
bestseller list, it seemed like a good idea.
What I didn’t realize, though, was this easy-to-read little book is actually a collection of adaptations of articles from the author’s Universe
essays originally published in Natural History magazine.
Nevertheless, it is a nice introduction to the science of astrophysics,
especially for someone with no knowledge of this fast-changing discipline.
One of Tyson’s unique points, in all his books, is to hand out information that, once said, reminds the reader of certain ah-ha moments
that suddenly seem quite logical.
A good example, in his review of the periodic table, is that elements
discovered after planetary discoveries were named after them: e.g.,
uranium, discovered in 1789, just eight years after Herschel’s discovery
of Uranus; cesium, soon after Ceres; and palladium, very soon after the
Vol 46 No 3 - September 2017					

second member of the asteroid belt, Pallas. Also, he even has an entire
chapter based “On Being Round.”
There are several pages comparing the possibility of life from elsewhere coming to Earth, and the amazing numbers of extremophiles
present here, as a way to remind us that, as much as we keep thinking
of how important we are, there’s a lot of other life around, both here
and in our colons (yes, that’s in this book, too).
This book, although over 200 pages, doesn’t take very long to read.
It also is a fairly convenient size, ready to be carried along either in a
purse or in a cargo pant pocket, ready to be picked up and looked into.
However, if you’re thinking of just opening up and reading random
chapters, you might want to reconsider—it’s much better to start with
Chapter 1 and continue to the end.

Europa’s Lost Expedition: A Scientific Novel

Michael Carroll, Springer, 2017
Reviewed by April Whitt
We’ve all come across those “scientific novels”—works that are
usually heavy-handed fact lists disguised as “stories.” My early planetarium program writing efforts were a bit like that.
Michael Carroll has overcome that heavy-handedness with a
mystery novel worthy of Ms. Christie. A group of scientists is headed to
Jupiter’s moon to study its geysers and drill through the ice crust to the
ocean below. Maybe they’ll discover strange
new life forms. Maybe they’ll solve the puzzle
of how those geysers work.
And, hopefully, they’ll have better luck
than members of the previous expedition, all
of whom vanished in a series of accidents.
This crew faces the same dangers, i.e. frying
radiation, extreme cold, finicky and failing
electronics, the psychological challenges of
close quarters, and uneasy acquaintances.
And the lyric prose takes the reader right
to Europa’s surface, with a huge Jupiter going
through phases, sparkling colorful ices, rainbows through the geyser mists, and ghostly
radar images in the deep ocean.
An excellent “Science Behind the Story” section at the end relates
the latest discoveries in the various disciplines featured in the book: a
comparison of Europa’s crust to thick or thin pizza, the moon’s orbit
and cryovolcanism, biometric robots, and the radiation hazards to
humans, among others.
This is a good choice for book stores or gift shops. 		
I
April Whitt is an astronomy instructor at Fernbank Science Center in
Atlanta, Georgia, USA. She shares that she is so old that she has flown on
both the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) in 1995 and the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) in 2015.
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A Different Point of View

Ron Walker
The Star Barn Planetarium
P.O. Box 161
Cave Creek, Arizona 85327-0161
thestarbarn@gmail.com

out of focus, just say “This is what (name the slide) looks like if you
lose your contact lens.” Also, in the days of controllers (before the blue
screen of death), the unit was explained “These devices control any
special effects projectors from 1 to 32, actually from 0 to 32 if you don’t
have any special effects projectors!”

Forty-five years ago

Stuck in an eclipse temporal rift
As I sit before this keyboard thinking of what gleanings are worth
putting down for your consumption, I suddenly realize what a different animal writing a column is compared to our “do it yesterday”
computer communication existence today.
What does that mean, you ask? Consider this: I am thinking and planning with anticipation about going
to view the total eclipse of the sun in
two months. But for you, the readers,
the eclipse happened a month ago. I
have no idea if I had clear seeing or
clouds destroyed the event.
A bit of a humbug, as I can’t even
hold off sending this at the last
minute as the deadline would be
long past.
No, the December issue would be
the earliest I could report my experience to you and by then, who would
care?
Before we go back in time, I refer
“Good Junk”
you to the picture of “good junk.”
Most would just toss this in the trash
(or give it to me, same difference) but I will, over the next few issues,
show that there is still value in things considered worthless.

Ten years ago
September 2007. How about a star projector made out of wood.
Don’t believe me? Then go to www.vvork.com/?p=3700.
“Last Light” by April White reports students saying, “I know only
one famous astronomer and his name is Mr. Raymond Worthy. He
knows everything about astronomy. He has even got his own crematorium!”
Other gems: “I learned there are things in the sky,” and “When the
stars moved it felt like the stars moved.”
My favorite, though, was this: ”Thank you for the movie it was cool
by putting the stars on the seling it was the coolest thing Id ever seen
because Id never seen a thing that could put the stars on the seling and
it was cool watching it, how come it has to be called the planetetaran?
Why couldent it be called the moon lander or something? But I like it
platerein it sounds bettr that way. Do you think that you will have any
more ideas? Like makeing the thedeater move? Or something like that.
Id like making the thedeater move it will be awsome to make it move.”
I like this kid; reminds me of me. Can’t spell with a darn, but I have
spell check. An original response, not a copied form letter. A real excitement about the projector. S/he’s probably at MIT right now going
for a degree in physics. As Sharon Shanks says in her “In Front Of The
Console” column, “Kids who are interested (in any subject) will learn
more on their own than any teacher can teach them. We are only
guides.”
This got me thinking about holding and perusing an actual printed
magazine. Perhaps there is some connection with printed instruc-

tion manuals that could be littered with sticky notes so it was easy to
review an operation until learned. Did you ever try to put a sticky note
on a CD? It just doesn’t work.
What you wind up doing is printing out the article and then putting
on the sticky note. Only then can you file it away and forget about it.
The magazine will tend to stay front and center
and this issue was is focused on education.
“The influence of School Astronomy Education on Astrological Belief” caught my eye. It is sad
that the “The Committee Of Ten” at the end of the
19th century thought teaching astronomy a worthless endeavor. If it was still with us I would imagine
“Astrological Belief” would be less of a problem today.
The new Gates Planetarium at the Denver Museum
of Science and Nature talks about its new projection
system to run their 20-minute show (others talk of
15-minute shows).1 From my limited perspective,
all I see is a room full of very expensive computers
running nine projectors in perfect sync. I can’t get by
the cost of nine arc lamps every 1,000 hours or so, too
rich for my blood.

September 1972. George O. Abell writes about advances in astronomy knowledge and the importance of teaching students a number of
things that we still value today: the philosophy of science, how science
works, the role of science, and how science describes how nature
behaves, not what it is. He also notes that “they should learn enough
about astronomy to recognize certain things which are pure nonsense,”
like a comet from Jupiter’s atmosphere that became the planet Venus.
Jane’s Corner is always good for a comment or two. Much to my
disappointment, “Making a self-reversing supernova explosion out of a
Quaker® Oats box” never really materialized, but the question, “What
kind of botanical specimens do you have in your planetarium?” brings
a smile. The best I ever got was people questioning how I could give
a show during the day when the stars weren’t out. My favorite is the
third grader speaking to a fellow student, “Oh, I’ve been here. We all sit
down and that black ball talks.” I guess “Pay no attention to the person
behind the console” works in places other than Oz.
This issue continues sharing the book Principles Of Planetarium Operation by continuing Chapter One, discussing “Planetarium
Programming For The General Public.” It touches on the still existing
controversy over a live presentation over a recorded one. Truly, there is

nothing new under the sun, especially a planetarium sun.
After a couple of pages of serious discussion the conclusion states, “A
completely recorded program requires that equipment function reliably.” I’ve found that if the power goes out, you’re left in the dark no
matter what kind of program your doing. The moral of this story is use
whatever works for you, with what you have.
“The Technical Side”, a column by O. Richard Norton, is right up my
alley. This issue covers using mirrors to move images over the dome is
as useful today for those of us with no budget but big ideas.
A final note, especially considering the upcoming (now in the past)
solar eclipse, was the comment a lady made to the staff of the Morrison Planetarium (San Francisco). “Is it true we can’t view the eclipse
through fogged film or dark glasses?” Yes, came the answer, explaining
the potential eye damage, to which she replied, “Well then if nobody
can watch it, why are they holding it?”
So, hopefully, you had a great view of the eclipse (even though it
hasn’t happened yet), making this temporally-confusing column a
thing worthy of a Dr. Who episode. I, for one, am looking forward to
the eclipse, even though it has already happened.
As I reach 1500 words I will relinquish control of your magazine back to you until December, when the control voice will
again take you back in time to the eclipse and more.
I
After 40 years as a commercial, industrial, and feature film maker, for Ron
Walker controlling the universe in his "Star Barn Planetarium" was a natural
step forward. He reports that surprisingly, viewers actually enjoy his
shows, which unfortunately forces him to write new ones between naps.

Reverse Diurnal Motion

Twenty-five years ago
September 1992. “Planetechnica,” is more my style; this time it basically states clean more and lubricate less. This won’t do you much
good when you get the blue screen of death, but it worked well for
older style planetariums with mechanical projectors.
A new column called “Sound Advice” starts its talk of “all things
audio” with SMPTE sync and two-track tape recorders with center track
time code. I might be the one of the few left with a working recorder
of this type. Those who are reminiscing now also probably eventually
had to deal with (karma) the blue screen of death. (Do I notice a trend
starting here?)
The “Computer Corner” lists a slew of BBS boards that connect at
300 baud (Need I say more). Astronomy lessons for various grade levels,
as good now as it was then. How to view a solar eclipse: the part about
the clouds covering the sun just before totality started a cold sweat. But
that’s over now—or wait, it really hasn’t happened yet. This publishing
time travel thing is very heavy.
Then there is some great information on how to control a second
grade class in your planetarium. Take control of your dome, it says,
show them you’re the boss, it says, right, I says. Back in the 90’s perhaps;
today, not so easy.
Here is something I didn’t know. You can paint Woolite®2 on your
skin and it will fluoresce under UV light. Perhaps a clown face with
teeth and a UV flashlight will control those second graders. One thing:
get it off as soon as possible as it will redden the skin. Who knows what
the active ingredients were back then?
Ah, Jane’s Corner, always good for gems like this: if a slide comes up
1 I can’t even get to the sunset in 15 minutes in my shows.
2 A brand of laundry detergent
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The Abrams Planetarium at Michigan State University, East Lansing, celebrated its 50th anniversary in
2014. To mark the milestone, the planetarium’s original Spitz Intermediate Space Transit star projector
was resembled by one of the original staffers, John Hare, now owner of Ash Enterprises. The inset color
photos was taken by Emanuele Berry during an interview for WKAR, MSU’s public media station. Used
with permission; historical photo courtesy Abrams Planetariums. Go to wkar.org/post/golden-anniversary-abrams-reassembles-original-star-projector#stream/0 for the original interview.
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Waxing New

An eclectic collection about planetariums, products, and people
Compiled by Sharon Shanks
Larry Ciupik: The history of
the Adler Planetarium

Larry Ciupik, astronomer at the
Adler Planetarium in Chicago, Illinois,
retired August 4, 2017 after an astounding 46 years of employment.
“I was somewhat stunned a few
years ago when I realized that I had
worked at the planetarium more than
half of its existence! In fact, our curator
of History of Astronomy recently told
me that he studies history, but I am
history!” (The Adler was founded in
1930.)
Larry joined the Adler as an astronomy content expert in June 1971, right
after he received his master’s degree
from Northwestern University to
assist with sky shows, exhibit production, and to answer public inquiries.
In his own words, here’s a short list
Larry Ciupik
of some of his activities over those 46
years:
•• I was project manager of the Adler’s Doane Observatory construction in 1976-1977.
•• For 25 years I taught astronomy and show production techniques
to gifted high school students from across Chicago who met right
here at the Adler.
•• For more than 30 years I taught various astronomy courses at
Adler for adults and children up through college level.
•• I’ve testified in court numerous times as a forensic astronomy
expert, including a case in which a dog’s shadow was used to help
convict the photographer.
•• I led two Adler-sponsored eclipse expeditions—a land trip to
Cabo San Lucas in 1991 and a cruise to the Black Sea in 1999.
•• From 1986-2002 I managed a talented team of artists, photographers, and technicians to produce 40 sky shows. The last
member of that team still at Adler is Mark Webb.
•• For the last 11 years, I’ve been a collaborator with VERITAS
(Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System), a
gamma ray telescope array south of Tucson, Arizona, conducting high-energy research on black holes and supernovae—
while also supervising a growing number of Adler telescope
volunteers who daily (weather-permitting) operate our solar
telescopes in the Doane Observatory and provide observing
opportunities on nights we’re open to the public.
•• And I also managed the Doane Observatory since 2013, which
was renovated and expanded in 2014-2015.
•• Lastly, I met my wife, Elaine, at Adler!
I

IDA adds 3 new Dark Sky Parks
Three sites have been added to the International Dark Sky Association’s International Dark Sky Parks. They are:
•• Warrumbungle National Park, in west-central New South
Wales (NSW);
•• South Llano River State Park, just outside the city of Junction,
Texas;
•• Cedar Breaks National Monument in Utah, east of Cedar City.

have a blast with physics

Warrumbungle is Australia’s first IDA International Dark Sky Park,
recognizing and protecting its key role in Australian astronomical
research. It joins other international parks such as Death Valley National Park in the United States and Galloway Forest Park in Scotland as
officially designated Dark Sky Parks.
South Llano River State Park is the third Texas state park to be designated as an International Dark Sky Park, joining Copper Breaks State
Park located in the Texas Panhandle and Enchanted Rock State Park in
the Hill Country.
This fall, Cedar Breaks will launch its “master astronomer program,”
a series of hands-on interactive workshops for those interested in learning more about astronomy and how to protect dark skies.		
I

Free fulldome short takes you to inner space
SciVis, the scientific visualization unit at the Consiglio Nazionale
delle Richerch-Instituto di Fisiologia Clinica in Pisa, Italy, is a group of
diverse artists and scientists dedicated to make visible the wonderful
world of cellular and molecular biology
It has produced a video titled NANOPLANET, which allows audiences to travel to the infinitesimal size of molecules, proteins, and other
components of the human cell. The idea is that the world ten million
times smaller (at the scale of cells) is as complex and beautiful as the
one at ten million times bigger, or at our natural human size.
The 5-minute fulldome video is released with a Creative Commons
license, allowing everyone can show it in their planetarium. You can
download it from Vimeo (https://vimeo.com/37182826), and SciVis
would be glad to hear your comments.
The group does molecular and cellular visualizations; more
information can be found at www.scivis.it			
I

.
World Space Week announces interim director

As World Space Week gears up for its 2017 celebration on 4-10 October, the
WSW Association has announced that Goran Nikolašević has been selected as
interim executive director. He began as WSW coordinator for Croatia, then
managed all WSW national coordinators, and then became global operations
manager last year. He succeeds Timiebi Aganaba-Jeanty, a recent law PhD graduate who is now focusing on developing her research as a post-doctoral fellow
in governance innovation,. The UN-declared World Space Week had more than
2,700 events reported by 1,300 organizations in 86 nations last year, its best
ever. The theme for World Space Week 2017 is “Exploring New Worlds in Space.”
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Coming soon to SciDome: 3D physics, with interactive environments that let you
manipulate conditions in a fulldome virtual world. Modules include kinematics (motion),
dynamics (forces), oscillations, fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, electromagnetism,
quantum mechanics, special and general relativity. It’s one of many multicurricular
applications designed specifically for the teaching capabilities of SciDome.
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Planetarians’ Calendar of Events

Tributes
Natalia Pavlova, 1945-2017
Natalia Pavlova (30 January 1945–24 June
2017). The Russian Planetariums Association
expresses its condolences to those close
to the death of an
employee of the
Barnaul Planetarium, Altayskiy Kray.
Natalia Pavlova
was born in the
Kostroma
region.
She graduated from
secondary school in
Natalia Pavlova
Barnaul,
enrolled
in Tomsk State University in 1962, and graduated in 1967 with a major in astronomy. She
was trained in graduate school at the Astrophysical Institute of the Sciences Academy of
the Kazakh SSR in Alma-Ata and worked there
as a research assistant from 1970 to 1996. She
became the author of 15 scientific articles on
physics and photometry of active galaxies.
She worked in the Barnaul Planetarium for
19 years, starting as a lecturer in 1996, a senior
research fellow in 1998, and deputy director
for science in 2013.
Natalia Pavlova was organizer of public
observations in the telescope and the traditional evenings of asphalt astronomy. She
developed a method of practical observation,
and her author’s lectures on astronomy and
ecology immediately became popular. She
also was a scientific consultant of the regional program “Step into the Future,” through
witch her students won at regional and federal
I
creative competitions.		

Ken Perkins, 1925-2017
Kenneth E. Perkins, 91, formerly of St.
Petersburg, Florida
and Vandalia, Ohio
passed away on 2
June, 2017 in Lake
Wales, Florida.
He was born on 2
July, 1925 in Hamilton, Ohio to G.H.
and Fannie (Coyle)
Perkins. He married
Edna (Straub) in
Ken Perkins
1950 and they had
two daughters, Tammie and Cyndi.
An alumnus of Dayton Stivers High School,
Mr. Perkins was a veteran of the US Navy
and served during WWII. He graduated from
Miami (Ohio) University and Penn State
University.
Ken began his teaching career in 1952 as a
science teacher in Fairfield, Ohio and in 1958
moved to Vandalia, where he taught science

and astronomy and served as the planetarium director with the Vandalia-Butler Schools
until his retirement in 1980. Ken and Edna
moved to Florida in retirement, where he was
invited to become the planetarium director at
St. Petersburg Junior College. He retired from
there in 1994.
Survivors include his daughters, grandsons,
and great grandchildren; a sister, a half-brother, a step-sister, and numerous nieces and
nephews.
Edna, his wife of 57 years, preceded him in
death.				
I

R. Subramanian

Mr. R. Subramanian, director general
of M. P. Birla Planetarium, Kolkata, India
passed away on 26
May 2017 at the age of
91 in Kolkata. He had a
long association with
the planetarium that
began in 1961, a year
before it was formally
inaugurated.
I

Free: The best word when it comes to education
Andrew Fraknoi (who guest-writes Last
Light on page 84 in this issue), along with
David Morrison, NASA Ames Research Center
and Sidney C. Wolff, National Optical Astronomy Observatory, have teamed up to write
an introductory college astronomy book that
can be obtained and used by teachers and
students—for free.
The task of affording
textbooks has placed an
even heavier burden on
the average U.S. college
student. Thus was born
OpenStax, a non-profit educational technology initiative from Rice University (Houston,
Texas) that provides free, openly-licensed
textbooks “that cover standard scope and
sequence requirements for introductory
college courses and Advanced Placement
courses. We are also developing personalized digital courseware that integrates with
our textbooks,” according to the OpenStax
website at www.openstax.org.
The only request they make is for users of
the texts to let them know about it.
You can go directly to the Fraknoi-Morrison-Wolff text at openstax.org/details/
astronomy.
And if this wasn’t valuable enough, the
team also has an extensive list of open-source

resources available at another digital treasure
house: Open Education Resources (OER). The
site collects teaching, learning, and research
resources that reside in the public domain or
have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use and
re-purposing by others.
OER include full courses, course materials,
modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and
any other tools, materials, or
techniques used to support
access to knowledge, thus
making it helpful for teachers
of all ages and abilities.
From the OER website: “The worldwide
OER movement is rooted in the human
right to access high-quality education. This
shift in educational practice is not just
about cost savings and easy access to openly
licensed content; it’s about participation and
co-creation. OER offers opportunities for
systemic change in teaching and learning
content through engaging educators in new
participatory processes and effective technologies for engaging with learning.” www.
oercommons.org
To skip directly to astronomy resources related to the OpenStaxAstronomy
book, go to www.oercommons.org/groups/
openstax-astronomy/1283.		
I

2017
1-3 September. Nordic Planetarium Association Meeting, Vattenhallen Science Center, Lund University, Sweden. Contact: Aase
Roland Jacobsen, aase.jacobsen@sm.au.dk
8-10 September. British Association of Planetaria (BAP), annual
meeting, The Planetarium at the Glasgow Science Center, United
Kingdom. Contact: BAP President Mark Watson, m.watson.bap@
gmail.com; www.planetaria.org.uk
15 September. Deadline for the applicants of "A Week in Italy for an
American Planetarium Operator", in collaboration with IPS Portable Planetarium Committee. http://www.astrofilibresciani.it/Planetari/Week_in_Italy/Week_Italy.htm
30 September. Astronomy Day, www.astroleague.org
4-10 October. World Space Week. Theme for 2017: Exploring New
Worlds in Space. www.worldspaceweek.org
7-9 October. International Planetarium Society Council Meeting,
Renaissance Airport Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri, USA.
10-15 October. Pleiades Conference, meeting of all 7 US IPS affiliates.
James S. McDonnell Planetarium, St. Louis, Missouri, USA. www.
facebook.com/PleiadesNPC2017.
21-24 October. Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC)
Annual Conference, The Tech Museum of Innovation, San Jose,
California, USA. www.astc.org
1-3 December. IFF 17Immersive Film Festival, Espinho, Portugal.
www.facebook.com/immersivefilmfestival
5-8 December. Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP), 129th
Annual Meeting, Beyond the Eclipse: Engaging Diverse and Underserved Communities in Astronomy and STEM, Moonrise Hotel, St.
Louis, Missouri, USA. www.astrosociety.org/education/asp-annual-meeting
7 December. Deadline of the Stratoscript Compendium Ring, a scripting competition open to everybody by LSS-Planetarium. Contact:
lionel.ruiz@live.fr; www.lss-planetariums.info/index.php?lang=en
&menu=compendium&page=compendium2017
31 December. Deadline of the prize “Page of Stars” organized by IPS
Portable Planetarium Committee in collaboration with Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory. Contact: Susan Reynolds Button, sbuttonq2c@gmail.com; www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=pagesofstars
31 December. Deadline for the contest “A week in United States”. For
information and applications requirements go to: www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=WeekinUS

2018

Highest-level education
Did you know: That the Spitz Creative Media fulldome program Solar Superstorms was
screened before members of the U.S. Congress as part of an effort to demonstrate the possible impact of a major solar weather event?
The Senate unanimously passed the bill on May 2. It is designed to outline roles and
responsibilities for various U.S. government agencies to research, forecast, and respond to
space weather, which can affect communications, the power grid and other systems. The
legislation also directs the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to develop
options to replace solar imaging data provided by the aging Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft, launched more than 20 years ago. The bill, S.141, has been sent to
the House of Representatives and is awaiting further action. 			
I
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8-12 January 2018. American Astronomical Society, 231st AAS
Meeting, Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center, National
Harbor, Maryland and Delaware, USA.
24-27 February. Imersa Summit 2018, Colombus, Ohio, USA. www.
imersa.org
11 March. International Day of Planetariums, public initiatives
between 10 and 11 March. Special event on the work of mobile
domes. Contact: sbuttonq2c@gmail.com; www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=IDP
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24-28 March. CAP 2018, Communicating astronomy with the public,
Fukuoka City Science Museum, Japan. www.communicatingastronomy.org/cap2018
31 March. New deadline of PlanIt Prize for an original video production, organized each year by Italian Association of Planetaria
(PlanIt), Italy. The prize is open to everyone. First prize 500 euro.
www.planetari.org
20-22 April. Italian Association of Planetaria (PlanIt), XXXIII National Conference, Infini.TO Planetarium, Torino, Italy. Contact: osservatorio@serafinozani.it; www.planetari.org
28–30 April. Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien e.V., (GDP),
Annual meeting of the German-Speaking Planetaria, Planetarium
Laupheim, Laupheim, Germany. www.gdp-planetarium.org
7-9 June. European Network Science Centres & Museums (ECSITE),
2018 Annual Conference, Museum of Natural History, Geneva,
Switzerland. www.ecsite.eu
27-29 June. IPS Fulldome Festival, Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse, France
International Planetarium Society Council Meeting, Toulouse,
France.
1-6 July. 24th International Planetarium Society Conference, Cité de
l’Espace, Toulouse, France. Contact: Marc Moutin, m.moutin@citeespace.com; www.ips2018toulouse.org
9-14 July. ESOF, Euro Science Open Forum, Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse,
France. Contact: Marc Moutin, m.moutin@cite-espace.com
31 July. Deadline for the applicants of "A Week in Italy for an American
Planetarium Operator," in collaboration with IPS Portable Planetarium Committee. ips-planetarium.site-ym.com/?page=italy
29 September–2 October, 2018. Association of Science-Technology
Centers (ASTC) Annual Conference, Connecticut Science Center,
Hartford, Connecticut, USA. www.astc.org

2019
4-6 May. Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien e.V. (GDP),
Annual Meeting of the German-speaking Planetaria, Mediendom,
Kiel, Germany. www.gdp-planetarium.org
1-7 September. ICOM 2019, 25th General Conference, Museum as
Cultural Hubs: the Future of Tradition, International Council of
Museums, Kyoto, Japan. icom.museum/events/general-conference/icom-kyoto-2019

For corrections and new information for the Calendar of Events,
please send a message to Loris Ramponi at osservatorio@serafinozani.
it. More details about several of these upcoming events is included in
the International News column in this issue.
The most up-to-date information also is available online in the IPS
Calendar of Events at www.ips-planetarium.org
How to organize an eco-friendly planetarium conference:
www.scienzagiovanissimi.it/best-practices.
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Last Light

April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

Andy Fraknoi’s Decidedly Demented Definitions

Many thanks to AstroProf Andrew Fraknoi (Foothill
College, Los Alto Hills, California, and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific) for permission to reprint
these “definitions.” ©2005 by Andrew Fraknoi; originally published in Mercury, the ASP magazine.
Many good books and texts on astronomy
provide a helpful glossary of technical terms for
the beginning reader. Useful as such lists are, they
Andy Fraknoi
usually list only the standard definition of each
term. Here are some decidedly non-standard alternatives for some
important astronomical jargon.
Antiproton: Whom Uncle Proton is married to.
Apex: What the naturalist trained the apes to make
Baryon: I am sorry, sir, you can’t go in there; the sign says Mr. Manilow
is performing.
Charge-coupled device: The electric chair
Contact binary: Tango partners
Continuous creation: Yet another non-technical physics book from
Paul Davies or John Gribbin
Convection Current: The electric chair
Curve of Growth: What happens to the midriff bulge of an astronomy
department administrator
Declination: Thanks, Norbert, but I really don’t want to go out with
you.
Decoupling Era: What happened to marriage in the 1980’s and 1990’s
Deferent: Oh, no, Dr. Sandage, I am sure your value for the Hubble
constant is the right one.
Degenerate Stars: A Hollywood orgy.
Early-type star: Oh, I’m sorry Mr. Spielberg, I thought the cast party
started at 8 p.m.
Einstein Ring: What Albert bought Mileva.
Exit pupil: Another non-science major who didn’t finish Astronomy
101
Fission: What some astronomers like to go do to relax
during the summer
Forbidden Line Transition: “Nice weather we’re having,
say, would you like to come up to my place and see my
etchings?”
Great Red Spot: A popular nightclub in Beijing
Green Flash: The brief period when dot.com’s were all the
rage.
G Star: Actor who appears mainly on the Disney Channel
Hour Circle: What you do when your flight arrival is
delayed over San Francisco.
Hubble’s Constant: What his wife Grace hoped he would always be.
Image Tube: Television set with the sound broken.
Initial Mass Function: Celebration after a child’s first Communion
International Date Line: Where lonely astronomers can call 24 hours
a day.

Interstellar Medium: Fortune teller in Hollywood between jobs
Inverse Square Law: Making a poem out of the Pythagorean theorem.
Jansky: What Jan uses to open his door
Late-type Star: See early-type star and make your own joke. (Do we
have to spell everything out for you?)
Leap second: You have to; I leaped first.
Lepton Era: When the big cats roamed the jungle.
Light Year: When your classes were easy and you didn’t have to take
too many in your major.
Line Broadening: What happens to an astronomer’s profile after age 50.
Local Group: The rock band that plays down the street.
Local Standard of Rest: Sorry, senor, we always close in the afternoon
for a siesta.
Main Sequence Turn-off Point: The moment in a long lecture on stellar
evolution where students stop paying attention.
Messier Catalog: The one that got dropped in the mud.
Near Earth Object: Your astronomy textbook, just after you threw it
out the window.
Olbers’ Paradox: Before she had that operation, Mrs. Olbers wanted an
opinion from another doctor.
Peculiar Motion: Astronomers trying to do the hula during a conference in Hawaii.
Photomultiplier: E-mail.
Prominence: Being invited to write a review paper for Annual Reviews.
Proper Motion: Bill to increase funding for astronomical research.
Recombination Line: Darling, I’ve never loved anyone but you; please
take me back.
Roche Limit: Enjoy it, Bill, but if you want to be president someday,
perhaps you shouldn’t inhale.
Quantum Efficiency: Apartment unit in Tokyo.
Quasar Red Shift: Broken color control on famous brand TV.
Radio Burst: Time to get another set.
Red Giant: The basketball player who spent too much of the weekend
on the beach.

©Nick Kim, www.freethunk.net, used with permission

Sirius B: What Yoda was always trying to teach his apprentices.
Spectral Line: Beware, this house is haunted.
T Association: The Mad Hatter, the March Hare, and the Dormouse.
Tektite: Maybe piping some music into the dome will loosen him up.
Van Allen Belt: What Dr. Van Allen wears to hold up his pants.
Variable Star: The artist formerly known as Prince.
I
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Seamless for you.
Unforgettable for your audience.

Easy to Drop-In™

Tru-Space Pilot Mode™

Introducing Panels 3.0

Exactly as it sounds. Whether
your theater runs on Uniview™
or another planetarium software
package, we can get your new
Uniview™ 3.0 up and running
quickly and easily.

With Uniview™ 3.0 you will impress
your audiences with perfectly
smooth flight paths and visually
stunning presentations with
unprecedented accuracy.

Seamlessly glide through your live
presentation with the new, more
intuitive Panels 3.0, designed for
high functionality and ease of use
to delight the presenter.

Uniview™ 3.0 is simple and hassle-free to get either as a full installation or as a Drop-In™.
Pre-order now or get more information:
Sciss International (HQ) | +46 8 55 11 91 00
Sciss North America | +1 978 270 5835
Sciss Middle East | +971 4 256 6695
Email | sales@sciss.se

Keep in the know!

facebook.com/scissfamily/
facebook.com/scalingtheuniverse/

twitter.com/scissuniview

